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Other Reference-Patent/App/Search 00680289.PDF
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Copy of patent for which reexamination. 00677943,PDF
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Transmittal Letter 00680646,PDF
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Information:

. ; 128722
Trans Letter filing of a responseina

Proposed_Amendment.PDFreexam 1d50a.6340669e5e6e4¢712943L69L0ebbe|
55 16d7

Information: 
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Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)
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Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfor a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

NationalStage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Because of a small quantity (two) of lens elements, the
wide-angle lens facilitates size and weight reduction and
permits low-cost manufacture. The lens is made from
plastic, which permits further cost reduction. The lens is
particularly useful when employed in CCD cameras.

15 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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WIDE-ANGLE LENS

This is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
08/590,725, filed Jan. 24, 1996, now abandoned, which in
turn, was a continuation of application Ser. No. 08/251,623,
filed May 31, 1994, now abandoned, which, in turn, was
continuation of application Ser. No. 07/738,854, filed Jul.
31, 1991, now abandoned.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention rclates to a wide-angle lens. More
particularly, the invention relates to a wide angle lens having
particular application to CCD-type cameras.

2. Background Prior Art
Lately, small-sized wide-angle lenses have become

increasingly used in %- and ¥%-inch CCD cameras which
have recently been put into use.

Five-element wide-angle lenses are a common known
type of such small-sized lenses.

However, such wide-angle lenses have practical limita-
Wions in size, weight and cost because they employ as many
as five lens elements.

OBJECT OF THE INVEN'LION

The present invention was designed to solve the problems
mentioned above.Its primary object, therefore, is to provide
a novel wide-angle lens which can easily be decreased in
size and weight and manufactured at a low cost.

For a beller understanding of the present invention, ref-
erence is made to the following description and accompa-
nying drawings while the scope of the invention will be
pointed out in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1 to 5 show the lens construction of corresponding
embodiments 1 to 5.

FIGS. 6 to 10 show aberrations of embodiments 1 to 5,
respectively.

DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION AND
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The wide-angle lens system 20 according to the invention
comprises a first lens element and a second lens element
which are located on object and image (picture) sides,
respectively. In the drawings,a first lens element is desig-
nated as 26 and a second lens elementis designated as 28.
The first lens element 26 is a meniscus type having a
negative refractive power and the second lens element 28 is
a two sided convex type having a positive refractive power,
one or more of lens surfaces of lens elements 26, 28 being
made aspherical.

The wide-angel lens system 20 can be used in %- and
¥,-inch CCD cameras, for example.

The quantity of the component lens element of the wide-
angle lens system 20 according to the present invention is
thereby reduced to two. In order to secure high performance
with the small quantity of lens elements, however, they are
made aspherical.

In order to make its performances more effective, the
wide-angle lens according to the invention is made to satisfy
the following requirements.

lfiJ<D q@
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wherein (f,) is the focal length of the first lens element 26
and D is the distance between the principal points of thefirst
and sccond Icns clemcnis 26, 28.

Whensatisfying requirement (1), the wide-angle lens
system 20 permits its back-focus to be made two times
longer despite its short focal length.

-1.$<1,/{(a,-1)f,}<-0.5 (2)

whercin (12, is the curvature radius of the image-side surface
of the first lens element 26 and (n,, is the refractive index ofthe material from which the first lens element 26 was
constructed.

When satisfying requirement (2), the wide-angle lens
system 20 permits astigmatism to becomepositively large or
negalively large above the upper limit of requirement(2) or
below its lower limit respectively.

-10<Ky<-1 (3)

wherein K, is the conical reflection constant when the
image-side surface of the sccond lens clement28 is aspheri-
cal.

Whensatisfying requirement (3), the wide-angle lens
system 20 permits spherical aberration to be well corrected.
Namely, spherical aberration becomes negatively large or
positively large above the upper limit of requirement (3) or
below ils lower limit respectively.

—2<fy/f,<-1 A)

wherein (f,) is the focal length of the sccond lens clement

Whensatisfying requirement (4), the wide-angle lens
system 20 permits field curvature to be well corrected.
Namely, field curvature becomes positive or negative above
the upper limit of requirement(4) or below its lower limit
respectively Whennotsatisfying requirement (4), its lowers
performance of the lens system 20.

The wide-angle lens system 20 according to the invention
permits achromatism even when its first and second lens
elements 26, 28 are made from the same material.

Whenthe first and sccond Icns clements 26, 28 are made
from acryl (PMMA), the wide-angle lens system 20 permits
material and manufacturing costs to be reduced further.

The invention will be more fully understood by describing
five embodiments as follows.

Tt is assumed that the first lens surface counted from the

object side (including lens surface, diaphragm and CCD
cover glass) has a curvature radius r; G=1-7) anda distance
d, G=1-5) is given between the (i)-th and (i+1)-th surfaces
on the optical axis. Formula j=1, 2 represent the first and
second lens elements respectively, j=3 the above mentioned
cover glass, (n,) refractive index of the material of the lens
elements and cover glass j=1-3.

Aspherical surface of the lens elements ofthe wide-angle
lens is obtained by revolving curve:

X= [ery +J1- K+ per} | +AG¥t + Ag?

about the optical axis (X) with optically-axial coordinate and
the coordinate orthogonal therewith given symbols X and Y
respectively, optically-axial curvature C, conical reflection
constant K, A,, A, quarternary and hexanary aspherical
coefficients, and its configuration is specified by giving
conical reflectin constant K ans aspherical coefficients A,,
As.
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Embodiment 1

f=3.3 mm, #/No=1.8

Picture size: 14 inch (diagonal distance: 5.5 mm) 

Ke ty d; J ay
1 40.00 1.00 1 1.491
2 3.16 8.50
3 4.38 2.50 2 1.491
4 -5.03 0.00
5 (Diaphragm) 6.225 io) 0.70 3 1.5168
7 oO

Aspherical surface: ry

K=-4.16934

Ag=2.19540x1077, A,=2.19540x10->
f,=-7.04, f£,=5.22, D=8.68, r,/{(n,-1)f, }=-0.91
f,/f,=-1.35
Thefirst and second lens elements 26, 28 were made from

PMMA(acryl). The configuration of the lens and associated
light paths according to the first embodimentare illustrated
in FIG. 1 and the aberrations of the first embodiment are
illustrated in FIG. 6. ‘The coma aberration showntherein is

obtained in connection with (d)- linc.

Embodiment 2

f=5.0 mm, F/No=1.8

Picture size: 12 inch (diagonal distance: 8.0 mm 

i ti d; j nj
1 1090.00 1.00 1 1.491
2 4.32. 12.00
3 7.32 3.00 2 1.491
4 -7.05 0.00
5 (Diaphragm) 10.586 oo 0.70 3 1.5168
7 ©

Aspherical surface: r,

K=—2.70060

A, =6.15920x107*, A,=4.25890x107°

£,=-9.21, £,=7.84, D=13.16, r,/{(n,-1£, }=-0.95
f,/f,=-1.17
Thefirst and second lens elements 26, 28 were made from

PMMA(acryl). The configuration of the lens and associated
light paths according to the second embodimentare illus-
trated in FIG. 2 and the aberrations of the second embodi-
mentare illustrated in FIG. 7. The coma aberration shown

therein is obtained in connection with (d)- line.
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Embodiment 3

f=3.3 mm, F/No=1.8

Picture size: 43 inch (diagonal distance: 5.5 mm)

i i d, j nj
1 20.00 1.00 41 1.5168
2 3.4 8.50
3 5.16 2.50 2 1.5168
4 —4,.64 0.00
5 (Diaphragm) 6.156 ~ 0.80 3 1.5168
7 oo

Aspherical surface: r,
K=-1.76816

A4=2.20288x 1075, Ag=—6.86197x10-7
Aspherical surface: 14

K=-2.83668

Ay=-6.15852x107°, A,=2.98626x10-7
f,=-7.28, £,=5.18, D=9.33, ro/{(n,-L)f, }=-0.83
[,/f>=-1.41
Thefirst and second lens elements 26, 28 and cover glass

32 were made from the same material (BK7). The configu-
ration of the lens and associated light paths according to the
third embodimentare illustrated in FIG. 3 and the aberra-
tions of the third embodimentare illustrated in FIG. 8. The
coma aberration shown therein is obtained in connection

with (d)- line.

Embodiment 4

f=5.0 mm, F/No=3.5

Picture size: 3 inch (diagonal distance: 5.5 mm) 

i t d; j nj
1 16.500 1.500 1 1.49091
2 2.663 6.000
3 5.050 2.000 2 1.49091
4 -5.328 0.200
5 (Diaphragm) 5.8756 ~ 4.600 3 1.51680
7 ea

Aspherical surface: r
K=-2.27678

A,=0, Ag=

Aspherical surface: r,
K=-9.5

A,=0, A,=0

f,=-6.708, £,=5.639, D=6.900, r,/{(o,—1)£, }=-0.809
f,/f,=-1.190
Thefirst and secondlens elements 26, 28 were made from

PMMA(acryl). The configuration of the lens and associated
light paths according to the fourth embodiment are illus-
trated in FIG. 4 and the aberrations of the fourth embodi-
mentare illustrated in FIG. 9. The coma aberration shown

therein is obtained in connection with (d) - Line.
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Embodiment 5

f=5.0 mm, ['/No=2.5

Picture size: 14 inch (diagonal distance: 5.5 mm) 

i Tj d; j n,
1 21.000 1.500 1 1.49091
2 2.805 6.800
3 8.403 2.000 2 1.49091
4 —4.382 0.00
5 (Diaphragm) 9.3866 « 0.800 3 1.51680
7 ©

Aspherical surface: r,
=—5.54774

A,=0, A,=0
Aspherical surface: ry

K=-1.2

Ay=0, Ag=0

f,=-6.779, f,=6.095, D=7.900, r2/{(n,—-1)f, }=-0.843
f,/f,=-1.112
The first and second lens elements 26, 28 were made from

PMMA(acryl). The configuration of the lens and associated
light paths according to the fifth embodiment are illustrated
in FIG. § and the aberrations of the fifth embodiment are
illustrated in FIG. 10. The coma aberration showntherein is

obtained in connection with (d) - line.
FIGS. 1 through 5 show the layout of the lens elements of

the wide-angle lens system of the Embodiments 1 through 5
and light paths thercin. In FIGS. 1 through 5 numeral 26 is
a first lens element, 28 a second lens element, 30 a dia-
phragm and 32 a coverglass.

As is clear from the drawings, all the embodiments show
good performances.

In the aberration diagrams, consideration is given to the
presence of the cover glass.

While the foregoing description and drawings represent
the preferred embodiments of the present invention, it will
be obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes
and modifications may be made therein without departing
from the truc spirit and scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A wide angle lens system comprising:
a first lens element and a second lens element which are

located onthe object side and image side respectively,
said first lens element being of a meniscus type having
a negative refractive power and said second lens ele-
ment being of a two-sided convex type having a
positive refractive powcr, at lcast one surface of said
Icns clements being aspherical, said wide angle Icns
system having no more than two lens elements and
wherein

Ifil<D;
[-1.5<r,/{(n,-Df, }<-0.5; and
—2<f,/f,=_1]
-1.5<r,/ {(n,-1)f, }-0.5; and
—2<f,/f,<-1

where (f,) is the focal length of the first lens element and D
is the distance between a back principal pointofthe first lens
element and a front principal point of the second lens
element, where (r,) is the curvature radius of the image-side
surface of the first lens element, where (n,) is the refractive
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index of the material of the first lens element, and where (£,)
is the focal length of the second lens element.

2. The wide angle lens system of claim 1, wherein

-1N<K,<-1

where (K,) is the conical reflection constant when the
image-side surface of the second lens element is
aspherical.

3. The wide angle lens system of claim 2,
lens elements are made of plastic.

4. The wide angle lens sysiem of claim 3,
lens elements are made from acryl.

5. ‘The wide angle lens system of claim 1,
lens elements are made of plastic.

6. The wide angle lens system of claim 5,
Icns clements arc made from acryl.

7. The wide angle lens system of claim 5, including a
diaphragm and a cover glass for a CCD layer on the image
side, said diaphragm being between said second lens ele-
ment and said cover glass.

8. The wide angle lens system of claim 1, including a
diaphragm and a cover glass for a CCD layer on the image
side, said diaphragm being between said second lens ele-
ment and said cover glass.

9. ‘The wide angle Icns system of claim 8, wherein said
first and second lens elements are constructed of the same

material as said cover glass.
10. In a camera having a wide angle Icns system, a

diaphragm and a plane surface for forming an image, the
improvement comprising:

that said wide angle lens system comprises:
a first lens element and a second lens element which are

located on the object side and image side respectively,
said first lens element being of a meniscus type having
a negative refractive power and said second lens ele-
ment being of a two-sided convex type having a
posilive refractive power, al least one surface of said
lens elements being aspherical, said wide angle lens
system having no more than two lens elements and
wherein

If:J<D;
-1.5<r,/{(n,-1)f,}<-0.5; and
—2<f,/f.<-1

where(f,) is the focal length of the first lens element and D
is the distance between a back principal pointofthefirst lens
element and a front principal point of the second lens
element, where(r,) is the curvature radius of the image-side
surface of the first lens element, where (n,) is the refractive
index of the material of the first lens element, and where (£,)
is the focal length of the second lens element.

11. The camera of claim 1 wherein said camera is of the

CCD type and wherein a cover glass for CCD elements is
arranged on the imageside, said diaphragm being disposed
between said second element and said cover glass.

12. The camera of claim 11 wherein said first and second
elements are constructed of the same material as said cover

glass.
13. The camera of claim 1 wherein said first and second

elements are madeof plastic.
14. The camera of claim 10 wherein

wherein said

wherein said

wherein said

wherein said

—10<K,<-1

where K, is a conical reflection constant when the
image-side surface of said second lens element is
aspherical.
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15. In a camera having a wide angle lens system, a
diaphragm and a plane surface for forming an image, the
improvement comprising:

that said wide angle lens system has a first lens element
and a second lens element which are located on an 5

object side and image side respectively, said first lens
element being of a meniscus type having a negative
refractive power and said second lens element being of
a two-sided convex type having a posilive refractive
power, al least one surface of said lens elements being 1°
aspherical wherein

42

-1.5<1,/{(0,-1)f,}<-0.5

wherein (r,) is the curvature radius of the image side
surface of the first lens element, (f,) is the focal length
of the first lens element and (n,) is the refractive indexof the material of the first lens element.
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(54) Arithmetic unit for image transformation

(57)—An arithmetic unit for image transformation is
disclosed for transforming a fisheye image obtained by
using a fisheye lens (2) into a plane image for display,
comprising: a first coordinate calculating unit (35) for
obtainingfirst projection coordinates derived by project-
ing coordinates on the plane image onto a fisheye

FIG. 4

image face as an imaginary object face; and a second
coordinate calculating unit (36) for obtaining second
projection coordinates derived by projecting the first
projection coordinates obtained by the first coordinate
calculating unit (35) onto the fisheye image face.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an arithme-
tic unit for image transformation and a monitoring sys-
tem. More particularly, the invention relates to an
arithmetic unit for image transformation for transforming
an image obtained by using a fisheye lens into a plane
image for display and a monitoring system having the
arithmetic unit.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Anarithmetic unit for image transformationis
usedin, for example, a monitoring system using a mon-
itoring camera. The operator monitors the state in a
space(for example, shop) in which the monitoring cam-
era is installed, by watching images from the monitoring
camera displayed on a monitor provided for the monitor-
ing system. When a lens attached to the camera is an
ordinary standard lens, the space can be monitored
only within the rangeof the angle of view of the standard
lens. In order to monitor the entire space in which the
camerais installed, it is necessary to provide a mecha-
nism for properly changing the orientation of the cam-
era. In case of providing such a mechanism, the cost
increases and the camera has to be remote controlled.

It consequently becomeshardfor the operator to handle
it.

[0003] There is an idea such that a fisheye lens
having the wide angle of view is attached to the camera
and monitoring is performed by using the fisheye lens.
An image produced bythefisheyelens is, however, dis-
torted as compared with an image obtained by using the
standard lens andis very hard for the operator to watch
it. A technique for transforming an image produced by
the fisheye lens into a plane image is disclosed as a
camera orientation system in WO92/21208.
[0004] The system transforms a circular image
obtained by using the fisheye lens into an image pro-
duced by a normal image pickup lens (for example,
standard lens) by an arithmetic process and a plane
image seen from an arbitrary view point can be
obtained. In this case, when a high speed arithmetic unit
is used, plane image data can be obtained at real time
rates only by software. In most of the cases, it takes
long time for a communicating process, operation as a
humaninterface, and thelike in a terminal device con-

nected to a network.It is therefore preferable to realize
a part in which the same process is repeated in an
image transforming process, by hardware.
[0005] Since the projecting method (stereoscopic
projection, equidistant projection, orthogonal projection,
or the like) of projecting a fisheye lens image onto an
image pickup device (such as CCD) provided for the
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camera is determined at the time of designing, by exe-
cuting arithmetic computations according to mathemat-
ical expressions by hardware, the image can be
transformed to a plane image.

[0006] As disclosed in WO92/21208, however,
when calculations upon transformation are expressed
by mathematical equations and executed according to
the mathematical equations by hardware,it is neces-
sary to realize many calculations of not only addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, but also square
root, trigonometric function, and the like by the hard-
ware. The unit consequently cannot help becoming
expensive inevitably.
[0007] The invention has been achieved in consid-
eration of the actual condition of the conventional tech-

Nique and it is an object of the invention to provide an
arithmetic unit for image transformation capable of pro-
viding inexpensive hardware for transforming a fisheye
image obtained by using a fisheye lens into a plane
imagefor display.

ARY THE IN I

[0008] In order to achieve the object, an arithmetic
unit for image transformation according to the invention,
for transforming a fisheye image obtained by using a
tisheye lens into a plane imagefor display, comprises:

a first coordinate calculating unit for obtainingfirst
projection coordinates on a fisheye image face as
an imaginary object face derived by projecting coor-
dinates on the plane image; and
a second coordinate calculating unit for obtaining
secondprojection coordinates derived by projecting
the first projection coordinates obtained bythefirst
coordinate calculating unit onto the fisheye image
face.

[0009] The action of the configuration is as follows:

Step 1. Thefirst projection coordinates on the fish-
eye image face as an imaginary object face
obtained by projecting coordinates on the plane
image are derived bythefirst coordinate calculating
unit; and

Step 2. The second projection coordinates obtained
by projecting the first coordinates onto the fisheye
image face are derived.

[0010] That is, when an imageis transformed, the
coordinate calculations are not performed by mathe-
matical equations at once but are executed by stages.
Consequently, the calculating unit can be constructed
by combining simple arithmetic circuits and the hard-
warepart in the arithmetic unit for image transformation
can berealized at low cost.

[0011] As a preferred embodiment of the invention,
a logic circuit for arithmetic operation has a pipelined
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architecture in each of the first and second coordinate

calculating units.

[0012] By makingthe logic circuit have the pipelined
architecture, the coordinate transformation can be
sequentially performed by stages and the circuit config-
uration can be partially simplified. As a result, the hard-
ware partin the arithmetic unit for image transformation
can berealized at low cost.

[0013] As another preferred embodiment of the
invention, the logic circuit for arithmetic operationis lim-
ited to calculations of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and square root, and division and other function
calculations are handled byreferring to a lookup table.
[0014] In case of executing the calculations accord-
ing to the equations by the hardware,it is necessary to
realize many arithmetic operations such as addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, and in addition,
squareroot, trigonometric function, and thelike by hard-
ware.It is consequently necessary to use a large-scale
circuit part. Especially, depending on the projecting
method of the fisheye lens, there may be a case such
that approximation occurs by trigonometric function or
infinite polynomial. The logic circuit for arithmetic opera-
tion is consequently limited to addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and square root. With respect to a part
expressedbydivision or other function, a lookup table is
referred to. Consequently, the hardware can be simpli-
fied and it can contribute to reduce the costof the arith-

metic unit for image transformation.
[0015] According to further another preferred
embodiment of the invention, the second coordinate

calculating unit is used to obtain the second projection
coordinates by multiplying the first projection coordi-
nates by a predetermined coefficient and the predeter-
mined coefficient is obtained from the lookup table.
[0016] Whenthe projecting method of the fisheye
lens differs, the coefficient becomes different. Only by
changing data in the lookuptable, the invention can deal
with a different projecting method andit is unnecessary
to replace the hardware part. The cost of the hardware
part in the arithmetic unit for image transformation can
be therefore reduced also with respect to the point.
[0017] A monitoring system according to the inven-
tion is characterized by comprising the arithmetic unit
for image transformation. According to the arithmetic
unit for image transformation, the arithmetic unit can be
constructed by combining simple arithmetic circuits and
the cost of the hardwarepart in the arithmetic unit for
image transformation can be reduced, so that an inex-
pensive monitoring system can be provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing setting of a coordinate
system;
Fig. 2 is a diagram for explaining a correction coef-
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ficient ky;
Fig. 3 is a diagram for explaining a procedure of
transforming coordinates by hardware; and
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of circuits mounted on a
PCI bus substrate.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0019] Apreferred embodimentof an arithmetic unit
for image transformation according to the invention will
be describedin detail with reference to the drawings.

(Positional relation of coordinate system)

[0020] Referring to Fig. 1, the positional relation of
coordinates to be transformed will be described. The

coordinate system will be set as follows. As a spacefor
showing the position of an object, an (X, Y, Z) coordi-
nate space in which the position of a fisheye lens is the
origin and the direction of the optical axis is the Z axis is
set. The azimuth (9) and the zenithal angle (6) are set
as parametersindicating the position of the object seen
from theorigin.
[0021] Since the position on an image pickup
device (such as CCD), of an object whose imageis
obtained through the fisheye lens is determined at an
angle seen throughthefisheyelens,it is assumed that
the object is positioned on the surface of a hemisphere
of radius of 1. The hemisphericalface is called an imag-
inary object face.
[0022] Aplane imageto be obtained is shown by an
(u, v) coordinate system in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
center (origin) of the (u, v) coordinate system is in the
position apart from the origin of the (X, Y, Z) coordinate
system by distance 1 andis in contact with the hemi-
spherical face as the imaginary object face. The plane
expressed bythe (u, v) coordinate system is made cor-
respond to pixels of a display image on a monitor. The
angle between the u axis of the coordinate system and
the (X, Y) plane, that is, the angle formed by aninter-
secting line of a plane which passestheorigin ofthe (u,
v) coordinate system and is in parallel with the (X, Y)
plane and the(u, v) plane and the u axisis set as (a).
[0023] A plane image (fisheye image) obtained
throughthe fisheye lens is expressed bya (p, q) coordi-
nate system as shownin Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
(Pp, q) coordinate system is parallel to the (X, Y) plane
and hasthe origin on the Z axis. In a position on an
image pickup face (for example, position of a pixel ona
CCD image pickup device), the image circle diameter
differs according to the size of the image pickup device
andthefocal distanceof the fisheye lens. Consequently,
itis assumed that a fisheye imageis projected inacircle
of radius 1 of an image of an object positioning at 90
degrees (Z = 0) from the front of the lens. At the time of
actually use, magnification adjustment is performed.
[0024] An imageis transformed as follows. The pro-
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jecting position on the image pickup face (p, q coordi-
nates) of a point (u, v coordinates) on a plane imageis
obiained by arithmetic operation. By referring to lumi-
nanceinformation at the point, data of the plane image
to be obtained can be generated. Information of the
view points (@, 8, a) and the scale factor (zoom ratio) as
the size of the plane imageis information inputted by
the operator through a keyboard, pointing device,or the
like and is obtained and set in advanceas data for cal-

culation by a higher-order arithmetic processing unit.

[0025] Necessary parameters are, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, (Xo, Yo, Zo) indicative of the center(ori-
gin) of a plane image and change amounts éux, évx,
Ouy, Ovy, Guz, Ovz in the respective axes of the (X, Y, Z)
coordinates when a point is moved in the respective
directions on the (u, v) coordinate system by an amount
of one pixel (corresponding to one pixel on the monitor
screen).
[0026] The parameters can be easily obtained from
the information of the angle information (9, 6, o) of the
view point and the magnification of the image.

{ Calculatingprocedure for image transformation)

[0027] A calculating procedure for image transfor-
mation will now be described with reference to Fig. 3.
The calculating procedure is performed by, broadly, two
steps offirst and second steps.

Step 1

[0028] First, the coordinates of a point P’ (first pro-
jection coordinates) on the hemispherical face as an
imaginary object face, which is a projection of a point P
on a plane image(the u, v coordinates) are obtained.
[0029] Whenit is assumed that the (X, Y, Z) coordi-
nates of the point P are (X,, Y;, Z;) and the (u, v) coor-
dinates are (uy, v4), the following are given.

X,=Xp ty * OuX+vy ° Gvx

Y,=Youy * Ouyt+v, ° dvy

Z,=Zo tu, ° OuZ+V, * Ovz

[0030] As clearly shownin Fig. 2, the point P’ is on
the line connecting O and P. When a coefficient is set to
k,, the following relationis satisfied.

(Xo. Vo, Za)aky + (Ky. 44.21)

[0031] The distance betweentheorigin of the (X,Y,
Z) coordinate system and the point P’ expressed by the
coordinates (Xo, Yo, Ze) is 1. The distance betweenthe
origin (Xo, Yg, Zo) of the (u, v) coordinate system and
the point P' expressed by the coordinates (Xo, Yo, Zo) is
1. The distance L from the origin of the (u, v) coordinate
system to the point P is obtained as follows.
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L= (u? vy

[0032] When the distance L is determined, kj, is
constant. Consequently, a table of k; with respect to the
distance L is formed as a lookuptable and multiplication
by k; obtained from the lookup table is executed,
thereby enabling (Xs, Yo, Zo) to be obtained as follows
(refer to Fig. 3).

Xp=ky * Xy

Yo=k, * Yy

Zo=k,* 2,

In this manner, the first projection coordinates on the
hemispherical face are determined.

Step2

[0033] As a second stepof the calculation, a proce-
dure of obtaining second projection coordinates w(p,,
q,) on a fisheye image face from thefirst projection
coordinates (Xo, Y2, Zo) determined (refer to Fig. 1 with
respect to w) will be explained.
[0034] As described above,since the point P’ is on
the surface of the hemisphereof radiusof 1, the zenithal
angle (8,) is unconditionally determined from the value
of Zo (refer to Fig. 1 with respect to 61). The following
equation (1) is therefore derived.

0,= cos '(Z,) (1)

[0035] Since the azimuth of the point w on the
image pickup face and that of the point P’ on the hemi-
spherical face are the same,the following equation (2)
is satisfied.

(P44) =Ky * (Xy, Yo) (2)

[0036] Since the height (h) from the origin on the
fisheye image face (origin of the p, q coordinate system)
to the point w is expressed as a function of 6, according
to the fisheye image projecting method, the following
equation (3) is satisfied.

h=F(9,) (3)

[0037] Some examplesof specific functions of F(0)
according to the projecting method will be shown. When
it is assumed that the focal distance of the fisheye lens
is f, the following relations are established.

equidistant projection:h =f * @

stereoscopic projection: h = 2f + tan(@/2)

[0038] Whenthe equation (1) is substituted for the
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equation (3), the following equation (4) is given. h can
be expressed as a function determined by Zo.

h=F(cos "'(Z,)) (4)

[0039] With respect to the distance r from the origin
of the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system to the point Q
obtained by projecting the point P’ onto the (X, Y) plane,
since the point P’ is a point on the surface of the hemi-
sphereof radius of 1, the following equation (5) is satis-
tied.

r=(1-Z,7)°° (5)

[0040] The following equation (6) is therefore given
from the equations (4) and(5).

kp =h/r

= F(cos”'(Z,))(1 - Zs 7)°° 6)

[0041] Thatis, the coefficient kz of the equation (2)
can be derived as a function of Z5. With respect to the
coefficient ko, a lookup table for obtaining the coefficient
ko from the value of Zs in accordance with the equation
(3) is generated. By using the value, second projection
coordinates (p;, q;) on the image pickup face are
obtained as follows.

q1=ky * Yo

[0042] As described above, in the first step for
image transformation, calculation is limited to addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and square root, and the
other functions are obtained from the lookup table. The
calculation in the second stepis limited to multiplication
and the othercalculation of functions and the like is han-

dled by referring to the lookup table. By executing the
calculations in accordance with the steps, a simple
arithmetic circuit (logic circuit such as an adder) can
have a pipelined architecture. The circuit scale of the
part of the complicated function calculation is sup-
pressed byusing the lookup table. Further, by changing
the table for obtaining ky in the second step, a fisheye
lens of a different projecting method can be dealt with
easily, moreover, by the same arithmetic circuit.

{Example of circuit configuration)

[0043] A specific circuit block configuration will now
be described with reference to Fig. 4. The configuration
relates to an example of a substrate which is configured
for a computer system having a PCI (Peripheral Compo-
nent Interconnect) bus.
[0044] A fisheye lens 2 is attached to a CCD cam-
era 1 and image information obtained by the CCD cam-
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era 1 is sent to a PCI bus substrate 3 and subjected to
processes for image transformation. The PCI bus sub-
strate 3 comprises: a camera interface 30 for obtaining
fisheye image data from a CCD provided for the CCD
camera 1; a frame memory 31 for storing fisheye image
data of one frame;an interpolation computing unit 32 for
executing an interpolating computation on the basis of
the calculation result of an operation part 40; an FIFO
memory 33; a capture control unit 34 for controlling cap-
ture of the fisheye image data to the frame memory 31;
the operation part 40 (part surrounded by a brokenline)
having the configuration which characterizes the inven-
tion; and a PCI businterface 39 for sending plane image
data obtained by the coordinate transformation.

[0045] The operation part 40 comprisesa first coor-
dinate calculating unit 35, a second coordinate calculat-
ing unit 36, a first lookup table 37 connected to the first
coordinate calculating unit 35, and a second lookup
table 38 connected to the second coordinate calculating
unit 36. Further description will be given in relation to
the coordinate transforming procedure. Thefirst coordi-
nate calculating unit 35 is a part of executing the calcu-
lation of thefirst step shownin Fig. 3 and can obtain the
first projection coordinates (X2, Yo, Z2) on the hemi-
spherical face from the (u, v) coordinates in the plane
image. Thefirst lookup table 37 is a table for obtaining
the correction coefficient k, from the distanceL.
[0046] The second coordinate calculating unit 36 is
a part of executing the calculation of the second step in
Fig. 3 and can obtain the second projection coordinates
(Py, 41) on the fisheye image face from thefirst projec-
tion coordinates (Xs, Yo, Z2) derived bythefirst coordi-
nate calculating unit 35. The second lookup table 38 is
a table for obtaining the correction coefficient ko.

(Description of circuit operation)

[0047] The operation of the circuit shown in Fig. 4
will now be described.

[0043] Fisheye image data obtained by the CCD
camera 1 is written into the frame memory 31 via the
camerainterface 30. Since the coordinates (p, q) on the
image pickup face corresponding to the coordinates (u,
v) on the display screen are obtained in the operation
part 40, image data corresponding to the coordinates
(p, q) sequentially designated by the operation part 40is
read from the frame memory 31 and is sent to the inter-
polation computing unit 32.
[0049] Strictly, the position of a pixel on the fisheye
image doesnotcoincide with a pixel on the plane image
to be displayed on the monitor. Plural data of pixels
nearby is consequently read from the frame memory 31
and interpolation is performed by obtaining a weighted
mean of the data, thereby enabling a natural plane
image to be obtained.
[0050] The interpolated image data is subjected to
speed adjustment by the FIFO memory and resultant
data is transferred to a memory on the host computer
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side via the PCI bus interface 39. In case of the example
of the configuration of Fig. 4, since the processes such
as coordinate calculation and interpolating calculation
can be executed by a middle-scale FPGA (or gate
array), the hardware can be constructed relatively
cheap.

Claims

1. An arithmetic unit for image transformation for
transforming a fisheye image obtained by using a
fisheye lens (2) into a plane imagefor display, char-
acterized by comprising:

- a first coordinate calculating unit (35) for
obtainingfirst projection coordinates derived by
projecting coordinates on the plane image onto
a fisheye image face as an imaginary object
face; and

- a second coordinate calculating unit (36) for
obtaining second projection coordinates
derived by projecting the first projection coordi-
nates obtained by thefirst coordinate calculat-
ing unit (35) onto the fisheye image face.

2. The arithmetic unit according to claim 1, character-
ized in that a logic circuit for arithmetic operation
has a pipelined architecture in each of the first and
second coordinate calculating units (35, 36).

3. The arithmetic unit according to claim 2, character-
ized in that the logic circuit for arithmetic operation
is limited to calculations of addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and square root, and division and
other function calculations are handled by referring
to a lookup table (37, 38).

4. The arithmetic unit according to claim 3, character-
ized in that the second coordinate calculating unit
(86) is used to obtain the second projection coordi-
nates by multiplying the first projection coordinates
by a predetermined coefficient (k1) and the prede-
termined coefficient (k1) is obtained from a lookup
table (38).

5. A monitoring system comprising

- _aCCD camera(1) to which a fisheye lens (2) is
attached and

- a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
bus substrate (3) having an arithmetic unit for
image transformation for transforming a fisheye
image obtained by using the fisheye lens (2)
into a plane imagefor display,
characterized in that the arithmetic unit for

image transformation comprises:
- a first coordinate calculating unit (35) for

obtainingfirst projection coordinates derived by
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projecting coordinates on the plane image onto
a fisheye image face as an imaginary object
face; and

- a second coordinate calculating unit (36) for
obtaining second projection coordinates
derived by projecting the first projection coordi-
nates obtained by the first coordinate calculat-
ing unit (35) onto the fisheye image face.

The monitoring system according to claim 5, char-
acterized in that a logic circuit for arithmetic opera-
tion has a pipelined architecture in each ofthefirst
and second coordinate calculating units (35, 36).

The monitoring system according to claim 6, char-
acterized in that the logic circuit for arithmetic oper-
ation is limited to calculations of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and square root, and
division and other function calculations are per-
formed byreferring to a lookup table (37, 38).

The monitoring system according to claim 7, char-
acterized in that the second coordinate calculating
unit (36) is used to obtain the second projection
coordinates by multiplying the first projection coor-
dinates by a predetermined coefficient (k1) and the
predetermined coefficient (k1) is obtained from a
lookup table (38).
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[57] ABSTRACT

A non-linear lens possesses distortion characteristics
which are such that objects along the optical axis of
the lens occupy disproportionately large areas of the
image cast by the lens, whereas objects near the pe-
riphery of the field of view occupy a disproportion-
ately small area of the image. The distortion charac-
teristics approximate the formula H=sin"™? 6 where H
is height measured from the optical axis and 6 is the
angle measured from the optical axis. The image cast
by the lensfalls on the vidicon of a television camera
where it is scanned and transmitted to a projector.
Since the lens enlarges objects in the vicinity of the
optical axis, those objects are transmitted with much
greater detail than objects in the peripheral region of
the view. The transmitted image is reproduced at a
projector and the reproduced image is rectified
through another lens having identical distortion char-
acteristics. This lens casts the rectified image on a
spherical screen. The final image which appears on
the screen possesses a high degree of acuity in the re-
gion of the optical axis and substantially less acuity in
peripheral regions. The resolution throughout the en-
tire field of the reproduced image corresponds quite
closely to the resolution characteristics of the human
eye.

10 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures
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1

NON-LINEAR LENS

The Governmenthasrights in this invention pursuant
to Contract Number N00014-73-C-0154 awarded by
the Department of the Navy.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Thepresent invention relates in general to lenses and
more particularly to a lens having non-linear distortion
characteristics. , : ‘

The typical remote viewing system utilizes a televi-
sion camera at the remote location, some type of pro-
jector at the observer location, and a television trans-
mitting system linking the two. These viewing systems
fall far short of duplicating the visual characteristis of
the human eye in that they have extremely limited
fields of view or else poor resolution in a large field of
view.

In particular, for any fixed angular resolution (mea-
sured in minutes of arc) and framerate (usually 30 Hz
or frames/sec.) a definite relationship exists between
field of view and bandwidth for transmitting that field
of view. For example, commercial television, which
utilizes a 525 line raster traced 30 times per second,
operates on a bandwidth of 3.93 MHz. To match the
resolution of the human eye, which is one minute of arc
along its foveal or optical axis, the field of view for
commercial television must be restricted to less than
10° (see FIG. 1). On the other hand,if the field of view
is increased to about 180°, whichis the field of view for
the human eye, the bandwidth must be increased to
1000 Mhz to maintain one minute of arc resolution
over the entire field. This demands a raster of 10,000
lines and is far in excess of the capabilities of current
television systems. :

Indeed, the most advancedtelevision currently avail-
able utilizes an 875 line system and requires a band-
width of 10.9 Mhz.. This provides a field of view of
about 20° with one minute arc resolution throughout
the entire field, which is far less than the 180° field of
view possessed by the human eye.

From the foregoing,it is clear that present television
viewing systems present a dilemma.If the field of view
is sufficient to encompassall possible locations of inter-
est, resolution is so low that detection or clear observa-

_tion is impossible. On the other hand,if the resolution
is adequate to insure that the objects will be seen
clearly, the field of view is quite limited. and many
objects of interest are located outside of the field of
view.

In a sense the humaneye provides a solution for the
foregoing dilemma. The human eye possesses high
optical acuity along and in the vicinity of its foveal or
optical axis, but the acuity diminishes outwardly there-
from. In other words, the eye distinguishes fine detail
directly in front of it, but not to the sides. This charac-
teristic is not derived from the shape of the eye lens,
but instead results from the fact that most of the optical
fibers for the eye are concentrated in the vicinity of the
optical axis. Hence, only along the optical axis does the
eye possess one minute of arc resolution. The resolu-
tion becomesprogressively less toward the periphery of
the field of vision (see FIG. 2). Nevertheless, the reso-
lution in the peripheral area is sufficient to detect the
presence of many objects in that area as well as much
movementin that area. Of course, when the eye detects
anything of interest in the peripheral areas, the head or
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eye is immediately movedto bring the foveal axis to the
thing of interest and thereby provide a clearer image of
it.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Oneofthe principal objects of the present invention
is to provide a lens having non-linear distortion charac-
teristics which are such that objects located along and
near theoptical axis of the lens occupy a disproportion-
ately large area of the image produced by the lens.
Another object is to provide a lens of the type stated
which closely approximates the resolution characteris-
tics ofthe human eye over a wide field of view. A fur-
ther object is to provide a lens of the type stated which
is ideally suited for use in remote viewing systems in
that it provides a wide field of view with maximum
acuity along the optical axis. These and other objects
and advantages will become apparent hereinafter.

The present invention is embodied in a lens which
distorts a field of view such that objects in the vicinity
of the optical axis occupy a disproportionately large
area of the image cast by the lens and objects in the
peripheral region of the field of view occupy a dispro-
portionately small area of the image. The invention also
consists in the parts and in the arrangements and com-
binations of parts hereinafter described and claimed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the accompanying drawings which form part of the
specification and wherein like numerals and letters
refer to like parts wherever they occur:

FIG. 1 is a graph showingthe relationship between
field of view, angular resolution, and bandwidth for
transmitting a picture of a remote location by televi-
sion;

FIG. 2 is a graph showing relative acuity of the
humaneye throughout the field of view for the eye,

FIG. 3 is a graph showing the distortion characteris-
tics of the lens of the present invention in terms of
normalized image height and field of view and compar-
ing such distortion characteristics with the distortion
characteristics of a fisheye lens and a conventional
cameralens;

FIG. 4 is a graphic representation of the non-linear
distortion characteristics and showing how equal incre-
ments on the image plane correspond to unequal incre-
ments in the field of view;

FIG. 5 is a schematic perspective view of the remote
viewing system in which the non-linear lens may be
utilized;

FIG.6 is a sectional view of the non-linear lens; and
FIG. 7 is an enlarged sectional view of the second and

third lens groupings for the non-linear lens.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The lens of the present invention (FIGS. 6 and 7)
provides non-linear image distortion characteristics
over an extremely wide field of view which approaches
160°, This is in contrast to so-called fisheye lenses
which provide linear distortion characteristics. In
paticular, with a linear orfisheye lens the image height
is directly proportional to the field angle (FIG. 3). The
relationship is defined by the formula H=K @ where H
is the image height from the optical axis, K is a con-
stant, and @is the angle measured from the optical axis.
Thus, with a linear lens an object occupying twice the
angle as another object, when measured from the opti-
cal axis, will cast an image twice as high as the other
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object. On the other hand, with a non-linear lens of the
present invention the image height is equal to a variable
function of the field angle (FIG. 3). The relationship is
approximated by the formula H=sin'9. Thus, objects
centered along the optical axis of the non-linear lens L
cast a much larger image than objects located near the
periphery of the field of view with the size diminishing
as the angle from the optical axis increases. The result
of the distortion is that objects along the optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large share of the image
cast by the lens when compared with other objects
closer to the periphery of the field of view forthe lens.
In effect, the center of the non-linearlensis a telephoto
lens, while the periphery of the lens amounts to a wide
angle lens with the annular region between the center
and periphery varying from telephoto to wide angle.
Naturally, the image produced is quite distorted. The
typical cameralens is represented by the formula H=K
tan @ (FIG, 3) and is non-linear, but in a sense opposite
from that of the lens of the present invention.

The non-linear transfer characteristics of the lens
may beillustrated by breaking the image into equal
angular increments (FIG. 4) and comparing each
image increment with the corresponding incrementit
represents in the actual field of view. Clearly, equal
angular increments on the imageside ofthe lens repre-
sent unequal increments on the object side ofthe lens.
Morespecifically, near the optical axis relatively small
arcs on the object side are converted to large arcs on
the imageside, thus enlarging the image. At about 25°
from the optical axis arcs on the object side equal the
arcs on the image side and this portion of the lens may
be considered linear. Objects from about 25° to 80°
(lens periphery) occupy arcs much larger than they
cast on the image side with the variance in arcs becom-
ing greater as the object approaches the periphery of
the field. Hence, objects within 25° of the optical axis
for the lens are magnified with the magnification being
substantial along the lens axis, whereas objects in the
annular region located beyond 25° are reduced in size,
with the reduction becoming progressively greater as
the maximum field angle for the lens is approached.

To appreciate the lens requires an understanding of
the remote viewing system in whichit is utilized. That
viewing system basically comprises (FIG.5) a televi-
sion camera at the remote location, a projector at the
observer location, and a transmission system linking
the camera and projector in both directions. Both the
camera and projector are fitted with non-linear Ienses
having identical distortion characteristics. However,
the projector lens is mounted just the reverse of the
cameralensso that it rectifies the distortion created by
the camera lens. The camera is supported on a gim-
balled mountandis therefore capable of swinging both
vertical and horizontal angles with respect to fixed
coordinates at the remote location. A suitable servo
mechanism bridges the gimballed mount to control the
position of the camera. The projectoris likewise sup-
ported on a gimballed mount which permitsit to swing
both vertical and horizontal angles with respectto fixed
coordinates at the observer location. Another servo

- mechanism bridges the gimballed mount of the projec-
tor, and this servo is slaved to the camera through the
transmission system such that a changein elevation or
azimuth of the camera with respectto its fixed coordi-
nates results in a corresponding change in elevation
and azimuth of the projector with respect to its fixed
coordinates.
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4
Theprojector projects the transmitted image through

its non-linear lens which casts the image upon a spheri-
cal screen surrounding the projector. The observer
views the screen from the position of the projector.

Positioned on the projector is an oculometer which
views the observer’s eye through a transparent beam-
splitter, and in effect tracks the observer's eye, produc-
ing error signals whenever the foveal axis of the eye
deviates from the optical axis of the projector lens. In
other words, error signals are produced when the fo-
veal axis of the eye and the optical axis of the projector
lens intersect the screen at different locations. These
signals are converted into elevation and azimuth com-
mands which are transmitted to the servo system for
the camera through the transmission system. The com-
mands cause the camera to change elevation and azi-
muth, and the movementis such that the corresponding
movementof the projector reduces the error andbrings
the foveal axis of the camera back toward coincidence
with the optical axis of the lens, at least at the screen.
Thus, the oculometer controls the position of the cam-
era and the camera controls the position of the projec-
tor, so in effect the camera and projector are both
slaved to the observer’s eye through the oculometer,
The oculometer and servo mechanismsfor the camera
and projector should all respondfast enoughto bring
the optical axis of the projector lens into coincidence
with, or at least within 2 percent of, the foveal axis for
the eye within 0.2 seconds. This is about as rapidly as
the eye can fixate and perceive when changing from
one objectof interest to another, so the lag in the pro-
jectoris barely discernible,if at all. A suitable oculom-
eter is marketed by Honeywell Inc., Radiation Center,
Boston, Mass.

Referring again to the television camera at the re-
mote location, the camera lens casts the distorted
image of all objects in the field of view on the vidicon
of the camera, and this vidicon is scanned in the usual
manner, that is with a beam which traces a raster pat-
tern at uniform velocity. The conventional commercial
television system of 525 lines per scan and 30 scans per
second may be employed. This requires a bandwidth of
3.93 MHz (FIG. 1). The beam in effect picks the image
off of the camera vidicon. Since the objects along the
optical axis are magnified and occupy a disproportion-
ately large area of the vidicon, they are picked off the
vidicon in great detail. On the other hand, objects in
the peripheral region ofthe field of view are reduced in
size and occupyrelatively little area on the vidicon.
Hence,they are picked off of the vidicon with substan-
tially less detail. The picture is transmitted accordingly.
The magnification along and near the optical axis is
great enoughto enable the beam to extract one minute
of arc detail, which is all an eye with 20—20 vision can
perceive along its foveal axis. The beam extracts
greater angles of arc detail away from the optical axis
and hencepoorerresolution is available in this area. In
this regard,it will be recalled that to extract one minute
arc detail over a full 180° requires a 10,000 line vidicon
or in other words a bandwidth of 1000 MHz which is
far in excess of present television capabilities,

The distorted image cast upon the vidicon of the
camerais reproducedbythelight valve of the projector
and this image likewise has at least one minute of arc
resolution along the optical axis with the resolution
diminishing toward the periphery of the image so that
only muchlarger angles of arc are discernible beyond
the optical axis. The image so producedis rectified by
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the projector lens which casts it upon the spherical
screen. The resulting screen image constitutes a faithful
reproduction of the scene whichlies within the field of
view for the camera lens. The projector lens in no way
affects the resolution of the image it transmits and as a
result the image appearing on the screen showsdetail
as close as one minute of arc at the optical axis for the
lens and the area immediately surroundingit, but in the
remaining area such detail is not available. In other
words, the resolution in the other areasis somewhat
less. Hence, the projected image is very sharp and clear
on the screen at the opticalaxis, that is directly in front
of the projector, and then turns somewhat fuzzy or
blurred in the surroundingarea particularly at the max-
imum angle of 80° from the optical axis.

The variance in clarity or in resolution of the final
image cast upon the screen closely resembles the opti-
cal characteristics of the eye (FIG. 2). In this connec-
tion, it will be recalled that most of the optical sensing
elements for the human eye are concentrated along the
foveal axis.

Aspreviously mentioned, the oculometer tracks the
eye position and causes the camera to change position
in responsé to eye movement while the projector un-
dergoes corresponding movementas a result of being
slaved to the camera. Consequently, the foveal or opti-
cal axis of the eye is alwaysdirected at the center of the
projected image, that is the portion along the optical
axis for the projector lens. This is the portion having
the one minute of arc resolution. Since the resolution

of the eye falls off with the angle from the foveal axis,
little is lost by having the resolution of the projected
image diminish with the angle from the optical axis.
The resolution in the surrounding area of the picture is
still good enough to permit the eye, as a result of the
built-in peripheral vision, to detect movement and ob-
jects of interest, and if whatever is detected appears
interesting enough, the viewer will turn his eye toward
it. This, of course, causes the camera and projector to
changeposition so that the formerly blurred area of the
image to which the eye is turned lies along the optical
axis of the camera and projector lenses andis projected
with high resolution.

The non-linear lens (FIGS. 6 and 7) has three lens
sets or groupings A, B and C.Its aperture ratio is 5.6
and it forms a 0.358 F diameter image where F is the
focal length along the optical axis Z. The first. lens
grouping A is considerably larger than the other group-
ing B and C andis contained in the large end of a ta-
pered lens housing. The other lens groupings B and C
are contained within a subhousing whichfits into the
small end of the tapered main housing. Thefirst lens
groupingis a triplet and provides the mapping function,
that is the unique distortion whichis essentially defined
by the formula H=sin’? @ The second grouping B,
which has four elements, contains the aperture stop
and formsan image of the sceneas distorted by thefirst
grouping A. Thethird grouping C is a single element
which functionsasafield flatener, that is it makes the
image cast by the second grouping B planar.

Thefirst lens ‘grouping A (FIG. 6) consists of three ,
lens elementsa, b, and c with no air gaps between adja-
cent elements. The outside lens element @ has.a non-

spherical surface R, exposed outwardly and a spherical
surface R, presented inwardly against a matching sur-
face R, on the intermediate element b. The opposite
surface R, of the intermediate element b is non-spheri-
cal and abuts a matching surface R, on the inside ele-
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ment c. The inside element c also has a spherical sur-
face R, whichfaces the taperedinterior of the housing
2 and is presented toward the second lens grouping B.
Along the optical axis Z for the lens, the element a has
a thickness ¢;, the element ba thickness f,, and the
element c a thickness ft. Index matching oil couples the
matching surfaces Rz of the lens eléments:a and b and
the matching surfaces R; of the lens elements 6 and c.
The outside and inside lens elements a and c are formed

from type SK16 glass, whereas the intermediate lens
element is formed from type F2 glass. The index of
refraction forSK:16glass is 1.62041 and-for F2 glassis

1.62004. The Abbe numberfor SK16iis 60.27 and forF2 is 36.25.

Turning now to the second lens grouping B, it con-
sists of four lens elements, namely, a convex-concave
lens element d, a double convex lens element e, a dou-
ble concave lens element f, and a double convex lens
elementg,all arranged in that order from thefirst lens
grouping A. The innermost lens element d has spherical
surfaces R, and R, and a thicknessfs, along the optical
axis Z. The next lens element e has spherical surfaces
R, and Rg,andathickness ft; along the. optical axis Z.
Next, is the double concave lens element f having
spherical surfaces Rg and Rj and a thickness f15 along
the optical axis.Z, The surface Rij of the element f
correspondsto andis against a matching surface Rio on
the lens element g which has another spherical surface
Ry, presented toward the third lens grouping C. The.
surfaces R, and R, of the lens elements d and e, respec-.
tively, are separated by an air gap tg measured along the
axis Z of the lens, while the surfaces Rg and Ry of the
lens elements ¢ and/, respectively, are separated by an
air gap tg measured alongthe optical axis Z. The match-
ing surfaces Ryo of the lens element f and g are ce-
mented. The lens elements d and f are formed from
type F2 glass, while the lens elements e and g are
formed from type SK16 glass.

Thethird lens grouping C contains a single lens ele-
ment # having a non-spherical and non-planar surface
Rj which is presented toward the second lens group B
and a spherical surface R,, exposed outwardly. The
lens element / has a thickness /,. along the optical axis
Z and is made from the type SK16 glass.

The first and second lens ‘groupings A and B are
separated by an air gap f,which is measured from the
surface R, to the surface Rs along the axis Z of the lens.
The secondand third lens groupings B and C are sepa-
rated by an air gap t,, which is the distance between the
surfaces R,, and Ry, measured along theoptical axis Z.

The. distorted image formed by the non-linear lens
exists in an image plane p located beyondthe third lens
grouping ‘C. The vidicon of the television camera
should be at this plane p.

The surfaces Ro, Ry, Rs, Re, Rr, Re, Re, Rio, Ri: and
Rj, are all spherical and have their centers of curvature
along the optical axis Z of the lens. The surfaces R,, Rs,
and Ry, whilé being curved, are not spherical. The

radii of curvature forthe surfaces R, through R,, fol-low:

Ry : 1.37F (at optical axis only)
1.4F < R <15F

Rs : 0.729F {at optical axis only)
1.091F < Ry < 1.092F
0.2373F <-R; <.0.2376F
0.272F <—Rg < 0.273F
0.3936F < R, < 0.3940F
0.334F <—Rz < 0.335F
0.2268F —Rp < 0.2271F
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-continued
0.280F < Rio < 0.285F
O.S71F <-Ry; < 0.572F

Riz > O314F (at optical axis only)
0.4168F <—-Ris < 0.4173F

whereFis the focal length of the lens along its optical
axis Z. Note, that since the surfaces R,, Rz and R,3 are
not spherical, the radii of curvature listed above for
those surfaces represents only radii along the optical
axis Z of the lens.

The thicknesses of the various lens elements mea-
sured along the optical axis Z follow:

Q0.199F <1,<0.202F
0.399F<t,.<0.402F
0.399F<1,<0.402F
0.047F<1;<0.049F
0.186F<z;,<0.189F
0.019F<15<0.022F
0.06F<2,9<0.07F
0:08F<t1.<0.09F

The thicknesses of the air gaps measuredalong the
optical axis Z follow:

3.248F<2£,<3.251F
0.0004F<724<0.0014F

- 0.266F<2,,<0.267F
0.037F<1,<0.041F
As previously noted, the surfaces R,, Rs, and Ryare

neither spherical nor planar. Furthermore, not one of
them fits any single known mathematical formula. They
are defined in termsof splines, that is each surface is
broken up into increments or intervals which are de-
fined ‘separately. The surfaces R,, Rg and Rj, are con-
sidered spline surfaces and are defined by the following
cubic spline equation:

(pp)? (p-e1)"
6h, 1 Meo 6h,

Mh? (pyr-p) Mik?+ (s- 6 hy + (« _ 6 Jere :

S(e.)=Mi-1

where

pi, = The value. of the spline surface height at the
start of the ith interval.

p:= The valueof the spline surface height at the end
of the ith interval.

X1 = The value of the spline surface sag at the start
of the ith interval.

X, = The value of the spline surface sag at the end of
the ith interval.

hy = pi — Pis = The length of the ith interval.
Mi. = The value of the slope derivative at the start of

the ith interval.

M; = The value of the slope derivative at the end of
the ith interval.

p= Thespline surface height (independentvariable)
S(p) = Thespline surface sag as a function of height

(dependent variable)
The slope of a spline surface elementat a particular

height (p) is given by

Slope = d S(p)/dp

The values of spline surface sag (X), spline surface
height (p), and slope derivative (M) for various spline
intervals 0, I, 2, etc. follow:
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Surface Surface Surface
Ry Rs Riz

X(0) 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
X(1) 0.2108668 0.1795877 —0.0029324
XK(2) 0.8554116 0.7202623 —0.0041130
(3) 1.7838662 1.4361922 —0.0004761
x(4) 1.9775600 1.6027882 0.0065340
X(5) _ _ 0.0100000
X(6) _ — 0.0100000
pCO) 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
etl) 1.0780200 0.7222734 0.0825000
p(2) 2.1560400 1.4444546 0.1650000
p(3) 3.2340801 2.1668202 0.2475000
p(4) 3.6360801 2.4760010 0.3300000
p(s) _ — 0.4010000
p() _— _ 0.5000000
M(0) 0.3644990 0.6859612 —1.5916510
Mc¢1) 0.3596961 0.6935749 0.5983017
M(2) , 0.4358774 0.6937277 0.7436587
M(3) —0.6375478 —1.4543979 0.6856855
M(4) —2.1376087 —0.6921574 —0.5200549
M(5) _ _ 0.0000000
M(6) _ _ 0.0000000 

Whatis claimed is:

1. A non-linear lens comprising first lens means for
distorting a scene in the field of view for the lens such
that objects in the vicinity of the optical axis are piven
substantially greater prominence than objects in the
peripheral region of the field of view, and second lens
meansfor forming a real image of the scene as distorted
by the first lens means, whereby objects in the vicinity
of the optical axis will occupy a disproportionately
large area of the real image and objects in peripheral
regions of the scene will occupy a disproportionately
small area of the real image.

2. A lens according to claim 1 wherein the field of
view is at least approximately 160°.

3. A non-linear lens according to claim 1 and further
characterized by third lens means for causing the real
image formed by the second lens meansto lie in a
plane.

4. A non-linear lens according to claim 1 wherein the
distortion in the real image approximates the formula

H=sin “°¢

whereHis the distance in the image measured from the
optical axis and @ is the angle measured from the opti-
cal axis.

5. A non-linear lens according to claim 1 wherein the
first lens means comprises a plurality of individual lens
elements and the second lens meansincludesa plurality
of different lens elements.

6. A non-linear lens comprising a first lens grouping
- for distorting a scene in the field of view for the lens
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such that. objects in the vicinity of the optical axis are
given greater prominence than objects in the peripheral
region of the field of view, the first lens grouping in-
cluding first, second, and third lens elements, the first
lens element having surfaces R, and Ro, the second lens
element having surfaces R, and Rs, and the third lens
element having surfaces Rz and Ru, the surface R, of
the first lens element matching the surface R, of the
second lens element and being substantially in contact
therewith, the surface R,; of the second lens element
matching the surface R; of the third lens element and
being substantially in contact therewith, the surfaces R,
and R, being curved at the optical axis and being non-
spherical beyond the optical axis, the surfaces R, and
R, being spherical substantially throughout, the radii of
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the surfaces along the optical axis being substantially as
follows:

Ry: 1.37 F
1.4F <R, < 15 F

R; 0.729 F
1.091F <R, < 1.092 F

whereF is the focal length of the lens along the optical
axis of the lens; and a secondlens grouping for forming
a real image of the scene as distorted by thefirst group-
ing, whereby objects in the vicinity of the optical axis
will occupy a disproportionately large area of the real
image and objects in peripheral regions of the scene
will occupy a disproportionately small area of the real
image.

7. A lens according to claim 6 wherein thefirst, sec-
ond, andthird lens elements have thicknessest,, t, and
t,, respectively, along the optical axis of the lens and
the thicknesses are as follows:

0.199F<7,<0.202F
0.399F<t,<0.402F
0.399F<1t3<0.402F.
8. A non-linear lens according to claim 6 wherein the

non-spherical surfaces R, and Rg are defined by the
cubic spline equation

 

(ereyY (e—pi-1)®
S(py=M,-4 oh, i 6 hi

Mh? (erp) Mh?

+ («- 7 hy +[ X- 6 (o-pi-1)
where

i-1 = The value of the spline surface height at the
start of the ith interval.

i= The value of the spline surface height at the end
of the ith interval.

Xj. = The value of the spline surface sag at the start
of the ith interval.

X;= The value ofthe spline surface sag at the end of
the ith interval.

h; = p: — pi-1 = The length ofthe ith interval.
M;., = Thevalue of the slope derivative at the start of

the ith interval.

M; = The value of the slope derivative at the end of
the ith interval.

p= Thespline surface height (independentvariable)
S(p) = Thespline surface sag as a function of height

(dependentvariable); and wherein the value for X
at spline intervals 0, 1, 2, etc. is

Surface Surface
1 Rs

X(0) 0.0000000 0.0000000
X(1) 0.2108668 0.1795877
X(2) 0.8554116 0.7202623
X(3) 1.7838662 1.4361922
X¢4) 1.9775600 1.6027882;
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10
wherein the value for p at spline intervals 0, 1, 2, etc. is

p(0) 0.0000000 0,0000000
p(1) 1.0780200 0.7222734
p(2) 2.1560400 1.4444546
p(3) 3.234080! 2.1668202
p(4) 3.6360801 2.4760010;

and wherein the value for M at spline intervals 0, 1, 2,
etc. Is

MO) 0.3644990 0.6859612
M(1) 0.3596961 0.6935749
M(2)} 0.4358774 0.6937277
M(3) —0.6375478 —1.4543979
M(4) —2.1376087 —0.6921574,

9. A non-linear lens according to claim 6 wherein the
second lens grouping comprises a convex-concavefirst
lens element, a double convex second lens element, a
double concavethird lens element, and a double con-
vex fourth lens element, arranged in that order from
the first lens grouping, the first lens element having a
thickness t; along the optical axis and spherical sur-
faces R, and Rg, the second lens element having a
thickness ft; and spherical surfaces R; and Rg, the third
lens element having a thickness t9 and spherical sur-
faces Rg and Ryo, and the fourth lens element having a
thickness f,;9 and spherical surfaces Ry and Ry, the
surface Rio of the third lens element matching the sur-
face Ryo of the fourth lens element and being substan-
tially in contact therewith, the surfaces R, and R, being
separated by a distance ¢, along the optical axis and the
surfaces Rg and Ry being separated by a distance tg
along the optical axis; wherein the radii of curvature for
the surfaces are:

1.091F<R,<1.092F
. 0.2373 F<R;<0.2376F

0.272F <R_<0.273F
0.3936F<R;<0.3940F
0.334F <Rg<0.335F
0.2268 F<Ryg<0.2271F
0.280F <R,)<0.285F
0.57LF<R,,<0.572F;

wherein the thicknesses of the lens elements along thé
optical axis are : .

0.047F <t,<0.049F
0.186F<t,<0,189F
0.019F <tg<0.022F
0.06F<219<0.07F
0.08F<212<0.09F;

and wherein the spaces separating the lens elementsare:

0.0004F < tg < 0.0014F
0.037F < tg < 0.041F
10. A non-linear lens according to claim 9 wherein

the surface R, in thefirst lens grouping and the surface
Rs in the second lens grouping are separated by a dis-
tance t, which is greater than 3.248F and less than
3.25 1F. Eo Ed ok * *
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[57] ABSTRACT

An automatic, voice-directional video camera image steer-
ing system specifically for use for teleconferencing that
electronically selects segmented images from a selected
panoramic video scene typically around a conference table
so that the participant in the conference currently speaking
will be the selected segmented image in the proper viewing
aspect ratio, eliminating the need for manual camera move-
ment or automated mechanical camera movement. The

system includes an audio detection circuit from an array of
microphones that can instantaneously determine the direc-
tion of a particular speaker and provide directional signals to
a video camera and lens system that provides a panoramic
display that can electronically select portions of that image
and, through warping techniques, remove any distortion
from. the most significant portions of the image which lie
from the horizon up to approximately 30 degrees in a
hemispheric viewing area.

14 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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TELECONFERENCING IMAGING SYSTEM
WITH AUTOMATIC CAMERA STEERING

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 281,331 filed Jul. 27, 1994 U.S. Pat. No.
5,508,734,

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a video conferencing system that
has automatic, voice-directional camera image steering, and
specifically to a teleconferencing system that employs auto-
matic video image selection of the current participant speak-
ing electronically selected from a panoramic video scene.

2. Description of the Prior Art
Teleconferencing provides for the exchange of video and

audio information between remotely separated participants.
Typically, a first group of participants is arranged around a
conferencetable or seated strategically in a conference room
and telecommunicating with a second group of participants
similarly situated at a remote location. One or more video
cameras at each location creates video images of the par-
ticipants through manual manipulation of each video
camera, normally directed at the participant speaking at the
moment. Microphones at each location provide for sound
transmission signals. The video image and audio voice
signals are then transmitted to the remote location. The
video image is projected onto a large screen or other type of
yideo display which also would include audio outputs for
providing the sounds.

Manual manipulation of each video camera at each con-
ference site is required to change the direction of each
camera to different participants as speakers change, unless a
large overall view of ail the participants is maintained. Such
a process is labor intensive. Also image content and
perspective, dependent on the location of the video camera
relative to the participants, contributes to the quality of the
final visual display available to the participants watching the
display screen. The quality of the image and the scene
content all contribute to the overall effectiveness of the

telecommunication process. In particular, in a setting such as
a conference table in a conference room, a hemispheric or
panoramic viewpoint would be much more efficient for
video image capture of surrounding selected participants.
With a hemispheric scene, certain efficiencies are gained by
eliminating large areas that are unused scene content while
concentrating on a band of hemispheric areas populated by
the teleconferencing participants. ‘Therefore, it is believed
that hemispheric or panoramic electronic imaging would be
greatly beneficial to a teleconferencing environment, espe-
cially when controlled with audio directional processors.
The selected video imageis taken from a desired segment of
a hemispherical view in the correct video aspect ratio. A
centralized panoramic image capture system which already
has a distorted picture of the hemisphere bounded by the
plane of the table upward selects a portion of the scene and
warps the image to correspond to a normal aspect ratio view
of the person speaking. The signal can be converted to
whatever display format is desired for transmission to a
remote location. The present invention has incorporated, in
one automated system, audio beam stecring and electroni-
cally selectable subviews of a much larger panoramic scene.
The video/subviews can be converted to an NTSC display
format for transmission to a remote location for video
display.

The collection, storage, and display of large areas of
visual information can be an expensive and difficult process
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to achieve accurately. With the recent increased emphasis on
multimedia applications, various methods and apparatuses
have been developed to manage visual data. A unique class
of multimedia data sets is that of hemispheric visual data.
Known multimedia methods and apparatuses attempt to
combine various multimedia imaging data, such as still and
motion (or video) images, with audio content using storage
media such as photographic film, computer diskettes, com-
pact discs (CDs), and interactive CDs. These are used in
traditional multimedia applications in variousfields, such as
entertainment and education. Teleconferencing is an appli-
cation where automated electronic selection of scene content

would result in greatly improved usability. Non-multimedia
applications also exist that would employ hemispheric visual
data, such as in security, surveillance, unmanned
exploration, and fire and police situations. However, as will
be described below, the known methods and apparatuses
have certain limitations in capturing and manipulating valu-
able information and hemispheric scenes in a rapid (i.e.,
real-time) and cost effective manner.

One well known multimedia technique is used at theme
parks, wherein visual information from a sceneis displayed
on a screen or collection of screens that covers almost 360
degreesfield of view. Such a technique unfortunately results
in the consumption of vast quantities of film collected from
multiple cameras, requires specially designed carriages to
carry and support the cameras during filming of the scene,
and necessitates synchronization of shots during capture and
display. The techniqueis also limited in that the visual image
cannot be obtained with a single camera nor manipulated for
display, ¢.g., pan, tilt, zoom, etc., after initial acquisition.
Hence, this technique, while providing entertainment, is
unable to fulfill critical technical requirements of many
functional applications.

Other known techniques for capturing and storing visual
information about a large field of view (FOV) are described
in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,125,862; 4,442,453; and 5,185,667. In
U.S. Pat. No. 4,125,862, a system is disclosed that converts
signal information from a scene into digital form, stores the
data of the digitized scene serially in two-dimensional
format, and reads out the data by repetitive scan in a
direction orthogonally related to the direction in which the
data was stored. U.S. Pat. No. 4,442,453 discloses a system
in which a landscape is photographed and stored on firm.
The film is then developed, with display accomplished by
scanning with electro-optical sensors at “near real-time”
rates. These techniques, however, do not provide instant
visual image display, do not cover the field of view required
for desired applications (hemispheric or 180 degrees field-
of-view), do not generate visual image data in the format
provided by the techniques of this invention, and are also not
easily manipulated for further display, e.g., pan, tilt, etc.

The technique disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,185,667 over-
comes some of the above-identified drawbacks in thatit is

able to capture a near-hemispheric field of view, correct the
image using high speed circuitry to form a normal image,
and electronically manipulate and display the image atreal-time rates.

For many hemispheric visual applications, however, even
U.S. Pat. No. 5,185,667 has limitations in obtaining suffi-
cient information of critical and useful details. This is
particularly true when the camerais oriented with the central
axis of the lens perpendicular to the plane bounding the
hemisphere of acquisition (i.e. lens pointing straight up). In
such applications, the majority of critical detail in a scene is
contained in areas of the field along the horizon andlittle or
no useful details are contained in central areas of the field
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located closer to the axis of the lens (the horizon being
defined as the plane parallel to the image or camera plane
and perpendicular to the optical axis of the imaging system).
For example, in surveillance, the imaging system is aimed
upward and the majority of the critical detail in the scene
includes people, buildings, trees, etc., most of which are
located within only a few degrees along the horizon(i.e.. this
is the peripheral content). Also, in this example, although the
sky makes up the larger central arc of the view, it contains
little or no useful information requiring higher relative
Tesolution.

To obtain sufficient detail on the critical objects in the
scene, the technique should differentiate between the rel-
evant visual information along the horizon and the remain-
ing visual information in the scene in order to provide
greater resolution in areas of higher importance. U.S. Pat.
No. 5,185,667 does not differentiate between this relevant
visual information contained along the horizon and the
remaining visual information in this scene. Thus, it fails to
yield a sufficient quality representation of the critical detail
of the scene for projected applications.

Instead, techniques described above concentrate on
obtaining, storing, and displaying the entire visual informa-
tion in the scene, even when portions of this information are
not necessary or useful. To obtain the near-hemispheric
visual information, such techniques require specific lens
types to map image information in the field of view to an
image plane (where either a photographic film or electronic
detector or imager is placed). Known examples of U.S. Pat.
No. 5,185,667 and U.S. Pat. No. 4,442,453 respectively use
a fish-eye lens and a general wide-angle lens. As these lenses
map information of a large field without differentiation
between the central and peripheral areas, information from
the periphery will be less fully represented in the image
plane than from the central area of acquisition.

In U.S. Pat. No. 4,170,400, Bach et al. describes a
wide-angle optical system employing a fiber optic bundle
that has differing geometric shapes at the imaging ends.
Although this is useful in itself for collecting and reposi-
tioning image data, bending of light is a natural character-
istic of optical fibers and not exclusive to that patent.
Further, U.S. Pat. No. 4,170,400 employs a portion of a
spherical mirror to gather optical information, rendering a
very reduced subset of the periphery in the final imaging
result. This configuration is significantly different from the
tnulti-element lens combination described in the present
invention.

Imperfections in the image representation of any field
inherently result from the nature of creating an image with
any spherical glass (or plastic} medium such as a lens. The
magnitude of these imperfections increases proportionally to
the distance a point in thefield is from the axis perpendicular
to the optical imaging system. As the angle between the
optical axis and a point in the field increases, aberrations of
the corresponding image increase proportional to this angle
cubed. Hence, aberrations are more highly exaggerated in
the peripheral areas with respect to more central areas of a
hemispheric image.

Although the lens types above achieve a view of a large
field, the valuable content from the peripheral areas lacks in
potential image quality (resolution) mapping because the
imaging device and system does not differentiate between
these areas and the central areas of less valuable detail.

Often, the difference between the imaging capabilities
between the two areas is compensated for by using only the
central portion of a lens to capture the scene (“stopping the
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lens down”). This works in effect to reduce the image quality
of both areas such that the difference in error is a lesser
percentage of the smallest area even the central area can
resolve. Simultaneously, this compensation technique fur-
ther degrades the performance of the lens by limiting the
amount of light which is allowed to enter the lens, and thus
reducing the overall intensity of the image.

Moretypically, the peripheral content imaged by a con-
ventional lens is so degraded in comparison with the central
area that the lens allows for only a minimal area of the
periphery to be recorded bythefilm or electronic imager. As
a result of these “off-axis” aberrations inherentto largefield,
the relevant information of the horizon in the scene can be
underutilized or worse yet, lost.

Another limitation in U.S. Pat. No, 5,185,667 is its
organization for recording only views already corrected for
perspective. The nature of that methodology is that the
specific view of interest must be selected and transformed
prior to the recording process. The result is that no additional
selection of views can be accomplished after the storage
process, reducing system flexibility from the user’s perspec-
tive.

Hence, there is a demandin the industry for single camera
imaging systems that efficiently capture, store, and display
valuable visual information within a hemispheric field of
view containing particularly peripheral content, and that
allow electronic manipulation and selective display of the
image post-acquisition while minimizing distortion effects.

Such a system finds advantageous application in a tele-
conferencing environment in accordance with the present
invention.

Limited control of video camerasis disclosed in the prior
art. U.S. Pat. No. 4,980,761 issued to Natori, Sep. 25, 1990
describes an image processing system that rotates a camera
for a teleconference system. A control unit outputs a drive
signal based on an audio signal to control the movement of
the image until the image controlling unit receives an
operational completion signal. In this case, the rotational
movementof the camera, moving the video image from one
participant to another participant, alleviates having to view
the camera movement. Once the camera stops skewing, the
picture will then provide the proper aspect ratio. A plurality
of microphones are provided to each attendant. A sound
control unit then determines with a speaker detection unit
which participant is speaking. U.S. Pat. No. 4,965,819
showsa video conferencing system for courtroom and other
applications in which case each system includes a local
module that includes a loud speaker, a video camera, a video
monitoring unit and a microphone for each local conferee.
U.S. Pat. No. 5,206,721 issued to Ashida, Apr. 27, 1993,
showsa television conference system that allows for auto-
matically mechanically moving and directing a camera
towards a speaking participant. In this system a microphone
is provided for each participant and is recognized by the
control system. Image slew is corrected to avoid camera
image motion. Areview of these systems thus showsthat the
automation provided is very expensive and in every case
requires individualized equipment for each participant.

Limited audio direction finding for multiple microphone
arrays is known in the prior art. For example, a self steering
digital microphone array defined by W. Kellerman of Bell
Labs at ICASSP in 1991 created a teleconference in which
a unique steering algorithm was used to determine direction
of sound taking into account the acoustical environment in
which the system was located. Also a two stage algorithm
for determiningtalker location from linear microphonearray
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data was developed by H. Silverman and S. Kirkman at
Brown University and disclosed in April, 1992. Thefiltered
cross correlation of the system is introduced as the locating
algorithm.

A “telepresence” concept from BellCorp briefly described.
in IEEE Network Magazine in March, 1992 suggests a
spherical camera for use in the teleconference system.
However, the entire image is sent in composite form for the
Temote users to select from at the other end. The present
invention is quite different and includes automated pointing
and control including incorporation in one automated system
of both audio beam steering and selectable subviews of a
much larger panoramic scene.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention comprises a video conferencing,
voice-directional video imaging system for automatic elec-
tronic video image manipulation of a selected, directional
signal of a hemispheric conference scene transmitted to a
remote conference site. The system employs three separate
subsystems for voicedirected, electronic image manipula-
tion suitable for automated teleconferencing imaging in a
desirable video aspect ratio.

The audio beam, voice pickup and directing subsystem
includes a plurality of microphones strategically positioned
near a predetermined central location, such as on a confer-
ence table. The microphonearray is arranged to receive and
transmit the voices of participants, while simultaneously
determining the direction of a participant speaking relative
to the second subsystem, which is a hemispheric imaging
system used with a video camera. The third subsystem is a
personal computer or controller circuits in conjunction with
the hemispheric imaging system which ultimately provides
automatic image selection of the participant speaking that is
ultimately transmitted as a video signal to the remote video
display at the remote teleconference location.

The hemispheric electronic image manipulator subsystem
includes a video camera having a capture lens in accordance
with the invention that allows for useful electronic manipu-
lation of a segmented portion of a hemispheric scene. In a
conference table setting, as viewed from the center of the
conference table, participants are arranged around the table
in the lower segmentof the hemisphere, with the plane of the
table top forming the base of the hemisphere. The electronic
image is warped to provide a desired subview in proper
aspect ratio in the audio selected direction.

The present invention provides a new and useful voice-
directional visual imaging system that emphasizes the
peripheral content of a hemispheric field of view using a
single video camera, The invention allows user-selected
portions of a hemispheric scene to be electronically
manipulated, transmitted. and displayed remotely from the
video camera in real-time and in a cost-effective manner.

The visual imaging system of the present invention
involves a video image havinga lens with enhanced periph-
eral content imaging capabilities. The lens provides an
enhanced view of the valuable information in the scene’s
periphery by imaging thefield of view to the image plane
such that the ratio of the size of the smallest detail contained

within the periphery of the scene to the size of the smallest
resolving pixel of an image device is increased. For this to
be accomplished, the peripheral content must mapto a larger
percentage of a given image detector area and,
simultaneously, the mapped image of the central area of the
scene must be minimized by the lens so that it does not
interfere with the peripheral content now covering a wider
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annulus in the image plane. Information in the image plane
is then detected by the video camera. The detected infor-
mation of the entire hemispheric scene is then stored as a
single image in memory using traditional methods.

When a portion of the scene is to be displayed, the image
information relating to the relevant portion of the scene is
instantaneously retrieved from memory. A transform pro-
cessor subsystem electronically manipulates the scene for
display as a perspective-correct image on a display device,
such as a teleconference display screen or monitor, as if the
particular portion of the scene had been viewed directly with
the video camera pointed in that direction. The transform
processor subsystem compensates for the distortion or dif-
ference in magnification between the central and peripheral
areas of the scene caused by the lens by applying appropriate
correction criteria to bring the selected portion of the scene
into standard viewing format. The transform processor sub-
system can also more fully compensate for any aberrations
of the enhanced peripheral image because of the image’s
improved resolution as it covers a larger portion of the image
device (increased number of pixels used to detect and
measure the smallest detail in the periphery image). More
pixels equates to more measurement data, hence more
accurate data collection.

The stored image can also be manipulated by the trans-
form processor subsystem to display an operator-selected
portion of the image through particular movements, such as
pan, zoom, up/down,tilt, rotation, etc.

By emphasizing the peripheral content of a scene, the
visual imaging system can use a single camera to capture the
relevant visual information within a panoramicfield of view
existing along the horizon, while being able to convention-
ally store and easily display the scene, or portions thereof, in
teal-time. Using a single optical system and camera is not
only cost-effective, but keeps ali hemispheric visual data
automatically time-synchronized.

In the present invention, at a conference table view point,
with participants seated around a conference table, hemi-
spheric scene content is ideally suited for segmented sub-
views of participants, especially when directionally elec-
tronically manipulated by voice actuation. The video image
should be of the current speaker.

One advantage of the present invention is that the unique
visual imaging system lens can capture information from a
hemispheric scene by emphasizing the peripheral portion of
the hemispheric field of view and thus provide greater
resolution with existing imaging devices for the relevant
visual information in the scene. As an example, if an
ordinary fisheye lens focuses the lowest 15 degrees up from
the horizon on ten percent of the imager at the imaging plane
and the peripheral-enhancing lens focuses that same 15
degrees on fifty percent of the imager, there is a five-fold
increase in resolution using the same imaging device.
Depending on the application and exact formulation of the
lens equations, there will be at least a five times increase in
resolving power by this lens/imager combination.

The third subsystem of the present invention comprises a
control apparatus such as a personal computer or other
collection of electronic circuits, connected to the imagery
system to allow flexible operation delivering options and
defaults, including an override of the automated video image
manipulation. A minimal control program is the software of
the host controller to provide the options that may be
necessary for individual teleconferences. An example would
be to delay switching time segments between speakers, or
perhapsthe use of alternate cameras that may include a dual
display.
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In operation, at a particular teleconferencing site, partici-
pants will be arranged at a conference table or in a confer-
ence room with an array of microphones, each of which will
pick up the normal speaking voice of each participant. The
array of microphones is directly connected to an audio
direction processor. The hemispheric lens system in con-
junction with the video camera is attached to view warping
logic as explained above andto the controller, or a personal
computer. The video and audio signals are then transmitted
through a transmission medium in an NTSC or other format
to the remote teleconferencing site for remote display.

Sound from the participant speaking that is processed in
the audio direction processor determinesthe direction of the
participant speaking relative to the panoramic video camera
and lens. Once the particular speaker direction is
determined, the panoramic imageof a specific hemispherical
region of interest, such as the participant’s face, is processed
to provide a normal video aspect ratio view for the remote
participants using the system.

It is a principal object and advantage of this invention to
provide a video conferencing system that automatically
directs a video imageto the participant that is speaking while
providing a hemispherical video imaging subview that can
be electronically manipulated in the direction of the speaker
selected from a panoramic scene.

Tt is another principal advantage of this invention to
provide an automatic teleconferencing system that saves
transmission time, reduces coincident cost by eliminating or
reducing manual operation of a video camera, and does not
detract from the concentration of the subject during the
conference.

And yet another advantage ofthis invention is to provide
an automatic video camera with electronic image manipu-
lation for video conferencing equipment that has no moving
mechanical parts or physical mechanisms which improves
the reliability of the system and reduces maintenance costs
and service costs.

In accordance with these and other objects which will
become apparent hereinafter, the instant invention will now
be described with particular reference to the accompanying
drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of the visual imaging
system organization and components of the parent applica-
tion.

FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of the automated video

conferencing system organization and components.
FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C show a cross sectional diagram

indicating the field input and output rays and the resulting
relative field coverage a lens typically provides in the image
plane for detection by an imager device.

FIGS. 3AA, 3AB, and 3AC show a cross sectional
diagram indicating the field input and output rays and the
resulting field coverage that optical system Example I,
constructed according to the principles of the present
invention, provides in the image plane for detection by an
imaging device or substrate.

FIGS. 3BA, 3BB show a cross sectional diagram indicat-
ing the field input and output rays and the resulting field
coverage that optical system Example I of this present
invention provides in the image plane for detection by an
imaging device or substrate.

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of the mapping
locations on the imaging device.
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FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of the panoramic

transform processor subsystem for use with the teleconfer-
encing system of the present invention.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are a schematic diagram showing how
toultiple transform processor subsystems can be tied into the
same distorted image to provide multiple different view
perspectives to different users from the same source image
as described in the parent application.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The invention will be defined initially with a brief
description of the principles thereof.

Principles of the Present Invention

As described in the parent U.S. patent application, the
imaging invention stems from the realization by the inven-
tors that in many of the technical hemispheric field
applications, where the image detector is parallel to the
plane ofthe horizon, much ofthe relevant visual information
in the scene (e.g., trees, mountains, people, etc.) is found
only in a small angle with respect to the horizon. Although
the length of the arc from the horizon containing the relevant
information varies depending upon the particular
application, the inventors have determined that in many
situations, almost all the relevant visual information is
contained within about 10 to 45 degrees with respect to the
horizon. This determination is especially true with respect to
the teleconference environment which is normally centered
around a conference table or conference room.

To maximize data collection and resolution for analysis
and/or display of the relevant visual information located in
this portion of the hemispheric scene, it is desirable to
maximize the dedication of the available image detection
area to this peripheral field portion. To accommodate this,it
is necessary that the “central” portion of the scene (from 45
to 90 degrees with respect to the horizon) cover only the
remaining areas of the imager plane so as not to interfere
with light from the periphery.

In many cases, since the “central” area contains less
detailed information, such as a solid white ceiling or a clear
or lightly clouded sky, it is allowable to maximize com-
pletely the dedication of the available image detection area
to the peripheral field portion by reducing the portion of the
imager device representing the “central” area to near zero.
Of course, in certain instances, it is desirable to analyze this
less detaited information,but this portion of the scene can be
minimized to some extent without significant degradation of
such visual information. As will be described herein in more

detail, the present invention provides two manners (Example
I and Example I) for capturing, storing, and selectively
displaying the critical visual information in a scene for many
important applications.

System Organization and Components

Referring now to the drawings, and initially to FIG.1, the
visual imaging system of the parent invention includesa still
image or moving picture camera 10, having a lens, indicated
generally at 14, designed to capture and enhancethe periph-
eral content of a hemispheric scene. The captured scene can
be stored onto an assortment of media, ¢.g., photographic
film 16, electronic storage 18, or other conventional storage
means. Electronic storage 18 is preferred because of the ease
of electronic manipulation thereof. Additionally, photo-
graphic film 16 requires an image scanner 20 or other
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capture-and-conversion method to change the image into
electronic format before electronic manipulation can be
performed. A video camera 11 in FIG. 1A is used for the
teleconferencing system to capture the image.

The stored electronic image data is then selectively
accessed by a transform processor engine 22 and can be
electronically manipulated according to user-defined
criteria, such as pan, up/down, zoom, etc. The transform
processor 22 corrects the image for display on a conven-
tional display device 28 such as a video monitor or a video
projection display system in a normal viewer format or on
head-mounted displays 30, in which integrated orientation-
sensing devices can be used to manipulate the user controls.

Referring to FIG. 1A, the audio directive component of
the teleconferencing system for the present invention is
comprised of four microphones spaced apart which would
be arranged concentrically about the lens and camera on a
conference room table so that all of the participants in the
conference will have audio access to the microphones for
transmission of sound. The primary purpose of the invention
is to provide automated camerasteering of the video camera
11 scenes based on which particular participant is currently
speaking. Therefore, the audio energy from a particular
participant speaking will be the basis for directing the video
camera imaging as discussed below. The microphones 21,
23, 25, and 27 are connected to a speaker detection circuit
29. The audio generated signals from the microphonesare
transferred to a mixer and sampling circuit in audio direction
processor 19. In one particular embodiment, each micro-
phone input would be sampled to determine which has the
largest amplitude of signals or which one has signals, to
determine the specific direction for steering the video cam-
era. Once the audio detection circuits and sampling circuits
have determined which microphoneis the microphone being
used by the current speaker, this signal information is
conveyed to the audio direction processor 19 which is
correlated between the location of a particular microphone
in use and the video imaging system providing the seg-
mented image discussed below. Thus, using the microphone
array and audio circuitry, a signal can be arrived at from the
audio direction processor to the imaging system to give
relevance of. which direction or which segment of the
panoramic image should be selected as a function of the
current participant speaking. Determining the direction of
the source of acoustical waves from an array of sensors such
as an array microphone is known. Audio speaker detection
circuitry is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,206,721 cited above.
Additional discussion on the broad concepts can be found in
Array Signal Processing: Concepts and Techniques,
authored by Don H. Johnson and Dan E. Dudgeon, chapter
4, Beamfonming, published by PTR Prentice-Hall, 1993, and
Multidimensional Digital Signal Processing, authored by
Dan E. Dudgeon and Russell M. Mersereau, chapter 6,
Processing Signals Carried by Propagating Waves, pub-
lished by Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1984. In the present system, the
number of participants can substantially exceed the number
of. microphones. The video imaging system, which will
ultimately provide images of the participant speaking for the
teleconferencing, then receives the audio direction processor
signal as an input to select the specific imaging segment as
described below.
L Image Acquisition

A. Camera

As described in the parent application, the camera 10 for
the visual imaging system is an optical device that is capable
of receiving a focused image from a lens and transforming
that imageinto an electronic signal or into hard copy storage
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such as photographic film. Various types of cameras for
wide-angle viewing are knownto those in the art, such as 35
mm cameras, § mm cameras, NTSC, RS170, and HDTY-
type cameras, The present invention is designed to be
compatible with most commercially available two-
dimensional cameras, with scaling of the lens geometries. It
also has the technological capability to be applied to three-
dimensional cameras. The camera can be mounted and
supported in a conventional manner.

FIG. 1A showsa teleconferencing system in accordance
with the present invention, including an NSTC video camera
11 using the capture lens 13, view-warping logic 15, and PC
or master controller 17, which receives input from four
microphones 21, 23, 25, and 27 disposed apart around a
central audio connector 29, the output of which is connected
to the audio direction processor 19. By detecting the differ-
ences in audio signal amplitude obtained from each
microphone,the audio direction processor can determine the
closest microphone to the current participant speaking.It is
also possible, by normal audio beam steering techniques, to
select points between microphones, such that the number of
participants can far exceed the numberof microphones. The
video camera 11 lens viewing angle segment based as a
panoramic view can then beelectronically changed through
the view-warping logic and the PC or master controller 17
to automatically shift the segmented scene content in the
direction of the person speaking at the time. Note that the
video camera 11 will be physically located in a central area,
preferably in the center of the conference table, whereby a
panoramic view of the participants at the conference table or
in a conference room can be obtained so that the relative

bearing from a central camera location to a particular
participant can be established relative to the panoramic
scene desired and the particular amount of scene content to
accurately represent and provide the proper video aspect
ratio of a particular speaker while that person is speaking.

B. Lens With Enhanced Peripheral Content
The fundamental principle behind the enhanced periph-

eral contentlens is the selective magnification of the periph-
ery and the focusing of more of that content on the imaging
plane. This recognizes the current limitations of imaging
devices and film with regard to resolution. As such, the more
of the peripheral content that can be focused on the imaging
plane surface, the more points of data that can be resolved
with a given density of imaging device or material.
Therefore, for this new class. of selective magnification
lenses, the surface area of the imaging plane reserved for
peripheral content will be large relative to the central content
and roughly similar for all lenses in this class, regardless of
whether the lens is designed for 1-10 degree peripheral
emphasis or 1-45 degree peripheral emphasis. However, it
should be noted thatthe lens with 1-10 degree emphasis will
have much better resolution for the same objects than the
lens with 1-45 degree emphasis.

The lens 13 in FIG. 1A for video camera 11 provides a
collection of data for enhanced digital processing of the
peripheral portion of a given field of view. The lens uniquely
achieves this by filling the greater available area of an
imager device with the peripheral areas rather than the
central areas of the captured scene.

A periphery-enhancing optical system suitable for achiev-
ing the goals of the present invention can be configured in
various ways to present an image of the field free of
detrimental values of critical aberrations. Two examples or
embodiments are preferred. Example I in FIGS.
3AA-—3ACmpreferably is a multi-medium system compris-
ing a wide-angle multi-element optical lens and a fiber optic
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imager device. Example II preferably is a combination
system comprised of multiple refractive optical elements,
one of which is of gradient index material, hemispherical in
shape. The inventors define that other configurations relying
on binary optics could also be utilized to accomplish similar
results.

The system of Example I is best suited for applications
where the capture of the minimal information contained in
the central area is irrelevant. A coordinated fiber bundle

array, either rigid or flexible, carefully aligned and
assembled by methods knownto those skilled in the art, is
used to capture a peripheral annulus of the wide field image
provided by the multi-element wide field lens. (REF. Journal
of the Optical Society of America, 1964; lens designs
presented by Miyamota. Also see U.S. Pat. No. 4,256,373 by
M. Horimoto for additional wide-field lenses.) The multi-
element wide field lens therefore, although covering the
same field as standard wide field lenses, is required to
provide a larger image of the entire field. This. can be
accomplished by those skilledin the art by scaling a standard
Jens to a larger focal length until the desired image size is
reached. (REF. Chapter 5.4, “Scaling a Design” of Modern
Lens Design, Warren J. Smith, McGraw-Hill inc., copyright
1992.)

The fibers, arranged in a specific mechanical manner,
deliver the information in a geometrically annular shape
from the peripheral image area to either the rectangular or
circular shape of a specific imaging device. Specific con-
figurations can be devised for desired peripheral coverage
(up to 10 degrees through 45 degrees) and matched to
required image detector plane geometry. (REF. Sect. 13,
Fiber Optics, Handbook of Optics, McGraw-Hill Inc.,
1978.) Referring to FIGS. 3AA~3AC for a desired angle 0
(theta), a standard wide-field lens design is scaled in “‘f,” the
length of the square camera imaging device (2r°) is met. In
the “Camera/Imager Interface” portion of the figure, the
equation for fiber bundle radius r' as related to the imager is:

Area at imager—(pir?,(pik?(pi) (72)

Imager length=21', where r'=square root [r7,—17]

A configuration in the form of Example I achieves an
image in which the peripheral portion (Q-45 degrees with
respect to the horizon) of the field of view preferably
encompasses between approximately 90% to 100% of the
entire usable area of the imager device, rather than the 35%
or less that is typical with commercially available wide-
angle, fish-eye, or other conventional lenses. A configuration
in the form of Example I achieves an image in which the
peripheral portion preferably encompasses between 50% to
70% of the usable area of the imaging device surface.

The system of Example II is best suited for applications
where all information contained in the field of view is

relevant, although to differing degrees. The combination
system of Example If relies on the principal use of a Bravais
System where a hemispherical lens or a combination of
Jenslets magnify an object to an image, wherein the object
and image lie in the same plane. In this case, the hemi-
spherical jens is made of gradient index material such that
points impinging the image plane incur different factors of
magnification depending on what index of refraction and
whatportion of the hemispherical curve or lenslets they pass
through. This concept is used in combination with a multi-
element refractive lens that is designed to capture a wide
field of view and also compensate for the color aberration
induced by insertion of the hemispherical lens. This color
compensation can be designed by those skilled in the art by
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using a computer optimization routine. (REF. Mercadoetal.
and U.S. Pat. No. 5,210,646 on “Color Corrected Optical
Systems and Method of Selecting Optical Materials
Thereof.” Also see Chapter 9 of the Users Manual for “Three
Color Optimization” using Kidger Optics Optical Design
Program v.4.71, copyright Kidger Optics 1983-1989.) By
use of the hemispherical gradient index unit with a widefield
miulti-element lens, the portion of the camera dedicated to
the periphery is increased, thereby increasing the relative
resolution of information detectable by the imaging device
sensing elements. With the gradient index hemisphere, index
values decrease from the center, such that:

ny<n,<n,<n,

The operation of the optical systems is schematically
illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2C and 3BA~-3BB. The arc X

represents the field of view of the “center” portion of the
“peripheral” field. The areas X" and Y" represent the sub-
tended peripheral angles of incidence. Arc Z and area Z’
represent areas outside the normal imaging range of the lens.
(Noactual demarcation lines would exist in actual use; this
is merely for exemplary purposes.)

FIGS. 2A-2C represents a typical wide-angle type lens,
while FIGS. 3BA-3BB represents a lens constructed accord-
ing to the principles of the present invention. As should be
apparent from comparing FIGS. 24-2C and 3BA—3BB, a
typical wide-angle type lens has a fairly significant portion
of the imaging surface dedicated to the central field of the
lens; while the lens constructed according to the present
invention has a fairly significant portion of the imaging
surface dedicated to the peripheral field, and consequently
less of the surface dedicated to the central field.

The portion of the imaging surface used for the peripheral
portion of the scene (as compared with the central portion of
the scene) can vary depending upon the particular prescrip-
tion of lens specified, which is selected to capture items of
interest for a given application. For example, if the imaging
system is used to capture a panorama of an outdoor scene,
the relevant visual information may be contained within 10
degrees of the horizon. The lens of the present invention can
thus be designed to enhance only the field of view within 10
degrees of the horizon. On the other hand, if the imaging
system is being used to capture a room scene within a
building, the relevant visual information may include
objects on walls and thus be contained within about 45
degrees from the horizon. A peripheral enhancing lens can
thus also be designed to enhancethefield of view up to 45
degrees from the horizon. Of course, the enhanced portion of
the field of view depends upon the needs of the particular
application, with the enhanced portion preferably falling
somewhere between these two extremes. In any case, the
principles of the present invention can be applied to these
types of situations with equal success, with any appropriate
corrections being made with the image transform
processors, as will be described herein in more detail.

Asillustrated in FIGS. 3AA-3AC,apreferred form of the
Example I form of optical system comprises a standard wide
field lens and a coordinated fiber array. The focal length of
the widefield lens is scaled in order to match the peripheral
field of view desired. The coordinated fiber array consists of
an annular input face that collects the image projected from
the standard wide field lens. The fiber bundle array then
redirects the information from the peripheral view to its
output end by total internal reflection. Fibers capable of 3
micron accuracy, covering the area of the annual region, are
coordinated into a rectangular or circular shape at their
output, depending on the geometry of the corresponding
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imaging device. The size of output is also matched to the
camera imaging device used.

Of course, these system configurations and parameters are
only exemplary in nature and other configurations and
parameters of the present invention could be used to provide
enhanced peripheral imaging capabilities, as should be
apparent to those skilled in theart.

C. Imager Device
With the present invention, a video camera 11 receives the

optical image from the lens and fiber optic array.
It should be apparent from the above discussion that when

the imager device is used with a lens constructed according
to the principles of the present invention, the imager device
will collect more information along the horizon than it will
from the central area of the hemispheric scene. With only a
given limited resolution of either film emulsions or CCD
pixel density, the lens focuses more useful information at the
imaging plane. The peripheral portion of the scene will
therefore have a higher relative resolution in the resultant
transformed image than the central portion. Thus, the details
of any objects along the horizon will be more highly
accentuated. Further, any distortion (e.g., spherical
aberration) that occurs in the peripheral region of the lens
will be imaged onto a larger surface area and can thus be
more easily and fully compensated for. Also, as imaging
device resolution improvements are made over time, periph-
eral enhancing lenses and configurations will continue to
yield improved visual renditions.

The image mapped onto the imager device can be
described by a series of concentric circles, as schematically
illustrated in FIG. 4. As an example, each circle on the
imager device can be described by radii of arbitrary units,
e.g., 2, 5,9, 14, etc. The radii of the circles depends on the
magnification of the different regions of the hemisphere,
with the blocks in the outer circles having a greater area as
the magnification of the peripheral region increases. In an
arbitrarily selected illustration case, each concentric circle
represents 18 degrees field of view from the horizontal
plane, with the outer circumference of the outermost circle
being level with the horizon. The inventors have determined
that the arc subtending the twoouter circles (.c., 36 degrees
from the horizon) contains the relevant information in many
hemispheric scenes for many applications (although again,
this value can be varied depending upon the particular
application).

Calculating the total circular area of the entire image
circle yields 1257 units squared. The are of the three inner
circles is 254 units squared. Therefore, the two outer circles
contain about 80% of the usable area on the imaging device.
Note that the image blocks corresponding to the horizon are
spread across more area on the imager device than those in
the central area of the image. Thus, the image blocks of the
imager device are dominated by objects along the horizon,
and those are the area of interest. This correlates to greater
resolution for the peripheral areas of the scene.

The panoramic image provided by the imager is ideally
suited for teleconferencing. For example, with the image
lens apparatus mounted in the center of a conference table,
from the plane of the table, a hemispheric view is presented.
If the participants of the conference are seated around the
table and the microphonearray located conveniently on the
table, the important image information, i.e. the participants,
are found with the imager along a 10 to 30 degree or 45
degree segmentof the horizon, by far the bulk of the images
of interest. Therefore, using the present invention with audio
detection to determine the direction of the current speaker,
the desired image segments can be electronically manipu-
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lated between speakers automatically controlled by the
direction of the current speaker’s voice from the array
disposed at or near the center of the conference table.
Camera steering and image segment selection among par-
ticipants speaking is undetectable by the participants, pro-
viding for minimal distractions and maximum concentration
by the participants of the conference.
IL Image Storage

The imagereceived on the imager device is passed on to
the system components for storage and/or transmission to a
remote teleconferencing site. For photographic processes, a
storage device might be film; while for electronic processes,
the storage device might be electronic storage in the form of
random access memories, a conventional diskette or hard
file, or video recording tape. The entire display of the scene
(along with any secondary documentation) can be stored as
a single image on the storage device.

As should be apparent from the configuration of the
imager device in FIG. 4, the image is stored or transmitted
in a “warped” form. The warped imageis caused not only by
the wide-angle nature of the lens (i.e. the “‘keystoning”
effect), but also by the enhanced peripheral field of view of
the lens(i.e., magnification along the periphery). The under-
lying concept is that a partial slice of the scene can be
reproduced with the proper aspect ratio for the human visual
system (i.e., as a perspective corrected view).

Looking at FIG. 5, the stored image will be loaded into the
source image buffer 40 if it has been stored in electronic
form on the host system, an example of which would be a
personal computer or controller. Alternatively, the image can
be brought in for processing without going through storage
for real-time teleconferencing transmission. As one option,
an analog signal from a video camera 11 (FIG. 1A) can
connect into an NTSC-to-digital converter 42. This converts
the image from analog information into a digital bit map
(Le., into “pixels”). The source imageis then loaded into the
source image frame buffer 40. However, as indicated
previously, any type of camera can be used to provide the
electronic input to buffer 40. The buffer preferably operates
with sufficient speed so that real-time viewing is possible.
Ill. Image Retrieval/Display

Referring to FIG. 1A, the video camera 11 image can be
selectively accessed and transformed for display at the
source location or at a remote teleconference location. In

order to recreate a proper display of the scene in two
dimensions for perspective-correct viewing, processor logic
in transform processor engine 22 is utilized (see FIG. 1). The
transform processors may be made of collections of small-
scale, medium-scale, large-scale, or very-large-scale inte-
grated (VLSD circuits, examples of which are image
re-sampling sequencers, commercially available from Ray-
theon Semiconductors (formerly TRW LSI Products, Inc.,
LaJolla, Calif.), which are marketed under the mark/
designation TMC2301 and TMC2302.

In FIG.5, the re-sampling sequencers control the address
sequencing of the pixels in the source image buffer 406
through a multiply-accumulate unit 46, and from there into
the warped image buffer 48. The sequencers control the
filtering or remapping of two-dimensional images from a set
of Cartesian coordinates (x,y) as defined within each sector
“unit” (Al, Bl, etc.) onto a newly transformed set of
coordinates (u,v). The “‘fish-eye” type of transformations
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,185,667 are based on non-
constant second-order derivatives. A different set of second-

order derivatives employed for the transforms associated
with the sequencers can also handle three-dimensional
images by re-sampling them from a set of Cartesian coor-
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dinates (x,y,z) into a new, transformedset (u,v,w). Typically,
these sequencers can support nearest-neighbor, bilinear
interpolation or convolution re-sampling, and can operate at
speeds allowing real-time operation. Alternate electronic
solutions can be constructed using VLSI or application-
specific integrated circuits.

Re-mapped pixel locations (i.e., interpolation ‘“‘kernels’’)
of more than one pixel in the bit map requires an external
interpolation coefficient look-up table 50 and the multiply/
accumulate unit 46 as shown in FIG. 5. A table “walk”is

typically performed on each source pixel, thus providing a
smoother image by summing the products of the original
lens image data with the appropriate interpolation coeffi-
cients. By capturing the hemispheric lens image data into
source image buffer 40, the warp engine can be programmed
to perform a perspective correction, much like an inverse
keystoning effect. The re-mapping of the pixel locations is
matched to the differential magnification of the particular
periphery-enhancing lens used.

Direct access to the interpolation coefficient look-up table
50 and io the transformation parameters is also often desir-
able to allow’ dynamic modification of the interpolation
algorithm. Thus, a local interpolation coefficient buffer 52 to
update the varying transform parameters is included to allow
for real-time still and motion image transformations.

The row and column warping engines 58a, 58 of the
transform processor 22 supply addresses to the source image
buffer 40. The addresses are determined by the interpolation
algorithm chosen. The multiply-accamulate unit 46 takes the
pixels supplied by the source image buffer 40 under warping
engine control and multiplies the pixels together using
combinational logic with weighting factors dependent on the
algorithm. Compensation for aberration (e.g., spherical
aberration) can also be made at this point. Finally, the
composed interpolated pixels are sent to the warped image
buffer 48. The address location within the warped image
buffer is again determined by the warping. The algorithm
parameters from lookup table 50 are input to the registers of
the row and column warping engines 58a, 584, as well as
into the interpolation coefficient buffer 52.

The memory controller/clock circuitry 62 provides
refresh control to the source and warped image buffers 40,
48. In addition, all clock sources are synchronized through
this circuitry. The bus interface and control circuitry 56 also
provide an interface to the host system bus(i-e., for MCA,
ISA,etc.) and the re-mapping circuitry. This interface logic
serves to load control information into the re-mapping
circuitry and to provide a path to transport warped images to
the system display buffer (not shown; part of host system),
or store images to disk via the system bus prior to warping.
An optional random access memory digital-to-analog con-
verter (RAMDAC) 66 provides support for a local display
connection if desired.

Onefeature of the transformprocessorsis the valid source
address flag within the transform processor engine. This
allowsthe user to construct abutting sub-imagesin the (x,y)
plane without danger of edge interference. Thus, edge detec-
tion of the unused areas outside the circular image of FIG.
4 can alert the system to ignore these values.

The image capture function can also be accomplished
with motion video devices. All types of image data are input
to the source image buffer 40 for processing as desired. The
NTSC digitizer 42, for example, can provide real-time data
from an NTSC video camera 11 used for teleconferencing.
Any similar device that converts an image to the appropriate
digital format for input to the source image buffer can be
employed as optional element 42 in FIG. 5. Prerecorded
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distorted images generated through this invention’s optical
system can also be input through optional conversion block
42 to allow dynamic manipulation of previously recorded
image data.

The image transformation performed on the captured
digitized image from modified hemispheric coordinates to
planar coordinates for display is one of a multitude of
possible image transformations, any of which can be
invoked in real-time for smooth merging of effects. These
transformations include, but are not limited to pans,
up/downs, zooms, tiles, rotations, scaling, cropping, and
image shear, which can be controlled using human or
computer input. imagefiltering can be performed as well as
edge detection in associated processes during the course of
manipulation. These services can be applied to any system
image loaded into the source imagebuffer, thus providing a
host of added features beyond the simple application of the
hemispheric lens and display system.

Theadvantage of the image transformation logic becomes
apparent when describing particular applications. A security
camera application can be implemented to view an entire
panorama such that the security monitor will display full-
motion rate images in real-time. Source image coordinates
for still images can also be sequenced, allowing perceived
animation or full-motion renditions by simply reloading new
source image coordinates into the warping engines as frames
are drawn from memory. Details from other stored images
can be utilized to give the effect of full motion panning of
the horizon within the captured image by the lens.

Finally, the transform processor subsystem can produce
multiple different outputs simultaneously from individual
stored or currently converted images. Referring to FIGS. 6A
and 6B, with the main transform processor circuits collected
into a simplified single block as shown in the lower drawing,
multiple outputs are generated from a single image source,
either motion or still, with individual effects for each scene
as desired, allowing several scenes on different display
devices or several windows on a single display. This is
accomplished by incorporating several image processing
subsystems within one overall system.

In all cases, by having greater resolution of the peripheral
imageof a scene, the details of any objects along the horizon
will be enhanced. Further, aberrations occurring around the
periphery ofthe lens (iLe., spherical aberrations) can be more
fully and completely compensated for, as the aberrations are
spread across a greater area on the imager device.

As described above, the present invention provides a
visual imaging system that efficiently captures, stores, and
displays visual information about an enhanced hemispheric
field of view existing particularly along the horizon, and that
allowselectronic manipulation and selective display thereof
even after acquisition and storage, while minimizing distor-
tion. The present invention provides an automatic, audio
directed video camera steering of segmented images
selected from a hemispherical view ideally suited for tele-
conferencing.

The principles, embodiments, and modes of operation of
the present invention have been described in the foregoing
specification. The invention that is intended to be protected
herein should not, however, be construed to the particular
form described as it is to be regarded as illustrative rather
than restrictive. Variations and changes may be made by
those skilied in the art without department from the spirit of
the present invention. Accordingly, the foregoing detailed
description should be exemplary in nature and notlimiting
as to the scopeand spirit of the invention as set forth in the
appended claims.
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Whatisclaimedis:

1. An automatic audio controlled video camera steering
system for electronic imaging and manipulation of a hemi-
spheric field of view, comprising:

at least two microphones;
audio detection circuitry connected to said microphones

for determining which of said microphonesis receiving
audio energy;

meansfor generating a signal representing the direction of
the received audio energy based on signals from the
microphones;

a video camera for receiving optical imagesofthefield of
view and for producing video image output signals;

an optical system associated with said video camera for
producing the optical images from a hemisphericfield
of view for optical conveyance to said video camera,
said optical system having a configuration that empha-
sizes the peripheral content of the panoramic field of
view (when the central lens axis is oriented vertically)
as compared to the central content of a hemispheric
field of view, this being accomplished through differ-
ential magnification;

an imager device associated with said camera for receiy-
ing the optical images from said lens and for providing
digitized output signals;

input image memory for receiving the digitized output
signals from said imager device and for storing the
digitized output signals;

an image transform processor or set of circuits for selec-
tively accessing and processing the digitized output
signals from said input image memory according to
user defined criteria;

output image memory for receiving the processed signals
from the image transform processor, and

means connected to said output image memory from said
hemispheric field of view for selecting a particular
segmentized image from the hemispheric field of view
representative of the direction from the camexa of the
microphone array determined to be receiving sound
wave energy;

an output display connected to said output image memory
for displaying the signals in said output image memory
according to the user defined criteria.

2. The system as in claim 1, wherein said optical system
has a configuration that images the peripheral portion of the
hemispheric scene onto at least 50% —90% of the usable
surface area of the imaging device, when used in an elec-
tronic image capture apparatus.

3. The system as in claim 2, wherein said optical system
includes a color aberrated wide field lens and a gradient
index. hemispheric lens.

4. The system as in claim 2, wherein said optical system
has a configuration which emphasizes the field of view from
1 to 45 degrees up from the horizon in a hemispherical
captured image, the lens representing one of many configu-
rations that may selectively emphasize some subset of the
aforesaid 1 to 45 degrees covered.

5. The system as in claim 4, wherein said optical system
includes a wide field multi-element lens and a coordinated

fiber array geometrically fabricated with an annular input
end and a rectangular output end.

6. The system as in claim 4, wherein said optical system
includes a wide field multi-element lens and a coordinated

fiber array geometrically fabricated with an annular input
end and a circular output end.
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7. A teleconferencing system for electronic manipulation
of a hemispheric scene, comprising:

a plurality of microphones;

means connected to the output of said microphones for
determining the amplitude levels of audio signals from
the microphones;

meansfor detecting and comparing the audio signals from
said microphones to determine the direction of a par-
ticular speaker;

means for providing an output signal representing the
direction of a speaker at a given time;

a camera imaging system for receiving optical images of
the field of view and for producing output video signals
corresponding to the optical images;

an optical system associated with said camera imaging
system for producing the optical images fromafield of
view for optical conveyance to said camera imaging
system;

an imager device associated with said camera for receiv-
ing the optical images from said lens and for providing
digitized output signals;

input image memory for receiving the digitized output
signals from said imaging device and for storing the
digitized output signals;

an image transform processor for selectively accessing
and processing the. digitized output signals from said
input image memory according to user-definedcriteria;

means connected to said image transform processor from
said microphone direction means to provide the image
segment of a hemispheric scene to be selected repre-
senting the direction of the speaker based on the audio
signals from that array of microphones;

output image memory for receiving the processed signals
from the image transform processor means;

an output display device connected to said output image
memory for displaying the signals in said output image
memory according to user-defined criteria;

wherein the improvement comprises said optical systems
having a configuration that emphasizes the peripheral
content of field of view of a hemispheric scene as
compared to the central content, such that said imager
device receives magnified optical images of the periph-
exal portion of the hemispheric field of view.

8. A teleconferencing method for electronically capturing,
storing, and manipulating a hemispheric field of view,
having a plurality of individual human speakers, comprising
the steps of:

providing a plurality of microphones connected to a
microphone audio detection circuit that can provide an
output signal that determines which microphone is in
use at a given point in time, indicative of the direction
of the human speaker;

providing an optical system having a configuration that
enhances the peripheral portion of the field of view in
the direction of the human speaker;

capturing the hemispheric field of view with the
periphery-enhancing optical system and imaging the
field of view onto an imager device by enhancing the
peripheral field of view;

storing the captured image as a single image:
selectively accessing a portion of the stored image accord-

ing to user-defined criteria;

transforming the stored image sothatthe stored image can
be displayed as a perspective-correct image;
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selecting from a portion of the field of view a specific
image segment representative of the direction of the
speaker;

displaying the perspective-correct image in a user-defined
format.

9. The method as in claim 8, wherein said transforming
step comprises manipulating the peripheral-enhanced image
into a perspective-correct image.

10. The method as in claim 8, wherein said periphery-
enhancing optical system selectively magnifies visual con-
tent within an arc of between 10 and 45 degrees up from the
horizon in a hemispheric field of view onto the imager
device.

11. The method as in claim 8, wherein the storage step
comprises storing the captured image in electronic storage.

12. A method for electronically manipulating a hemi-
spheric scene having an enhanced peripheral field of view
stored as an image on a video camera, comprising the steps
of:

providing a plurality of microphones connected to an
audio detection circuit that determines the direction of

a given speaker;
converting the image on a video camera into electronic

output signals;
selectively accessing a portion of the output signals

according to user-defined criteria;
transforming the accessed portion of the outputsignals by

manipulating the peripheral-enhanced field of view so
that the stored image can be displayed as a perspective-
correct image in a direction based on audio signals
from said audio detection circuit;

selecting a particular image segment as a function of
speaker direction for display;

displaying the perspective-correct image in the user
defined format.

13. A videoconferencing imaging system having auto
matic camera steering comprising:

plurality of microphones disposed in a common plane
strategically positioned relative to each other and rela-
tive to conference participants to be captured on video
for remote video and audio transmission of each par-
ticipant’s image and spoken word;

microphone output circuit connected to each of said
microphones:

audio detection processor having an input connected to
said microphoneoutputcircuit;

conference platform for arranging participants in indi-
vidual locations about said conference platform;

video camera including a hemispheric lens mounted stra-
tegically in a predetermined location on said confer-
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ence platform capable of presenting a hemispheric view
to said video camera from said platform;

video image view warping logic circuit connected to the
output of said video camera and said output of said
audio direction processor, said video image view warp-
ing logic circuit having a video output of specific
regions of interest based on said hemispheric lens
image and having an audio output;

a computer processor or other controller circuits having
input connected to said view warping logic circuit for
controlling the desired specific region of interest as a
function of audio directed processor inputrelated to the
participant speaking to create a normal aspect ratio
view based onthe participants using the system; and

video and audio transmission medium connected to the

output of said view warping logic circuit for transmit-
ting said audio and video signals to said remote video
conference.

14. A yideoconferencing image system having automatic
camera steering as in claim 13, including:

said video image view warping logic circuit including a
source image buffer connected to the input from the
video camera lens;

arow (X) warp engine having an output connected to said
source image buffer;

column (Y) warp engine, said row warp engine and said
column warp engine connected to panoramic image
transformation parameter look up table and said com-
puter control output;

interpolation coefficient buffer connected to the output of
said row CX) warp engine and said column (Y) warp
engine;

multiply accumulation unit connected to the outputof said
source image buffer and said interpolation coefficient
buffer for receiving coefficient data;

memory control device connected to the output of said
panoramic image transformation parameter look up
table and said computer controller;

warped image buffer connected to the output of said
column (¥) warp engine and said memory control and
having a warp data output connected to said transmis-
sion medium whereby the selection of a normal aspect
ratio view containing specific regions of interest
selected by the determination of the participant speak-
ing is based on the participant’s direction, as deter-
mined by the audio direction processor.

* * * OF
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unit, and this converted image is then output to a monitor
unit. Preferably, n and m both equal 2.

14 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets
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IMAGE PICK-UP DEVICE, IMAGE DISPLAY
DEVICE AND INFORMATION RECORDING
MEDIUM COMPRISING A FISHEYE LENS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an image pick-up device
comprising a fisheye lens, an image display device and an
information recording medium, all of which can obtain a
high-quality converitcd image when an image picked up by
the fishcye Icns is converted into a plane image.

A monitoring system using a camera which enables
product examination at a plant or construction work at a
construction site to be monitored from a remote place has
recently heen developed. In this monitoring system, depend-
ing on what is monitored, capability of monitoring a wide
range at a limited number of cameras is desired. To realize
this, the development of a monitoring system comprising a
fisheye lens which can pick up an imageofall the directions
of the field of view around the optical axis at a field angle
of at least 90° in each direction with respect to the optical
axis is under way.

Use of this fisheye lens makes it possible to obtain an
image ofall the space with a single camera. That is, the
space is regarded as a single sphere, a camerais installed at .
the center of the sphere, an image of half of the sphere is
picked up by the fisheye lens, the camera is turned at an
angle of 180° from that position, an image of the other half
of the sphere in the opposite direction is picked up, and the
two images are combined together to obtain an image ofall
the directions of the field of view in the space of 360°, that
is, the sphere. This image is converted into a plane image.

As the monitoring system comprising a fisheye lens of the
prior arl, there is a system disclosed by Japanese Patent
Application Laid-open No. Hci6-501585 (to be referred to
as “prior art” hercinafter), for example. Although this prior
art makesit possible to pick up an imageofall the directions
of the field of view, the lens used in the priorart is a fisheye
lens having a relationship of h=f-0 (wherein h is the height
of an image of a subject at a certain point obtained by the
fisheye lens, f is the focal distance of the fisheye lens and 9
is a field angle). This is obvious from the fact that Nikon’s
8-mm f/2.8 lens is used as the fisheye lens in the above
Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. Hei6-501585.
Conventional fisheye lenses generally have a relationship of
h=t-0 and Nikon’s 8-mm f/2.8 fisheye lens has the above
relationship of h=f-0.

The method of picking up an image bya fisheye lens
having this relationship of h=f-0 and converting the image
into a plane image is called “equidistant projection”. Since
an image picked up by a fisheye lens having the above
characteristics has a small volume of image data on its
peripheral portion (field angle of around 90° with respect to
the optical axis of the fisheye lens), when the imape is
converted into a plane image, there are many missing
portions of image data on the peripheral portion of the image
and the missing portions must be interpolated. In addition,
the image picked up by the fisheye lens having the above
characteristics involves such a problem that the peripheral
portion of the image is distorted.

An object of the present invention is to provide an image
pick-up device comprising a fisheye lens, an image display
device and an information recording medium, which mini-
mize missing portions of image data by extracting a large
volume of image data at a field angle of around 90° with
tespect to the optical axis of the fisheye lens to reduce
interpolating of the missing portions and can obtain a natural
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2
plane image when images ofall the directions of the field of
view aroundthe optical axis are picked up at a field angle of
at lcast 90° with respect to the optical axis and are converted
into plane images.

Various other objects, advantages and fcaturcs of the
present invention will become readily apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art, and the novel features will be
particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

‘To attain the above object, according to a first aspect of
the present invention, there is provided an image pick-up
device comprising a fisheye lens for picking up an image of
all the directions of the field of view around the optical axis
of the fisheye lens at a field angle of at least 90° in each
direction with respect to the optical axis, wherein the fisheye
lens has a relationship of h=nf-tan(@/m) (wherein h is the
height of an image of a subject at a certain point obtained by
the fisheye lens, f is the focal distance of the fisheye lens,
1.62m53, m-0.45n=m+0.4, and 0 is a field angle).

According to a second aspect of the present invention, the
fisheye lens is constructed by a master lens provided on an
exisling image pick-up device and byan attachmentlens lo
be attached to the master lens.

Further, according to a third aspect of the present
invention, there is provided an image display device com-
prising an image data processing unit for converting an
image obtained by the image pick-up device of the first or
second aspect of the present invention into a plane image
and a display unit for displaying the converted plane image.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention,
there is provided an information recording medium that
records a program having at least the step of converting an
image obtained by a fisheye lens having a relationship of
h=of-tan(6/m) (wherein h is the height of an image of a
subject at a certain point, f is the focal distance of the fisheye
lens, 9 is a ficld angle, 1.62m<3. and m-0.42n=m+0.4)
into a plane image, the step of displaying a predetermined
portion of the converted plane image on a display unit and
the step of changing continuously the predeterminedportion
with instruction means.

Oneof the fisheye lens used in the present invention has
the relationship of h=2f-tan(0/2). Compared with an ordi-
nary fisheye lens having a relationship of h=f-@, an image at
a peripheral portion (field angle of around 90° with respect
to the optical axis of the fisheye lens) is enlarged and
missing portions of image data on the peripheral portion can
be minimized with the fisheye lens in accordance with the
present invention. With this, when a pickcd-up imageis to
be converted into a plane image, the interpolating of image
data can be reduced, thereby making it possible to obtain a
more natural plane image.

‘The fisheye lens according to the present invention may
be constructed by attaching an attachment Icns to a mastcr
lens provided on an existing camera so that the fisheye lens
can be attached to almost all the existing cameras. In
addition, only the attachment Icns is ncwly produccd,
thereby making it possible to reduce costs.

Further, the image display device for displaying a plane
image converted from an image picked up by the image
pick-up device having the above fisheye lens on a display
unit makes the displayed image easy to be seen, thereby
improving the value of the device. When the information
recording medium recording the above steps is read by a
computer and the programis executed, a more natural plane
image can be displayed on the display unit and the displayed
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portion can be freely shifted within the range of the image
picked up by the image pick-up device.

BRIEI DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

‘The following detailed description, given by way of
example and not intended to limit the present invention
solely thercto, will best be appreciated in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numer-
als denote like elements and parts, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic strictural diagram of an image
processing sysiem using an image pick-up device compris-
ing a fisheye lens according to the present invention;

FIG.2 are a structural diagram of the fishcye lens shown
in FIG. 1 and a corresponding diagram schematically show-
ing lens intervals (lens intervals and lens thicknesses);

FIG. 3(A)is a diagram showing, the relationship between
field angle 6 and image height h with respect to fisheye
lenses having relationships of h=f-0, h=2f-sin (0/2), h=f-sin
6, h=Ctan 6, h=3f-tan (6/3), h=2f-(tan 0/1.6) and one ofthe
fisheye lenses of the present invention having a relationship
of h=2f-tan(@/2);

TIG. 3(B) is a diagram showing the relationship between
field angle 0 and image height h with respect to fisheye
lenses having relationships of h=2f-tan(0/1.6), h=2.4f-tan(0/ °
2), h=3.4f-tan(@/3), b=1.2f-tan(6/1.6), h=1.6f-tan(6/2) andh=f-0.

FIGS. 4(A) to 4(D) are views illustrating, in concentric
circles cach centering aroundthe optical axis of cach fishcyc
Icns shown in FIG. 3, changes of image heights when the
field angle is changed in 10° with respect to the optical axis
of each fisheye lens;

FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining a method of polar-
coordinate converting a hemispherical image obtained by a
fisheye lens;

FIG.6 is a diagram for cxplaining a method of obtaining
the position of an image formation point on the surface of
CCD image pick-up elements in the polar coordinate con-
version of FIG. 5;

FIG.7 is a flow chart for explaining the steps of process-
ing, an image using the image processing system of FIG. 1;

FIGS. 8(A) and 8(B) arc diagrams showing another
application cxample of the image pick-up device of the
present invention, wherein ['IG, 8(A) is a schematic diagram
showing the side thereof and FIG. 8(B)is a diagram when
seen from a direction indicated by an arrow B in FIG. 8(A);

FIGS. 9(A) and 9(B) are diagrams showing still another
application example of the image pick-up device of the
present invention, wherein FIG. 9(A)is a schematic diagram
showing the side thereof and FIG. 9(B) is a diagram when
sccen from a dircction indicated by an arrow B in FIG. 9(A);
and

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing another example of an
image processing system utilizing the image pick-up device
comprising a fisheye lens of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be
described hereinafter with reference to FIGS. 1 to 10.

TIG. 1 schematically shows an image processing system
utilizing an image pick-up device comprising a fisheye lens
of the present invention. This image processing system
comprises a camera (such as a video camera) 2 that is an
image pick-up device equipped with a fisheye lens 1, an
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image data processing unit 3 for processing image data from
the camera 2, and a monitor unit 4 for displaying an image
processed by the image data processing unit 3. The image
data processing unit 3 has a CPU, memory means and the
like and performs various processing using image data
output from the camera 2. In the case of the present
invention, the image data processing unit 3 also converts an
image picked up bythe fisheye lens 1 into a plane image.

As shown in FIG. 2, the fisheye lens 1 used in this
embodiment roughly consists of a lens unit (called master
lens unit) 10 provided on the camera 2 and a lens unit (called
attachmentlens unit) 20 that can be attached to and detached
from the master lens unit 10. The fisheye lens 1 of ihe
Present invention functions as a fisheye lens when the
attachment lens unit 20 is attached to the master lens unit 10.

‘The attachment lens unit 20 consists of a first lens 21, a
second lens 22, a third lens 23, a fourth lens 24 and a plate
25. The master lens unit 10 consists of a fifth lens 11, a sixth
lens 12, a seventh lens 13, an eighth lens 14, a ninth lens 15
and a diaphragm 26 interposed betweenthe sixth lens 12 and
the seventh lens 13.

The curvature R (diameter of the curved surface of the
lens) of each lens and interval D (lens thickness or lens
interval) in this embodimentare as follows. That is, begin-
ning with the curvature K1 of the left curved surface of the
first lens 21 on the Icftmost side of FIG. 2, in turn, the
curvatures R1 and R2 of the first lens 21 arc 40.0 mm and

9.0 mm,the curvatures R3 and R4of the second lens 22 are
-26.0 mm and 80.0 mm, the curvatures R5 and R6 of the
third lens 23 are —36.0 mm and -—20.0 mm, and the curva-
tures R7 and R8 of the fourth lens 24 are -81.0 mm and

—27.0 mm, respectively.
Further, the curvatures R9 and R10 ofthe fifth lens 11 are

14.0 mm and 68.0 mm,the curvatures R11 and R12 of the
sixth lens 12 are 9.0 mmand 3.0 mm, the curvatures R13 and
R14 of the seventh lens 13 are 0.0 mm and -8.0 mm, the
curvatures R15 and R16 of the eighth lens 14 are 10.0 mm
and —6.0 mm, and the curvatures R17 and R18 of the ninth
lens 15 are 11.0 mm and —9.0 mm,respectively.

Meanwhile, the thickness D1 of the first lens 21 on the
leftmost side of FIG. 2 is 1.2 mm, the interval D2 between
the first lens 21 and the second lens 22 is 10.00 mm, andthe
thickness D3 of the second lens 22 is 1.2 mm. The interval
D4 between the second lens 22 andthe third lens 23 is 14.0

mm, the thickness D5 of the third lens 23 is 2.0 mm,the
interval D6 betweenthe third lens 23 and the fourth lens 24

is 3.0 mm, and the thickness D7 of the fourth Icns 24 is 5.0mm.

Further, the interval D8 between the fourth lens 24 and the
fifth Icns 11 is 7.0 mm,the thickness D9 ofthe fitth lens 11
is 2.0 mm,the interval D10 between the fifth lens 11 and the
sixth lens 12 is 0.3 mm,and the thickness D1] of the sixth
Icns 12 is 0.8 mm The seventh lens 13, the cighth lens 14 and
the ninth lens 15 can be movedin the direction of the optical
axis to change magnification, and the intervals between
adjacent lenses to be described hereinafter are maximum
values thereof. The interval D12 between the diaphragm 26
and the seventh lens 13 is 4.0 mm,the thickness D13 of the
seventh lens 13 is 1.0 mm,the interval D14 of the seventh
lens 13 and the eighth lens 14 is 1.0 mm, and the thickness
D15 ofthe eighth lens 14 is 4.0 mm.

The interval D16 betweenthe eighth lens 14 and the ninth
lens 15 is 2.0 mm,and the thickness D17 of the ninth lens
is 4.0 mm. Parallel plates 16 and 17 are arranged on the nght
side in FIG. 2 of the ninth lens 15.

Tn this arrangement, light incident upon the first lens 21
passes throughthe first to fourth lenses 21 to 24, further
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through the fifth to ninth lenses 11 to 15 and is input into
CCD image pick-up elements 30 in the camera 2. In this
attachment Icns unit 20, parallcl rays inputinto the first lens
21 are output from the fourth lens 24 as parallel rays.
Therefore, this attachment lens unit 20 can be attached to
almost all the cameras. The width of the parallel pencil of
rays output from the fourth lens 24 of the attachment lens
unit 20 (shown by “w”in the figure) is set to % or less theeffective diameter of the master lens 10 of the camera to
whichthe attachment lens unit 20 is attached. In FIG. 2, the
spherical surface 40 at the front of the first lens 21 represents
a virtual subject surface of the picked up image.

As described above, the present invention is characterized
in that a desired fisheye lens 1 constructed by the master lens
unit 10 and the attachment lens unit 20 and hasa relationship
of h=2f-tan(0/2) (wherein h is the height of an image of a
subject at a certain position, f is the focal distance of the
fisheye lens and @ is a field angle). It is noted that although
the preferred embodiment of the present invention has the
above-indicated relationship, the present invention also
embodies fisheye lenses having the relationship of h=n-[-tan
(8/m), where m has the value of 1.662mS3, and n has the
value of m-0.42n=m+0.4. Also, the present invention
contemplates such a relationship when m cquals n. Also, the
relationship h=1.2 ftan(0/m), m21.6 also is cmbodicd by -
the present invention. Ilowever, for purposes of discussion
herein, m and n both equal to 2.

The fisheye lens that has been generally used in the prior
art has a relationship of h=[0 as described above. These
functions are used to map a spherical image as a polar-
coordinate converted image. ‘The relationship, other than
that, may be h=2f-sin(0/2), h=2f=-sin 8 or h=f-tan 0.

FIG. 3(A) is a diagram showing relationships between
field angle 6 and image height h when fisheye lenses having
relationships of h=2f-tan(0/2), h=f-0, h=f-sin(@/2), h=f-sin 9
and h=f-tan 0, etc. are used. Here, 0=90° showsa field angle
with respect to the optical axis (the field angle of the optical
axis is 0°).

Tn FIG. 3(A), a curve C1 showsthe relationship between
field angle @ and image height h whenthe fisheye lens of the
present invention having the relationship of h=2f-tan(@/2) is
used, and a curve C2 showsthe relationship between field
angle 8 and image height h when a fisheye lens having the
relationship of h=f-0 is used. A curve C3 showsthe rela-
tionship between field angle 6 and image height h when a
fisheye lens having the relationship of h=2f-sin(6/2) is used,
a curve C4 showsthe relationship betweenficld angle 9 and
image height h when a fisheye lens having the relationship
of h=2f-sin6O is used, and a curve C5 showsthe relationship
between field angle 0 and image height h whena fisheye lens
having the relationship of h=f-tan@ is used. A curve Cl’
shows the relationship of h=3f-tan (6/3) and a curve C"
shows the relationship of h=2f-tan (6/1.6).

FIG. 3(B), is a diagram showing the relationship between
field angle 6 and image height when fisheye lenses having
relationships of h=2f-tan (8/1.6), h=2.4f-tan(@/2), h=3.4f-tan
(8/3), h=1.2ftan (0/1.6), h=1.6f-1an (8/2) and b=f-0. All of
these fisheye Icnses, except h=f0, arc cmbodicd by the
present invention.

As is evident from FIG. 3, an increase in image height h
at a field angle 0 of about 90°is largest whenthe fisheye lens
having the relationship of h=ftan @ is used and is second
largest when the fisheye lens having the relationship of
h=2f-tan(9/2) is used. Changes in image height h with
tespect to changesin field angle 6 become linear when the
fisheye lens having the relationship of h=f-@ is used and
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further an increase in image height h tends io be smaller as
the field angle becomescloser to 90° whenthe fisheye lenses
having the relationships of h=2f-sin(@/2) and h=f-sin@ are
used.

An increase in image height becomes larger toward the
peripheral portion (field angle of 90°) when the fisheye lens
having the relationship of h=f-tan 9 is used and more image
data can be oblained. However, al a field angle 6 of 90°, ian
6 becomes infinite. Since the fisheye lens is required lo
obtain an image of all the directions of the field of view
around the optical axis at a field angle of at least 90° with
respect to the optical axis, it can be said that the fisheye Iens
having the relationship of h=[tan 9 is not suitable.

Therefore, the fisheye lenses having relationships of
h=2ftan(0/2), h=t-0, h=2f:sin(@/2) and h=f-sind may be
used. FIGS. 4(A) to 4(D) show, in concentric circles each
centcring aroundthe optical axis of cach fishcycIcns, image
heights h when the field angle 0 is changed in 10° with
respect to the optical axis of each fisheye lens. FIG. 4(A)
shows the image height in the fisheye lens having the
relationship of h=2f-tan(9/2), FIG. 4(B) shows the image
height in the fisheye lens having the relationship of h=f-8,
FIG. 4(C) shows the image height in the fisheye lens having
the relationship of h=2f-sin(@/2), and FIG. 4(D) shows the
image height in the fisheye lens having the relationship of
h=f-sin0. In FIGS. 4(A) to 4(D), ho represents the height of
an image Monearthe optical axis of cach fishcye lens and
he represents the height of an image Meat a field angle of
around 90°.

As is understood from FIGS, 4(A) to 4(D), image height
at a ficld angle of around 90° when the fishcye lens having
the relationship of h=2f-sin(@/2) or the fisheye lens having
the relationship of h=f-sin0 is used is smaller than image
height near the optical axis and only a small volume of
image data can be obtained. The image height he of an image
Meat a peripheral portion of the fisheye lens that has been
generally used and has the relationship of h=f-@ is the same
as the image height ho of an image Monear the optical axis
and the image is distorted.

From these facts, it can be said that the fisheye lenses
having relationships of h=2f-sin(@/2) and h=f-sinO are not
preferred in view that how large volume of data can be
obtainedat a field angle of 90° or therearound. Even with the
fisheye lens that has been generally used and has ihe
relationship of h=f-0 is not satisfactory.

Tn contrast to that, the image height he of the image Me
at a peripheral portion of the fisheye lens 1 having the
relationship of h=2f-tan(6/2) in accordance with the present
invention is enlarged and larger than the image height ho of
the image Monearthe optical axis, a larger volume of image
data can be obtained in comparison with the conventional
fisheye lens, and the obtained image is not distorted.

When a single spherical image obtained by combining
two hemispherical imagesof all the directions of the field of
vicw aroundthe optical axis of the fisheye lens 1, which are
picked up at a ficld angle of 90° with respect to the optical
axis is converted into a plane image by the image data
processing unit 3, it is necessary to interpolate missing
image data on the peripheral portion (field angle of around
90° with respect to the optical axis) of the image. According
to the present invention, since an image at the peripheral
portion is enlarged and a large volume of data on the
peripheral portion can be extracted, the volume of image
data to be interpolated can be greatly reduced, when com-
pared with the conventional system.

An imageofall the directions of the field of view around
the optical axis is picked up at a field angle of at least 90°
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with respect to the optical axis and is polar-coordinalte
converted into a plane image in the following manner.

An X, Y and Z coordinate system as shown in ['IG. 5 is
imagined in subject space. At this point, the optical axis of
the fisheye lens 1 is made Z axis. The coordinates of a
certain point p are represented as (X1, Y1, Z1) and the
elevation angle of the point p from the origin O of the
coordinates with respect to the XZ plane is represented by @.
The elevation angle of the point p [rom the position of Z1 on
the Z axis with respect to the XZ plane is represented by ¢.

When an x and y coordinate system having the optical
axis (Z axis) as an origin o is imagined on the surface of
CCD image pick-up elements 30 as shown in FIG.6 and the
focal distance of the fisheye lens 1 is represented by f, the
image formation point (p') for the point p is located as shown
in FIG.6. In FIG.6, 1 is added to g because an image formed
al the point p’ is inverted vertically and horizontally with
respect lo the image of the subject surface (point p). The
optical axis in FIG. 6 is present in a direction perpendicular
to the paper from the origin o of the x and y coordinates.

The position of the point p' is expressed as polar coordi-
nates with a length (h) between the origin o and the point p'
and an angle 9+formed by op' and the x axis. When the
polar coordinates are expressed on the x and y rectangular ,
coordinates, the position (x1, y1) on the x and y rectangular
coordinates are expressed as follows.

x1=hcos (6+) cD)

yl=Arsin (+7) @

In addition, the image height h of the point p' is represented
by h=2f-tan(@/2), hence, when h=2f-tan(@/2) is substituted
into the above expressions (1) and (2), the coordinates (x1,
yl) of the image formation point p' on the surface of the
CCD image pick-up elements 30 are as follows.

x1=2flan (6/2)-cos (d+) (3)

y=2Ftan (6/2):sin (47) (4)

As a result, they are expressed as follows.

x=-2f-tan (@/2)-cos 9 (5)

y=-2ftan @/2)-sin 6 (6)

In the above expressions, 9 and @ are defined as follows.

@=tan7? (VK12*¥1"/71)

g=tan-* (Y1/X1)

Thus, the position of the point p' on the surface of CCD
image pick-up elements 30 can be obtained for the point p
on the surface of the subject.

Thereafter, a description is subsequently given, with ref-
erence to FIG. 7, of steps required when the sphere (all
directions) is photographed bythe camera 2 comprising the
fisheye lens 1 and an image thereof is displayed on the
monitor unit 4 that is the display unit.

First, a hemisphere in one direction is photographed by
the camera 2 comprising the fisheye lens 1 (step $1).
‘Thercby, an image of the hemisphere is formed on the
surface of the CCD image pick-up elements 30 as a polar-
coordinate converted image. Thereafter, the camera 2 is
turned at an angle of 180° to photograph the other hemi-
sphere in the opposite direction (step $2). Thereby, an image
of the other hemisphere is formed on the surface of the CCD
image pick-up elements 30 as a polar-coordinate converted
image.
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The above two imagesare then combined together and the

combined image is converted into a plane image by the
image data processing unit 3 (step S3). At this point, an area
corresponding to a connection portion between these hemi-
spheres must be corrected. Since the polar-coordinate con-
verted image obtained by the fisheye lens 1 has a large
volume of information on a peripheral portion, the process-
ing of combining these imagesis easy. Thereafter, a prede-
termined portion of the thus obtained plane image is
extracted and displayed on the monitor unit 4 (step S4).

A.uscrshifts the serecn with instruction mcans such as a

mouse when the user likes to change the displayed prede-
termined portion. This shifling can be made continuously in
any direction of 360° around the portion displayed on the
monitor unit 4 (step S5).

The above steps are for picking up an image of a sphere
in all the directions of 360°. When only a single hemisphere
is photographed, the samesteps are taken. However, step $2
is unnecessary and the processing of combining two images
in slep S3 is also unnecessary.

In the present invention, since the volume of information
on the peripheral portion of an image obtained by the fisheye
Icns 1 is large, that is, an image at the peripheral portion is
enlarged, it is convenient when the present invention is used
for the examination of a product. For example, when ihe
inner surface 52 of a cylindrical body 51 is photographed at
the condition that the optical axis of the fisheye lens 1 of the
present invention is aligned with the central axis of the
cylindrical body 51 as shown in FIGS. 8(A) and 8(B), a
peripheral portion of an image can be extracted as an image
having a larger volume of information than a central portion
in the present invention. Therefore, it is easy to find that a
scratch has been gencrated in the inner surface 52.
Consequently, this can be used for the examination of a
pipe-like body such as a walter pipe or gas pipe and Curther
for the monitoring of a crack that has been generated in the
wall surface of a tunnel or the like.

It can also be used for the examination of the connection

condition of a small part such as an IC. That is, when a part
71 is fixcd to a substrate 74 by a solder 73 on its both sidcs
72 and 72 shownin FIGS. 9(A) and 9(B), the soldering state
of the part must be checked fromits side direction in the
prior art. However, when another part 75 is existent in a side
direction, the solder 73 on the part 75 side cannot be seen
through a camera, thereby making automatic examination
difficult. On the other hand, even when the fisheye lens 1 is
installed right over the part 71 as shown in FIG. 9(A), the
side direction of the part 71 can be sutiiciently photographed
by the camera 2 comprising the fisheye lens 1 of the present
invention, thereby cnabling automatic examination with the
camera 2.

Although each foregoing embodiment is an example of a
preferred embodimentof the invention,it is to be understood
that the invention is not limited thereto and that various

changes and modifications may be made in the invention
without departing trom the spirit and scope thereof. For
example, the fishcyc lens may be constructed bythe attach-
ment Icens unit 20 alonc without the mastcr Iens 19, or
contrariwise may be constructed by an integrated unit of the
master lens unit 10 and the attachment lens unit 20. Also, the
construction and numerical values of the fisheye lens 1
shown in the above embodiment are just examples and a
fisheye lens having other construction and numerical values
may be used.
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Further, as the system comprising the fisheye lens 1 of the
present invention, an image processing system 81 shown in
FIG. 10 may be used. This image processing system 81 is
mainly constructed with a camera 2 cquipped with a fisheye
lens 1 and an image data processing unit/monitor 5 con-
nectedto the camera 2 by a cable. The image data processing,
unit/monitor 5 is a personal computer equipped with a
monitor, and a key board 5¢@ and a mouse 5b are connected
lo the computer as instruction means.

Also, this image data processing unit/monitor 5 has a hard
disk (not shown) in that the contents of an information
recording medium (floppy disk) 6 recording a program for
executing the steps S3, S4 and S5 shownin FIG.7 are to be
installed. By installing this program in the image data
processing, unit/monitor 5, the image data processing unit/
monitor 5 carries out the same function as the image data
processing unit 3 which has been described in the foregoing.

Image pick-up data maybe transferred from the camera 2
to the image data processing unit/monitor 5 by a memory
card such as a flash card or wireless communication such as

infrared communication, besides a cable. I'urther, the pro-
gram maybeinstalled not from the floppy disk 6 but other
recording medium such as a CD-ROM,ortransferred from
other storage unit over a network. When the program is ,
transferred over a network, the storage unil of a transmitter
or the hard disk (storage unit) of the image data processing
unil/monitor 5 serves as the information recording medium
of the present invention.

As having been described above, in the image pick-up
device comprising the fisheye lens according to the first
aspect of the present invention, the fisheye lens has the
relationship of h=nf-tan(6/m) (wherein h is an image height,
f is a focal distance, and O is a field angle). With this,
compared with the ordinaryfisheye lens having the relation-
ship of h=f-6 (wherein hb is an image height, £[ is a focal
distance, and 6 is a field angle), an image at a peripheral
portion (field angle of around 90° with respect to the optical
axis of the fisheye lens) is enlarged and the volume of
informationis large, thereby making it possible to minimize
the missing portions of image data on the peripheral portion.
When the picked-up image is to be converted into a plane
image, interpolating of image data can be thereby minimized
and a more natural plane image can be obtained.

Also, according to the second aspect of the present
invention, by attaching the attachment lens different fom
the master lens provided on the existing image pick-up
device (camera) to the master lens, the fisheye lens is
constructed by this master lens and the attachment lens.
Therefore, the fisheye lens can be attached to almostall the
existing image pick-up devices (cameras) and further, only
the attachment lens is newly produced, thereby reducingcosts.

Further, according to the third aspect of the present
invention, the image display device can convert a spherical *
image into a plane image with ease and can display a more
natural plane image. In addition, according to the fourth
aspect of the present invention, when the program recorded
in the information recording medium is read and cxecuted
by a computer, a more natural plane image can be formed.

Therefore, it is intended that the appended claims be
interpreted as including the embodiments described herein,
the alternatives mentioned above, and all equivalents
thereto.
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Whatis claimed is:

1. An image pick-up device, comprising:
a fisheye lens for picking up an image ofall directions of

a field of view around an optical axis of said fisheye
lens at a field angle of at least 90° in each direction with
respect to the optical axis,

the fisheye lens having a relationship of h=n-f-tan(6/m), h
being a height of an image of a subject at a predeter-
mined point obtained bythe fisheye lens, f being a focal
distance of the fisheye lens, 0 being a field angle, m
having a value of 1.62m<3, and n having a value of
m-0.4<n=m+0.4.

2. The image pick-up device of claim 1, wherein m and n
are substantially equal.

3. The image pick-up device of claim 1, wherein m and n
both substantially equal 2.

4. The image pick-up device of claim 1, wherein m and n
both equal 2 such that the fisheye lens has a relationship of
h=2f-tan(6)/2).

5. ‘The image pick-up device of claim 1, wherein the
fishcyc lens is constructed by a master Icns provided on an
existing image pick-up device and an attachmentlens to be
attached to the master lens.

6. An image display device, comprising:
an image data processing unit for converling an image

obtained by the image pick-up device of claim 1 into a
plane image; and

a display unit for displaying the converted plane image.
7. The image display device of claim 6, wherein said

image data processing unit receives the image picked up by
said fisheye lens.

8. The image display device of claim 6, wherein m and n
are substantially equal.

9. The image display device of claim 6, wherein m and o
both substantially equal 2.

10. The image display device of claim 6, wherein m and
n both equal 2 such that the fisheye lens has a relationship
of h=2f-tan(6/2).

11. An information recording mcdium having recorded
thercon a program including at Icast the steps of:

converting into a plane image an image obtained by a
fisheye lens for picking, up an image ofall directions of
a field of view around an optical axis of said fisheye
lensat a field angle of at least 90° in each direction with
respect to the optical axis, said fisheye lens having a
relationship of h=n-[-tan(@/m), b being a height of an
imageof a subject at a predetermined point obtained by
the fisheye lens, f being a focal distance of the fisheye
lens, 8 being a field angle, m having a value of
1.65mS83, and n having a value of m-0.45n=m+0.4;

displaying a predetermined portion of the converted plane
image on a display unit; and

changing continuously the predetermined portion with
instruction means.

12. The information recording medium of claim 11,
wherein m and n are substantially equal.

13. The information recording medium of claim 11,
wherein m and n both substantially equal 2.

14. The information recording medium of claim 11,
wherein m and n both equal 2 such that the fisheye lens has
a relationship of h=2[-tan(6/2).

* Oe OF FF
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Appendix H

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinencyofBaker, Shiota, and Enami

The ‘990 Patent

15. The method according to claim 10, further

Prior Art

Baker and Shiota disclose the elements of claim 10, as described in
comprising: Appendix F, 

    
determining the color of image points of a display
window, by projecting the image points of the display
windowonto the initial image by means ofthe non-
linear distribution function, and

Enamidiscloses determining the color of image points of a display
window, by projecting the image points of the display windowonto the
initial mage by meansof the non-linear distribution function. (Enami
translation at paras. [0058), [0084]-[0085]), Enami discloses allocatingto
each image point of the display windowthe color of an image pointthat 1s
the closest on the initial image. (Enami translation at paras [0072]-
[0074]). Enami discloses a coordinate of a point of the fisheyelens image
img corresponding to a coordinate of each point arranged on a raster in
the image frame frm is specified, and a color information signalof the
point having the coordinate 1s madeto correspond to a color information
signal of a point having a coordinate of the display framefrm, and thus it
1s possible to perform a correction process of transforming the fisheye
lens mage imgto an original image. (Enamitranslation at para. [0058)).

allocating to each image point of the display windowthe
color of an imagepoint that 1s the closest on the inttial
image.  Enamidiscloses: “Here, the point (x", y") on the coordinatesof the

fisheye lens image obtained through the above-described operation 1s
indicated by (u, ¥). In order to smoothly interpolate this coordinate point
(u, ¥), the following interpolation process 1s performed. Color
information signal componentsofthree colors of a picture signal are
indicated by Y, U, and V, those components of the point (u, v) are
indicated by Yu, v, Uu, v, and Vu, v, values which become an integer by
omitting decimal points of the coordinate components u andv ofthe pornt
(u, v) are indicated by u0 andv0, and a value ofthe color information
signal Y ina point having the coordinate (u0, v0) is indicated by Yudv0.
Similarly, the same content 1s indicated by Uu0v0 and Vu0v0 forthe color
information signals U and V. In addition, values obtained by rounding up
decimal points of the coordinate components u and v are respectively
indicated by ul and v1, and valuesof the color information signals Y, U
and V having a coordinate corresponding thereto are respectively
indicated by Yulv], Uulv1, and Vuly1, Further, decimalparts of the
coordinate components u and v are respectively indicated by du anddy.” 
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Appendix H

(Enami translation at para. [0072]). 

16, The method according to claim 15, wherein the
projectionofthe image points of the display window
ontothe initial image comprises: projecting the image
points of the display window onto a sphere or a sphere
portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the
sphere or the sphere portion of each projected image
point, and

Enamidiscloses mapping from a three-dimenstonal coordinate point
(x,y,z) to a point P (x",y") of the fisheye lens imageon the two-
dimensional coordinates which is first performed by transformingthe
point (x,y,z) into a point(r,*,*) expressed in polar coordinates. This
transform can be performed using a polar coordinate transform expression
of Equation (5), (Enami translation at para. [0066}).

Shiota discloses“transforming a fisheye image obtained using a fisheye
lens (2) into a plane imagefor display comprising: a first coordinate
calculating unit (35) for obtaining first projection coordinatesderived by
projecting coordinates on the plane image onto a fisheye face as an
imaginary object face.” (Shiota at Abstract).
Enamidisclosesthis transform can be performedusinga polar coordinate
transform expression of Equation (5), (Enamttranslation at para. [0067)).

Shiota discloses “Necessary parameters are, as shown in Figs, | and 2,
(X0, Y0, 20) indicative of the center (origin) of a plane image and change
amounts *Ux, ‘VX, *uy, *vy, *uz, ¢vz in the respective axesof the (X, Y,
Z) coordinates when a point1s moved 1n the respective directions on the
(u, v) coordinate system by an amount of onepixel (correspondingto one
pixel on the monitor screen), (Shiota at para. [0025]). “The parameters
can be easily obtained from the information of the angle information (* ,
*,*) of the viewpoint and the magnification of the image.” (Shiota at
para. [0026]), Since point P’ “1son the surface of the hemisphere of
radius of1, the zenithal angle (+1) is unconditionally determined...”
(Shiota at para. [0034]),      

projecting onto the initial image each image point
projected onto the sphere orthe sphere portion,

 
Enamidiscloses a fisheyelens of an equal area mapping formula which 1s
expressed by Equation (3-2), and thts equation is assigned to Equation (2)
0 as to obtain an expression of Equation (6), The expression of Equation
(5) 1s simplifiedas in an expression of Equation (7) using a relation of x2
+y2+22=x'2 + y2 +22 =12, Equation (5), andfurther a basic
expression of a trigonometric function. (Enami translation at paras,
(0068), [0070)).
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    the projection being performed by means ofthe non-
linear distribution function considering the field angle
that each point to be projected has in relation to the
center of the sphere orthe sphere portion.  

Appendix H

Shiota discloses “First, the coordinates of a point P'(first projection
coordinates) on the hemisphericalface as an imaginary object face, which
18 a projection of a point P on a plane image (the u, v coordinates) are
obtained.” (Shiota at para. [0028}),
Enami discloses that the projection 1s performed by meansof the non-
linear distribution function considering the field angle that each point to
be projected has in relation to the center ofthe sphere or the sphere
portion. The field angle is defined according to the horizontal andvertical
extents in the image area while the center is defined to be the image
center position. Further, a fisheye lens of an equal area mapping formula
is expressed by an expression of Equation (3-2), and this equation 1s
assigned to Equation (2) so as to obtain an expression of Equation (6).
(Enamitranslation at para. [0068]).

Shiota discloses as a second step of the calculation, “a procedure of
obtaining second projection coordinates w(pl, ql.) ona fisheye image
face from the first projection coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) determined (refer
to FIG. 1 with respect to w) will be explained.” (Shiota at para, [0033]}),
An example of a specific function of F(+ 1) according to the projecting
method is the stereographic projection, which has the non-linear
distribution function: 2ftan(+/2). (Shiota at para. [0037]).
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Appendix G

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent” 

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofNagaoka, Shiota, and Enami

The‘990 Patent

15. The method according to claim 10, further
comprising:

Prior Art

Nagaoka and Shiota disclosethe elements of claim 10, as describedin
Appendix D, 

    
determining the color of image points of a display
window, by projecting the image points of the display
windowonto the initial image by means ofthe non-
linear distribution function, and

allocating to each image point of the display windowthe
color of an imagepoint that 1s the closest on the inttial
image.  

Enamidiscloses determining the color of image points of a display
window, by projecting the image points of the display windowonto the
initial mage by meansof the non-linear distribution function. (Enami
translation at paras. [0058), [0084]-[0085]), Enami discloses allocatingto
each image point of the display windowthe color of an image pointthat 1s
the closest on the initial image. (Enami translation at paras [0072]-
[0074]). Enami discloses a coordinate of a point of the fisheyelens image
img corresponding to a coordinate of each point arranged on a raster in
the image frame frm is specified, and a color information signalof the
point having the coordinate 1s madeto correspond to a color information
signal of a point having a coordinate of the display framefrm, and thus it
1s possible to perform a correction process of transforming the fisheye
lens mage imgto an original image. (Enamitranslation at para. [0058)).
Enamidiscloses: “Here, the point (x", y") on the coordinatesof the
fisheye lens image obtained through the above-described operation 1s
indicated by (u, ¥). In order to smoothly interpolate this coordinate point
(u, V), the following interpolation process 1s performed. Color
information signal componentsofthree colors of a picture signal are
indicated by Y, U, and V, those components of the point (u, v) are
indicated by Yu, v, Uu, v, and Vu, v, values which become an integer by
omitting decimal points of the coordinate components u andv ofthe pornt
(u, v) are indicated by u0 andv0, and a value ofthe color information
signal Y ina point having the coordinate (u0, v0) is indicated by Yudv0.
Similarly, the same content 1s indicated by Uu0v0 and Vu0v0 forthe color
information signals U and V. In addition, values obtained by rounding up
decimal points of the coordinate components u and v are respectively
indicated by ul and v1, and valuesof the color information signals Y, U
and V having a coordinate corresponding thereto are respectively
indicated by Yulv], Uulv1, and Vuly1, Further, decimalparts of the
coordinate components u and v are respectively indicated by du anddy.” 
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Appendix G

(Enami translation at para. [0072]). 

16, The method according to claim 15, wherein the
projectionofthe image points of the display window
ontothe initial image comprises: projecting the image
points of the display window onto a sphere or a sphere
portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the
sphere or the sphere portion of each projected image
point, and

Enamidiscloses mapping from a three-dimenstonal coordinate point
(x,y,z) to a point P (x",y") of the fisheye lens imageon the two-
dimensional coordinates which is first performed by transformingthe
point (x,y,z) into a point(r,*,*) expressed in polar coordinates. This
transform can be performed using a polar coordinate transform expression
of Equation (5), (Enami translation at para. [0066}).

Shiota discloses“transforming a fisheye image obtained using a fisheye
lens (2) into a plane imagefor display comprising: a first coordinate
calculating unit (35) for obtaining first projection coordinatesderived by
projecting coordinates on the plane image onto a fisheye face as an
imaginary object face.” (Shiota at Abstract).
Enamidisclosesthis transform can be performedusinga polar coordinate
transform expression of Equation (5), (Enamttranslation at para. [0067)).

Shiota discloses “Necessary parameters are, as shown in Figs, | and 2,
(X0, Y0, 20) indicative of the center (origin) of a plane image and change
amounts *Ux, ‘VX, *uy, *vy, *uz, ¢vz in the respective axesof the (X, Y,
Z) coordinates when a point1s moved 1n the respective directions on the
(u, v) coordinate system by an amount of onepixel (correspondingto one
pixel on the monitor screen), (Shiota at para. [0025]). “The parameters
can be easily obtained from the information of the angle information (* ,
*,*) of the viewpoint and the magnification of the image.” (Shiota at
para. [0026]), Since point P’ “1son the surface of the hemisphere of
radius of1, the zenithal angle (+1) is unconditionally determined...”
(Shiota at para. [0034]),      

projecting onto the initial image each image point
projected onto the sphere orthe sphere portion,

 
Enamidiscloses a fisheye lens of an equal area mapping formula which 1s
expressed by Equation (3-2), and thts equation is assigned to Equation (2)
0 as to obtain an expression of Equation (6), The expression of Equation
(5) 1s simplified as in an expression of Equation (7) using a relation of x2
+y2+22=x'2 + y2 +22 =12, Equation (5), andfurther a basic
expression of a trigonometric function. (Enami translation at paras,
(0068), [0070)).
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    the projection being performed by means ofthe non-
linear distribution function considering the field angle
that each point to be projected has in relation to the
center of the sphere orthe sphere portion.  

Appendix G

Shiota discloses “First, the coordinates of a point P'(first projection
coordinates) on the hemisphericalface as an imaginary object face, which
18 a projection of a point P on a plane image (the u, v coordinates) are
obtained.” (Shiota at para. [0028}),
Enami discloses that the projection 1s performed by means of the non-
linear distribution function considering the field angle that each point to
be projected has in relation to the center ofthe sphere or the sphere
portion. The field angle is defined according to the horizontal andvertical
extents in the image area while the center is defined to be the image
center position. Further, a fisheye lens of an equal area mapping formula
is expressed by an expression of Equation (3-2), and this equation 1s
assigned to Equation (2) so as to obtain an expression of Equation (6).
(Enamitranslation at para. (0068}).

Shiota discloses as a second step of the calculation, “a procedure of
obtaining second projection coordinates w(pl, ql.) ona fisheye image
face from the first projection coordinates (X2, Y2, Z2) determined (refer
to FIG. | with respect to w) will be explained.” (Shiota at para, [0033]),
An example of a specific function of F(+ 1) according to the projecting
method is the stereographic projection, which has the non-linear
distribution function: 2ftan(+/2). (Shiota at para. [0037]).
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Appendix F

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S. Patent No, 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinencyofBakerand Shiota

The‘990 Patent

10. A method for displaying an initial panoramic image
obtained in accordance with the method accordingto
claim 1, the methodfor displaying comprising:
correcting the non-linearity of the initial tmage,
performed by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-
linear distribution function of the objectivelens or by
means of the non-lineardistribution function,

I, The method accordingto claim 10, wherein the step
of correcting comprises a step of transforming the initial
image into a corrected digital image comprising a
numberof image points higherthan the number of
pixels that the mage sensor comprises.

 
Prior Art

Baker discloses the elements of claim 1, as described in Appendix B.

Baker discloses a “transform processor 22”which “corrects the image for
display on a conventional display device 28” by “compensate[ing] for the
distortion or difference in magnification betweenthe central and
peripheral areas ofthe scene caused bythelens by applying appropriate
correction criteria to bring the selected portion ofthe scene into standard
viewing format.” (Baker at col. 6, Ins. 5-24; col. 9, Ins, 5-13). Baker
does not disclose details on the specific corrections applied by the
transform processor 22.

Shiota discloses correcting the non-linearity of an initial image performed
by using a non-linear distribution function. (Shiota at paras. (0030)-
[0032]), “An image is transformed as follows. The projecting position on
the image pickup face (p, q coordinates) of a point (u, v coordinates) on a
plane image is obtained by arithmetic operation.” (Shiota at para.
[0024]). In one embodiment, a non-linear distribution function
(h=2ftan( /2)) 1s used to compute the coefficient k?. k2 = h/t, where h is
defined by the lens function and ris the distance from the origin, (Shiota
at paras. [0037]-[0042)), The coeffictent k2 is usedto obtain the image
points that will be displayed. (Shiota at paras. (0031]-[0035]). As the
coefficient k2 used to correct the image is computedusing the non-linear
distribution function, Shiota discloses “correcting the non-linearity of the
initial image, performed ... by means ofthe non-linear distribution
function.”

Shiota discloses a stereoscopic projection having a relationship
h=2ftan( /2), which produces an image having an expanded portion,
(Shiota at para. [0037]). Shiota further discloses that the position of a
pixel on the fisheye image will not necessarily map to a pixelon the plane
image and hence nearby pixels would be usedfor interpolation, (Shiota at  
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Appendix F

para. [0049]), Because Shiota has an expandedportion, one of ordinary
skill in the art would have known that the number of image points in a
corrected digital image wouldbe larger than the number ofpoints in the
initial mage. Considering a region in the initial image that 1sto be
expanded, each initial image point will represent the projection of
multiple spatial points according to the lens system. Hence, duringthe
expansion process, the image points will be mapped to one ot more points
in the corrected digital image. Shiota discloses this step of transforming
the initial image into a corrected digital image where the number of image
points is higherthan the numberofpixelsof the image sensor.  
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Appendix E

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent” 

Detailed Explanation ofPertinencyofNagaoka and Matsui

The‘990 Patent

10. A method for displaying an initial panoramic image

Prior Art

Nagaoka disclosesthe elements of claim 1, as described in Appendix A.
obtained in accordance with the method accordingto
claim 1, the methodfor displaying comprising:
correcting the non-linearity of the initial tmage, Nagaokadiscloses that the obtained image is “converted into a plane
performed by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-
linear distribution function of the objectivelens or by
means of the non-lineardistribution function,  

image by the image data processing untt 3” (Nagaoka at col. 8, Ins. 2-3),
but does not disclose the specific correction applied bythe image data
processing unt,

Matsui discloses correcting the non-linearity of an initial image,
performed by the non-linear distribution function. (Matsui translation at
paras. (0025), [0030]-[0031]. Matsui discloses a data image conversion
device, in which image data obtained with a fish-eye lens1s correctedto
removedistortion so that it may be displayed. (Matsuttranslation at para,
[0001]). Matsui disclosesthat this correction can be performed using the
non-linear lens distribution function h = 2f+tan( /2) = 2f{sin (1 +
cos )}, or more generally using the formula h= g( ). (Shiota at paras,
[0025], [0030]). Matsui further discloses the calculation of pixel
positions on the circular surface from the pixelpositions actually captured
by the CCDutilizing the non-linear distribution function h = 2ftan( /2).
(Shiota at para, [0025]), A data converter 2, that calculates the circular
surface $ pixel position corresponding to each pixel onthe post-
conversion cylindrical surface C, then converts the pixel data of the pixel
positions as respective pixel data on the cylindrical surface C. “Asa
result, as shown in Fig. 4, the pixel data on the circular surface $ 1s
converted as respective pixel data on the cylindrical surface C.” (Matsut
translation at para, [0026]), “The data converter 2 converts P1 shown in
Fig, 3 into P2 shown in Fig, 2.” (Matsut translation at para. [0023)),
Matsui therefore discloses “correcting the non-linearity of the initial
image, performed ... by means of the non-linear distribution function.”
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Appendix D

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S. Patent No, 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofNagaoka andShiota

The‘990 Patent

10. A method for displaying an initial panoramic image
obtained in accordance with the method accordingto
claim 1, the methodfor displaying comprising:
correcting the non-linearity of the imitial tmage,
performed by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-
linear distribution function of the objectivelens or by
means of the non-lineardistribution function,

Prior Art

Nagaoka disclosesthe elements of claim 1, as described in Appendix A.

Nagaokadiscloses that the obtained image is “converted into a plane
image by the image data processing untt 3” (Nagaoka at col. 8, Ins. 2-3),
but does not disclose the specific correction applied bythe image data
processing unt,

Shiota discloses correcting the non-linearity of an initial image performed
by using a non-linear distribution function. (Shiota at paras. (0030}-
[0032]). “Animage is transformedas follows. The projecting position on
the image pickup face (p, q coordinates) of a potnt (u, v coordinates) on a
plane image is obtained by arithmetic operation,” (Shiota at para,
(0024]), In one embodiment, a non-linear distribution function
(h=2f-tan( /2)) 15 used to computethe coefficient k2. k2 = h’r, where his
defined by the lens function and ris the distancefrom the origin. (Shiota
at paras, [0037]-[0042]), The coefficient k2 is usedto obtain the mage
points that will be displayed. (Shiota at paras. (0031]-[0035]). As the
coefficient k2 used to correct the image 1s computedusing the non-linear
distribution function, Shiota discloses “correcting the non-linearity of the
initial image, performed ... by means ofthe non-linear distribution
function.”      Il. The method accordingto claim 10, wherein the step

of correcting comprises a step of transformingthe initial
image into a corrected digital image comprising a
numberof image points higherthan the number of
pixels that the image sensor comprises,

 Shiota discloses a stereoscopic projection having a relationship
h=2ftan( /2), which produces an image having an expanded portion.
(Shiota at para, [0037]). Shiota further disclosesthat the position of a
pixel on the fisheye image will not necessarily map to a pixel on the plane
image and hence nearby pixels wouldbe usedfor interpolation. (Shiota at
para. [0049]), Because Shiota has an expandedportion, one ofordinary
skill in the art would have known that the number of image points in a
corrected digital image wouldbe larger than the number ofpoints in the
initial mage. Considering a region in the initial image that 1sto be  
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expanded, each mitial mage point will represent the projection of
multiple spatial points according to the lens system. Hence, during the
expansion process, the image points will be mapped to one or more points
in the corrected digital image. Shiota discloses this step of transforming
the initial image into a corrected digital image where the number of image 
points is higherthan the numberofprxelsof the image sensor.

'
ro
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Appendix J

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S. Patent No, 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinencyofBaker and Inoue

The ‘990 Patent Prior Art

28, The panoramic objective lens according to clatm 22,|Baker discloses the elements of claim 22, as described n Appendix B.
comprising polymethacrylate lenses,

Inoue discloses making wide angle lensesfrom PMMA (Inoue at col. 2,
Ins, 42-44), which the “990 Patent equates to polymethacrylate (“990
Patent at col. 16, Ins, 31-43).
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AppendixI

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S. Patent No, 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofNagaoka and Inoue

The ‘990 Patent Prior Art

28, The panoramic objective lens according to clatm 22,|Nagaokadiscloses the elements of claim 22,as described in Appendix A.
comprising polymethacrylate lenses,

Inoue discloses making wide angle lensesfrom PMMA (Inoue at col. 2,
Ins, 42-44), which the “990 Patent equates to polymethacrylate (“990
Patent at col. 16, Ins, 31-43).
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Appendix C

Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofFisher

The‘990 Patent

1. Amethodfor capturing a digital panoramic image,

by projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by
means of a panoramic objective lens,

Prior Art

Fig. 6 of Fisher depicts a non-linear panoramic objective lens. (Col.5, Ins.
44.45), Additionally, “[t]he distorted image formedby the non-linear lens
exists in an imageplane p located beyond the third lens grouping C. The
vidicon ofthe television camera should be at this plane p.” (Abstract; col.
6, Ins. 51-54; col. 4, Ins, 35-45).
Fisherdiscloses projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of
a panoramic objective lens. (Fig. 3; col. 3, Ins, 48-49), Fisher also
discloses “The imagecast by the lens falls on the vidicon of a television
camera where it 1s scanned and transmitted to a projector.” (Abstract; col.
4Ins, 35-45).      the panoramic objective lens having an image point

distribution function that 1s not linear relative to the field

angle of object points of the panorama,

the distribution function having a maximum divergence
ofat least +/-10% compared to a lineardistribution
function,  Fisher discloses “Thepresent invention relates in general to lenses and

more particularly to a lens having non-linear distortion characteristics.”
(Col. 1, Ins. 9-11). “One of the principal objects ofthe present invention
18 to provide a lens having non-lineardistortion characteristics.” (Col. 2,
Ins. 6-8).
Fig. 3 of Fisher shows a “NON-LINEAR LENS”where the image height
1s equal to a variable functionofthe field angle. Fig. 3 shows “the
distortion characteristics of the lens of the present ventionin terms of
normalized image height and field of viewand comparing such distortion
characteristics with the distortion characteristics of a linearfisheye lens
and a conventional camera lens.” (Col. 2, Ins. 38-43), The relationship 1s
approximated by the formula H=sin’’ . (Col, 3, Ins. 1-4), As shown in
Fig, 3, Fisher discloses a non-linear lens having a distribution function
whose maximum divergence is muchgreater than 10% compared to a
linear distribution function (fisheye lens),  
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such that the panoramic image obtainedhas at least one
substantially expanded zone and at least one
substantially compressed zone,

2, The method according to claim 1, wherein the
objective lens has a non-linear distribution function that
1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the
objective lens, the position of an image point relative to
the center of the image varying according to thefield
angle of the corresponding object point.

3, The method according to claim 1, wherein the
objective lens expands the center of the image and
compresses the edges ofthe image.

 Fisher discloses: “The present invention 1s embodied in a lens which
distorts a field of view such that objects in the vicinity of the optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large area of the image cast by the lens and
objects in the peripheral region ofthe field of viewoccupy a
disproportionately small area of the image.” (Col. 2, Ins. 19-24),
“(Objects centered along the optical axis of the non-linear lens L cast a
muchlarger image than objects located near the periphery ofthe field of
view with the size diminishing as the angle from the optical axis
increases. The result of the distortion is that objects along the optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large share of the mage cast by the lens
when compared with other objects closer to the periphery ofthe field of
viewfor the lens.” (Col. 3, Ins. 4-12). Fig. 4 of Fisherfurther shows how
equal increments on the image plane correspondto unequal increments in
the field of view. (Col. 2, Ins, 44-47),

Asshown in Fig, 6 of Fisher, the non-linear distribution function18
symmetrical relative to the optical axis, As further shown in Fig. 4 of
Fisher, the position of an image point varies accordingto the field angle
of a correspondingobject point,

Fisher discloses that the “present invention is embodiedin a lens which
distorts a field of view such that objects 1mthe vicinity ofthe optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large area ofthe mage cast by the lens i.e,
the image 1s expanded at the center] and objects in the peripheral region
of the field of viewoccupy a disproportionately small area of the 

'
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'
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Image [ie., the image 1s compressed at the edges].” (Col. 2, Ins. 19-24), 

6, The method according to claim 1, wherein the
objective lens comprises a set of lenses forming an
apodizer,

7, The method according to claim 6, wherein the set of
lenses forming an apodizer comprises at least one
asphericallens.

Asdescribed in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” 1s an optical system which
provides a non-linear distribution of imagepoints relative to thefield
angle of the object points. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4), As shown in Figs.4 and 6
of Fisher, the lens system controls the angular distribution of the objective
lens to obtain non-linearity, and therefore includes an “apodizer”as
defined in the “990 Patent,

Fisher discloses that the lens surfaces RI and R3 shown in Fig,
6 are non-spherical (aspherical): “The first lens grouping A (FIG.6)
consists of three lens elementsa, b, and c with noair gaps between
adjacent elements. Theoutside lens element a has a non-spherical surface
R1 exposed outwardly and a spherical surface R2 presented inwardly
against a matching surface R2 on the intermediate element b. The
opposite surface R3of the intermediate element b 1s non-spherical and
abuts a matching surface R3 on the inside element ¢.” (Col. 5, In. 61-col.
6, In. 1). 

17, A panoramic objective lens comprising:

optical means for projecting a panorama into an image
plane of the objective lens,

Fig. 6 of Fisher depicts a non-linear panoramic objective lens. (Col.5, Ins.
44.45),

Fisherdiscloses projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of
a panoramic objective lens. (Fig. 3; col. 3, Ins, 48-49). Fisher also
discloses “The imagecastby the lens falls on the vidicon of a television
camera where it 1s scanned and transmitted to a projector.” (Abstract; col.
4Ins, 35-45). 

the optical means having an imagepoint distribution
function that 1s not linear relative to the field angle of
object points of the panorama,

Fisher discloses “Thepresent invention relates in general to lenses and
more particularly to a lens having non-linear distortion characteristics.”
(Col. 1, Ins. 9-11). “One ofthe principalobjects ofthe present invention
18 to provide a lens having non-lineardistortion characteristics.” (Col. 2,
Ins. 6-8). 

        
the distribution function having a maximum divergence
ofat least +-.10% comparedto a linear distribution
function,

 
Fig, 3 of Fisher shows a “NON-LINEAR LENS”wherethe image height
1s equal to a variable functionofthe field angle. Fig. 3 shows “the
distortion characteristics ofthe lens ofthe present invention in terms of
normalized image height and field of viewand comparing such distortion
characteristics with the distortion characteristics of a linearfisheye lens
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such that a panoramic image obtained by meansof the
objective lens comprises at least one substantially
expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed
zone.

18. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
having a non-linear distribution functionthat 1s
symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective
lens, the position of an image point relative to the center
of an image obtained varying accordingto the field
angle ofthe corresponding objectpoint.

 
and a conventional camera lens.” (Col. 2, Ins. 38-43). The relationship 1s
approximated by the formula H=sin'” . (Col. 3, Ins. 1-4), As shown in
Fig. 3, Fisher discloses a non-linear lens having a distribution function
whose maximum divergence is much greater than 10% compared to a
linear distribution function (fisheye lens),

 a>gee*als
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Fisher discloses: “The present invention 1s embodied in a lens which
distorts a field of view such that objects 1mthe vicinity ofthe optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large area of the image cast by the lens and
objects in the peripheral region ofthe field of viewoccupy a
disproportionately small area of the image.” (Col. 2, Ins. 19-24),
“[O]bjects centered along the optical axis of the non-linearlens L cast a
muchlarger imagethan objects located near the periphery ofthe field of
view with the size diminishing as the angle from the optical axis
increases. The result of the distortion is that objects along the optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large share of the imagecast by the lens
when compared with other objects closer to the periphery of the field of
viewfor the lens,” (Col. 3, Ins. 4-12), Fig, 4 of Fisherfurther shows how
equal increments on the image plane correspondto unequal increments in
the field of view. (Col. 2, Ins, 44-47),

Asshownin Fig, 6 of Fisher, the non-linear distribution function 1s
symmetrical relative to the optical axis, As further shown in Fig. 4 of
Fisher, the position of an image point varies according to the field angle
of a corresponding object point.
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19, The panoramic objective lens according to clam 17,
whereinthe lens expands the center of an image and
compresses the edges of the image.

22, The panoramic objective lens according to clam 17,
further comprising a set of lenses forming an apodizer,

Appendix C

Fisherdiscloses that the “present invention 1s embodied 1n a lens which
distorts a field of view such that objects in the vicinity of the optical axis
occupy a disproportionately large arca of the imagecast by the lens[i-e.,
the image 1s expanded at the center] and objects in the peripheral region
of the field of view occupy a disproportionately small area of the
Image [ie., the image 15 compressed at the edges].” (Col. 2, Ins. 19-24),

As described in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” is an optical system which
provides a non-linear distribution of mage points relative to the field
angle of the object points. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4). As shown in Figs. 4 and6
of Fisher, the lens system controls the angular distribution ofthe objective
lens to obtain non-linearity, and therefore includes an “apodizer” as
defined in the “990 Patent.

       23, The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22,
wherein the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprises
at least one asphericallens.  Fisher discloses that the lens surfaces RI and R3 shown in Fig.

6 are non-spherical (aspherical): “The first lens groupingA(FIG.6)
consists ofthree lens elements a, b, and c with no air gaps between
adjacent elements. The outside lens element a has a non-spherical surface
RI exposed outwardly and a spherical surface R2 presented inwardly
against a matching surface R2 on the intermediate element b. The
opposite surface R3of the intermediate elementb 1s non-spherical and
abuts a matching surface R3 onthe inside element ¢.” (Col. 5, In. 61-col.
6, In. 1).
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Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofBaker

The‘990 Patent

1. Amethodfor capturing a digital panoramic image,

Prior Art

Baker discloses“the visual maging system can use a single camerato

by projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by

capture the relevant visual information within a panoramic field of view
existing along the horizon,”(col. 6, Ins, 29-32), and that the “captured
scene can be stored onto an assortment of media, ¢.g., photographic film
16, electronic storage 18, or other conventionalstorage means,” (Col. 2,
Ins. 35-39; col. 8, Ins. 62-65; col. 10, Ins, 55-57; col. 14, Ins. 32-36).
Baker discloses projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of

means of a panoramic objectivelens,

the panoramic objective lens having an image point

a panoramic objective lens, and that a “CCD”maybe usedfordigital
storage. (Col. 13, Ins. 14-17),
Fig, 2A of Bakerdepicts a lens having a typicallinear distribution

distribution function that 1s not linear relative to the field

angle of object points of the panorama,
function of image points, while Fig. 3BA of Baker depicts a lens having a
non-linear distribution function of image points, relativeto the field angle
ofthe object pomts of the panorama. (Col. 12, Ins, 23-25).

Baker furtherdiscloses the “fundamentalprinciple behind the enhanced
peripheral contentlens1s the selective magnification ofthe periphery and
the focusing of moreof that content on the imaging plane.” (Fig, 3BA;
col. 10, Ins. 38-41), Baker further discloses a non-linear “lens, indicated
generally at 14, designed to capture and enhancethe peripheral content of
a hemispheric scene.” (Col. 8, Ins. 60-62). “To maximize data collection
and resolution for analysis and/or display of the relevant visual
information located in this portion of the hemispheric scene, it is desirable
to maximize the dedication of the available image detectionarea to this
peripheral field portion,” (Col.8Ins, 32-36),      the distribution function having a maximum divergence

of at least +/-10% compared to a linear distribution
function,

 Baker discloses a panoramic objective lens with a distribution function
having a maximum divergence ofat least +10% compared to a lear
distribution function. “[I]fan ordinary fisheye lens focuses the lowest 15
degrees up from the horizon on ten percent of the imager at the imaging
plane andthe peripheral-enhancing lens focuses that same 15 degrees on
fifty percentof the imager, there 1s a five-fold increase in resolution using
the same imaging device. Depending on the application and exact
formulation ofthe lens equations, there will be at least a five times  
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increase in resolving powerbythis lens/imager combination.” (Col. 6,
Ins, 48-56).

Using a normalized height of | at 90°, one can calculate the height h at
75° for the circumstance in which 50% of the imager is occupied bythe
lowest 15°. Thats, half of the area ofthe entire circular image 1s equal to
the area ofa circle with height h at 75°, or (1)'/2= #°, which gives a
height h of about 0.707. This is a divergence ofgreater than 10%
comparedto a linear distribution function, which would have a height f at
15° of about 0.833. 

such that the panoramic mage obtainedhas at least one
substantially expanded zoneand at least one
substantially compressed zone,  Baker discloses “Thelens uniquely achieves this by filling the greater

avallable area of an imager device with the peripheral areas rather than
the central areas of the captured scene.” (Col. 10, Ins. 57-60). “[T]he lens
constructed according to the present invention has a fairly significant
portion of the imaging surface dedicatedto the peripheralfield, and
consequently less of the surface dedicated to the central field.” (Col. 12,
Ins, 29-32), The panoramic image obtainedfrom the linear objectivelens
1s shown tn Fig, 2B of Bakerbelow, andthe panoramic image obtained
from the non-linear objectivelens 1s shown in Fig 3BB of Bakerbelow:

    
\ rea

fig, SOB

Comparingthe tmage in Fig, 2B (linear image) to the image in Fig, 3BB
(non-linear image) shows how zone X’ has been substantially compressed
and zone Y’ has been substantially expanded. Thus, the panoramic image
obtainedfrom the non-linear objective lens (Fig. 3BB) depicts a
substantially expanded zone Y’ and a substantially compressed zone X’
compared to the panoramic image obtained from the linear objective lens
(Fig. 2B). (Col. 12, Ins. 29-32).
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2, The method accordingto claim 1, wherein the
objective lens has a non-lineardistribution function that
1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the
objective lens, the position of an image point relative to
the center of the mage varying accordingto thefield
angle of the corresponding object point.

4, The method according to claim 1, wherein the
objective lens expands the edges of the image and
compresses the center of the image.

Appendix B

Fig, 3BA of Baker shows that the distribution function of the lens
depicted in Fig, 3BA 1s symmetrical with respect to the optical axis of the
lens, as the height of an imagepoint relative to the center of the image
varies according to the field angle,

“The lens uniquely achievesthis by filling the greater available area of an
imager device with the peripheral arcas rather than the central areas of the
capturedscene.” (Col, 10, Ins. 57-60). “Thelens constructed according
to the present invention has a fairly significant portion of the imaging
surface dedicated to the peripheral field, and consequently less of the
surface dedicated to the central field.” (Col. 12, Ins. 29-32). See also Fig.
3BBofBaker as compared to Fig. 2 thereof, which shows the expansion
of the periphery of the image and compression ofthe center.
 

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the
objective lens comprises a set of lenses forming an
apodizer.

17. A panoramic objective lens comprising:

Asdescribed in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” 1s an optical system which
provides a non-linear distribution of image points relative to the field
angle of the object points. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4). The hemispherical lens
elements at bottom of Fig. 3BA comprise an “apodizer,” as defined in the
“090 Patent, as they controlthe angular distribution of the panoramic
objective lens to obtain the desired nonlinearity.

Baker discloses“the visual maging system can use a single camerato
capture the relevant visual information within a panoramic field of view
existing along the horizon,” (Col. 6, Ins, 29-32),          optical means for projecting a panoramainto an image

plane of the objective lens,

the optical means having an imagepoint distribution
function that 1s not linear relative to the ficld angle of
object points of the panorama,

 Baker discloses projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of
a panoramic objective lens, and that a “CCD”maybe usedfordigital
storage. (Col. 13, Ins, 14-17).
Fig. 2A of Baker depicts a lens having a typicallinear distribution
function of image points, while Fig. 3BA of Baker depicts a lens having a
non-linear distribution function of image points, relative to the field angle
of the object points of the panorama. (Col. 12, Ins. 23-25).

Baker further discloses the “fundamental principle behind the enhanced
peripheral contentlens1s the selective magnification of the periphery and
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     the distribution function having a maximum divergence
of at least +-.10% compared to a linear distribution
function,

such that a panoramic image obtained by meansofthe
objective lens comprisesat least one substantially
expanded zoneand at least one substantially compressed
zone.

 
Appendix B

the focusing of moreof that content on the imaging plane.” (Fig, 3BA;
col. 10, Ins. 38-41), Baker further discloses a non-linear“lens, indicated
generally at 14, designed to capture and enhancethe peripheral content of
a hemispheric scene.” (Col. 8, Ins. 60-62). “To maximize data collection
and resolution for analysis and/or display of the relevant visual
information located in this portion of the hemispheric scene, it is desirable
to maximize the dedication of the avatlable image detectionarea to this
peripheral field portion,” (Col. 8, Ins, 32-36),
Baker discloses a panoramic objective lens with a distribution function
having a maximum divergence ofat least +10% compared to a linear
distribution function, “[I}f an ordinary fisheyelens focuses the lowest 15
degrees up from the horizon on ten percent of the imager at the imaging
plane and the peripheral-enhancinglens focuses that same 15 degrees on
fifty percent of the imager, there 1s a five-fold increase in resolution using
the same imaging device. Depending on the application and exact
formulation ofthe lens equations, there will be at least a five times
increase in resolving powerby this lens/imager combination.” (Col.6,
Ins, 48-56),

Using a normalized height of | at 90°, one can calculate the height 4 at
75° for the circumstance in which 50% ofthe imager is occupied bythe
lowest 15°. That is, half of the area of the entire circular image 1s equalto
the area ofa circle with height h at 75°, or (1)//2= 4°, which gives a
height h of about 0.707. This is a divergence of greater than 10%
compared to a linear distribution function, which would have a height A at
75° of about 0.833,

Baker discloses “Thelens uniquely achieves this by filling the greater
available area of an imager device with the peripheral areas rather than
the central areas of the captured scene,”(Col, 10, Ins, 57-60), “[T]he lens
constructed according to the present invention has a fairly significant
portion of the maging surface dedicated to the peripheralfield, and
consequently less of the surface dedicated to the central field.” (Col. 12,
Ins. 29-32). The panoramic image obtained from the linear objective lens
1s shown in Fig. 2B of Baker below, and the panoramic image obtained
from the non-linear objectivelens 1s shown in Fig 3BB of Baker below:
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fig. 3&B

Comparing the image in Fig, 2B (Imear mage) to the image in Fig. 3BB
(non-linear tmage) shows howzone X’ has been substantially compressed
and zone Y’ has been substantially expanded. Thus, the panoramic image
obtained from the non-linear objective lens (Fig. 3BB) depictsa
substantially expanded zone Y” and a substantially compressed zone X’
compared to the panoramic image obtained from the linear objective lens
(Fig, 2B). (Col. 12, Ins. 29-32).
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18. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
having a non-linear distribution functionthat 1s
symmetricalrelative to the optical axis ofthe objective
lens, the position of an image point relative to the center
of an image obtained varying accordingto the field
angle of the corresponding object point.

Fig. 3BAof Baker shows that the distribution function of thelens
depicted in Fig. 3BA 1s symmetrical with respect to the optical axis of the
lens, as the height of an image point relative to the center of the image
varies according to the field angle.

 

20. The panoramic objective lens accordingto claim 17,
wherein the lens expands the edges of an image and
compresses the center of the mage.

“The lens uniquely achieves this by filling the greater available area of an
imager device with the pertpheral areas rather than the central areas of the
captured scene,” (Col. 10, Ins. 57-60). “The lens constructed according
to the present invention has a fairly significant portion of the imaging
surface dedicated to the peripheral field, and consequently less of the
surface dedicated to the central field.” (Col. 12, Ins, 29-32). See also Fig.
3BBofBaker as comparedto Fig, 2 thereof, which shows the expansion
of the periphery of the image and compression ofthe center. 

2. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
further comprising a set of lenses forming an apodizer.

 
Asdescribed in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” is an optical system which
provides a non-linear distribution of image points relativeto the field
angle of the object pomts. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4). The hemispherical lens
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elements at bottom of Fig. 3BA comprise an “apodizer,” as defined 1n the
“090 Patent, as they controlthe angular distribution of the panoramic
objective lens to obtain the desired nonlinearity.  
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Claim Analysis Chart of U.S, Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (“the ‘990 patent”

Detailed Explanation ofPertinency ofNagaoka

The‘990 Patent

1. Amethodfor capturing a digital panoramic image,

by projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by
means of a panoramic objective lens,

Prior Art

Nagaokadiscloses a panoramic objective lens and a method for capturing
a digital panoramic image:“an image processing system utilizing an
image pickup device comprising a fisheye lens...” (Col. 3, Ins. 63-65).
Nagaokafurther discloses a panoramic objective lens: “an image of half
of the sphere is picked up by the fisheye lens.” (Col. 1, Ins. 23-31).
Digital image data can be stored, e.g., on a flashcard. (Col. 9, Ins. 18-21).
Nagaokadiscloses that the panorama1s projected onto a CCD image
sensor by a panoramic objective lens. (Fig. 2; col. 4, In. 66-col. 5, In. 2).         the panoramic objective lens having an image point

distribution function that 1s not linear relative to the field

angle of object points of the panorama,

the distribution function having a maximum divergence
of at least +/-10% compared to a linear distribution
function,

such that the panoramic image obtained has at least one
substantially expanded zone and at least one
substantially compressed zone,

2, The method accordingto claim 1, wherein the
objective lens has a non-linear distribution functionthat
1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the
objective lens, the position of an image point relative to

 Nagaoka discloses several panoramic(fisheye) lenses each having an
image point distribution function that 1s not linear relative to the field
angle of object points of the panorama, Specifically, Nagaoka discloses
examples of such non-linear lenses havethe functions h=1.2f'tan( 1.6)
and h=I.6ftan( /2), (Figs. 3A and 3B).
Each of the above recited non-linear distribution functions lenses has a

maximum divergenceofat least +10% comparedto the linear distribution
function. (Figs. 3A and 3B), Using a normalized image height (height =
| at 90°), the function h=1.2f tan( /1.6) gives h of about 0.36 at 45°,
which is about 18% divergencefrom the linear distribution function f
(which would be 0.45 at 45°), Similarly, the function h=1.6f'tan( /2)
gives a divergence at 45° of about 16%.
The lenses having the functions h=1.2f+tan( /1.6) and h=1.6f+tan( /2)
project a substantially expanded zone nearthe periphery (evidenced from
Fig. 3B,which showsa slope for these two functions exceeding the slope
ofthe linear distribution function (f ) starting at about 60°) and a
substantially compressed zone near the center (evidenced from Fig,3B,
which shows a slope for these two functions that is less than the slope of
the linear distribution function (F ) prior to about 60°).

Fig, 2 of Nagaoka shows a lens having a non-linear distribution function
that 1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens. In the
lenses having functions h=1.2ftan( /1.6) and h=1.6ftan( /2) the non-
linear distribution function 1s symmetricalrelative to the optical axis and
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the center of the mage varying accordingto thefield
angle of the correspondingobject point.

4, The method according to claim 1, wherein the

Appendix A

the positions of points relativeto the center of the image are basedonthe
field angle of the corresponding object point. See also Figs. 4A-4D,
showing the intent to have symmetry about the optical axis (0°) and
variance of position according to field angle.

Asdescribed above with respect to claim 1, Fig. 3B shows thatthe
objective lens expands the edges of the mage and
compressesthe center of the image.

functions h=1.2Ftan( /1.6) and h=L.6ftan( /2) have a shallowerslope as
compared to the linear distribution function closer the center of the image,
and a steeper slope relative to the linear distribution function near the
periphery, evidencing an expanded edgeof the image and a compressed
center,

6, The method according to claim 1, wherein the Asdescribed in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” is an optical system which
objective lens comprises a set of lenses forming an
apodizer.

provides a non-linear distribution of imagepoints relative to the field
angle of the object points. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4). As shown in Fig, 2 of
Nagaoka, the lens system controls the angular distribution of the
panoramic objective lens to obtain a non-linear distribution function, and
therefore includes an “apodizer” as defined in the ‘990 Patent. 

17, A panoramic objective lens comprising:

optical means for projecting a panoramainto an image

Nagaokadiscloses a panoramic objective lens and a method for capturing
a digital panoramic image: “...an image processing system utilizing an
image pickup device comprising a fisheye lens...” (Col. 3, Ins. 63-65).
Nagaokafurther discloses a panoramicobjective lens: “an image of half
of the sphere is picked up by the fisheyelens.” (Col. 1, Ins. 23-31).
Nagaokadiscloses that the panorama 1s projected onto a CCD image

plane of the objective lens, sensor by a panoramic objective lens. (Fig. 2; col. 4, In. 66-col. 5, In. 2), 

the optical means having an imagepoint distribution
function that 1s not linear relative to the field angle of
object points of the panorama,

Nagaokadiscloses several panoramic (fisheye) lenses each having an
image point distribution function that 1s not linear relative to the field
angle of object points of the panorama. Specifically, Nagaoka discloses
examples of such non-linear lenses have the functions h=1.2f-tan( /1.6)
and h=1.6ftan( /2). (Figs. 3A and3B). 

        
the distribution function having a maximum divergence
ofat least +-.10% comparedto a linear distribution
function,

 
Each of the aboverecited non-linear distribution functions lenses has a

maximum divergenceofat least +10% compared to the linear distribution
function. (Figs. 3A and 3B). Using a normalized image height (height =
| at 90°), the function h=1.2f tan( /1.6) gives h of about 0.36 at 45°,
which is about 18% divergencefrom the linear distribution function f

'
bo

'
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such that a panoramic image obtained by meansofthe
objective lens comprises at least one substantially
expanded zoneand at least one substantially compressed
zone.

Appendix A

(which would be 0.45 at 45°), Similarly, the function h=1.6f'tan( /2)
gives a divergence at 45° of about 16%.
The lenses having the functions h=1.2ftan( /1.6) and h=1.6ftan( /2)
project a substantially expanded zone nearthe periphery (evidenced from
Fig, 3B, which shows a slope for these two functions exceeding the slope
ofthe linear distribution function (f ) starting at about 60°) anda
substantially compressed zone near the center (evidenced from Fig.3B,
which shows a slope for these two functions that 1s less than the slope of
the linear distribution function (f ) prior to about 60°).
 

18. The panoramic objective lens according to claim17,
having a non-linear distribution function that 1s
symmetrical relative to the optical axis ofthe objective
lens, the position of an imagepoint relative to the center
of an image obtamed varying according to the field
angle of the corresponding object point.

20. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens expands the edges of an image and
compressesthe center of the image.

Fig. 2 ofNagaoka shows a lens having a non-lineardistribution function
that 1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens. In the
lenses having functions h=1.2f+tan( /1.6) and h=1.6f+tan( /2) the non-
lineardistribution function 1s symmetrical relative to the optical axis and
the positions of points relative to the center of the image are based on the
field angle of the corresponding object point. See also Figs. 44-4D,
showing the intent to have symmetry about the optical axis (0°) and
variance of position according to field angle.

Asdescribed above with respect to claim1, Fig. 3B shows thatthe
functions h=1.2ftan( /1.6) and h=L.6ftan( /2) have a shallowerslope as
compared to the linear distribution function closer the center of the image,
and a steeper slope relative to the linear distribution function near the
periphery, evidencing an expanded edge of the image and a compressed
center.

 
        

22, The panoramic objective lens according to clam 17,
further comprisinga set of lenses forming an apodizer,

 
Asdescribed in the ‘990 Patent, an “apodizer” 1s an optical system which
provides a non-linear distribution of imagepoints relative to the field
angle of the object points. (Col. 16, Ins. 1-4), As shown in Fig, 2 of
Nagaoka, the lens system controls the angular distribution of the
panoramic objective lens to obtain a non-linear distribution function, and
therefore includes an “apodizer” as defined in the ‘990 Patent.
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CERTIFICATION

I, Takayoshi Hongo, Toranomon East Bldg., No. 7-13,

Nishi-Shimbash:i 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan, do hereby

certify that I am conversant with the English and Japanese

languages and am a competent translator thereof, and T further

certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the attached

English translation is a true and accurate translation made

by me of the Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication

JP 11-261868 published on September 24, 1999.

Signed this on the 20th day of March, 2014

 

Takayoshi Hongo
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(54) [TITLE OF INVENTION]
IMAGE DATA CONVERSION DEVICE

(57) [ABSTRACT]
[PROBLEM]To convert image capture data of a full
surrounding area obtained by a fish-eye lens suchthat
distortion can be corrected and the image capture data
can be displayed as a seamless single image.
[MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM] With

respect to a region for a portion of circular image data
obtained by image capture using a fish-eye lens, a
point (g(©)*cosy, g(©)ssiny) in the region on a
planar Cartesian coordinate system whoseorigin
point is a center of the circular image (where © is a
parameter fulfilling 0 < © < 2/2; g(©) is a function
fulfilling g(0) = 0 and monotonically increasing in the
range of ©; and y is an angle formed bya line
segment and a coordinate axis on the planar Cartesian
coordinate system, the line segmentlinking the origin
point of the planar Cartesian coordinate system and
the point on the circular image) is converted into a
point (R, w, R/tan®) on a cylindrical coordinate
system where R 1s a constant.
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[SCOPE OF THE CLAIMS]

{CLAIM 1] An image data conversion device wherein, with respect to a region for a

portion of circular image data obtained by image capture using a fish-eye lens, a point

(2(®)scosy, g(@)*siny) in the region on a planar Cartesian coordinate system whose origin

point is a center of the circular image (where © is a parameterfulfilling 0 < © < 2/2; g(@) is a

function fulfilling g(0) = 0 and monotonically increasing in the range of ©; and y is an angle

formed by a line segment and a coordinate axis on the planar Cartesian coordinate system, the

line segmentlinking the origin point of the planar Cartesian coordinate system and the point

on the circular image) is converted into a point (R, w, R/tan®) on a cylindrical coordinate

system where R 1s a constant.

[CLAIM2] The image data conversion device according to claim 1, wherein the fish-eye

lens has a property in which h = g(0) (h being an image height and 9 beinga field angle).

[CLAIM 3] The image data conversion device according to claim 2, wherein the function

2(8) is 2(6) = 2fstan(@/2) (f being a focal distance).

[CLAIM 4] The imagedata conversion device according to claim 2, wherein the function

2(8) is g(8) = f-6 (f being a focal distance).

{CLAIM 5] A computer-readable storage medium storing a program executing operations

of the image data conversion device according to any one of claims | to 4 on the computer.

{CLAIM 6] An imagecapture system comprising:

the fish-eye lens;

a conversion means converting an image obtained by the fish-eye lens into the image

data;

the image data conversion device according to any one of claims 1 to 4; and

a display means displaying the image data on the cylindrical coordinate plane by

projecting the imagedata onto a plane, the image data on the cylindrical coordinate plane

having been converted by the image data conversion device.

[CLAIM 7] An image data conversion method wherein, with respect to a region fora

portion of circular image data obtained by image capture using a fish-eye lens, a point

(g(©)*cosy, g(@)*siny) in the region on a planar Cartesian coordinate system whose origin

point is a center of the circular image (where © 1s a parameterfulfilling 0 < © < 7/2; 9(0) isa

function fulfilling g(0) = 0 and monotonically increasing in the range of ©; and w is an angle

formed by a line segment and a coordinate axis on the planar Cartesian coordinate system, the

line segment linking the origin point of the planar Cartesian coordinate system and the point

{J305049 02051422.DOC}2
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on the circular image) is converted into a point (R, yw, R/tan®) on a cylindrical coordinate

system where R is a constant.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to an image data

conversion device and, specifically, relates to a device converting image data having a

circular shape and obtained by image capture with a fish-eye lens into planar image data in

which distortion is corrected and wide area display is possible.

[0002]

[Prior Art] Conventionally, in an in-store surveillance camera, a traffic regulating camera,

and the like, in order to monitor a status of a surrounding area, a camera havingafield of

view that is limited to a forward view is typically rotated by a drive device such as a motor.

However, when such a camera having a limited field of view is rotated, a rotation driver

becomesnecessary, and thus the device becomes complex. In addition, the camera must be

rotated when a specific target is to be captured and so whenthe target is moving, it may not

be possible to capture the target due to limitations of rotation speed. Furthermore,a plurality

of directions cannot be imaged simultaneously, constantly resulting in blind spots ina

monitored area, and therefore such a camera cannotbe said to be sufficient for a monitoring

function and the like.

[0003] Japanese Patent Publication No. H06-501585 suggests, as a technology resolving

such problems, converting image data having a circular shape into a planar image, the image

data being obtained by capturing an imageofall orientations forward of a fish-cye lens. A

simple description of the technology follows. The circular image data obtained by the fish-

eye lens can include an imageofall orientations, but the image becomes moredistorted

further toward an outer periphery. This distortion can be largely removed whenthecircular

image data is translated onto a hemisphere surface, but image data translated to the

hemisphere surface cannot be displayed on a planar monitor. In the above technology,the

portion of the image data translated to the hemisphere surface is further projected onto a

planarsurface, thereby enabling the imagedata to be displayed by conversion into a plane.

Byusing such a method, a device can be simplified by making a rotation drive mechanism

unnecessary, and switching a display direction simply becomes a matter of control during

data processing, and thus can also be sped up remarkably.

[0004]

{J305049 02051422.DOC }3
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[Problem to Be Solved by the Invention] However, even when circular image data

obtained in this way by the fish-cye lens is configured to be converted directly into planar

image data, an entire hemisphere surface cannot be projected onto a single planar surface

with adequate distortion correction, and therefore the image obtained relates only to a specific

direction. Accordingly, blind spots occur on a display screen even thoughthe full

surrounding area is captured by the fish-eye lens. In addition, as a methodto eliminate blind

spots, a method performing planar image conversionfor a plurality of directions

simultaneously and performing simultaneous display can be considered. However, in such a

case, seams between imagesarc not continuous and a plurality of different image conversions

must be performed.

[0005] In orderto resolve these problems, the present invention hasas an object to convert

image capture data of a full surrounding area obtained by a fish-eye lens such that distortion

can be corrected and the image capture data can be displayed as a seamless single image.

[0006]

[Meansfor Solving the Problems] In order to resolve the above-noted problems, with

respect to a region for a portion of circular image data obtained by image capture using a

fish-eye lens, an image data conversion device according to the present invention converts a

point (g(©)*cosy, g(@)*siny) in the region on a planar Cartesian coordinate system whose

origin pointis a center of the circular image (where © is a parameterfulfilling 0 < © < 7/2;

g(O) is a function fulfilling g(0) = 0 and monotonically increasing in the range of ©; and y is

an angle formed by a line segment and a coordinate axis on the planar Cartesian coordinate

system, the line segment linking the origin point of the planar Cartesian coordinate system

and the point on the circular image) into a point (R, wy, R/tan®) on a cylindrical coordinate

system where R is a constant. Moreover, what is referred to as a fish-eye lens in the present

invention includes not only what is typically called a fish-eye lens, having a viewing angle of

substantially 180°, but also includes what is typically called a wide-angle lens, having a

narrowerviewing angle.

[0007] Moreover, the conversion is sufficient when a conversion is performedthat, as a

result, satisfies the above-noted relationship and the process of the conversion is not

discussed. In other words, the above-noted formula need not be applied directly, and cases

are also included where conversion is performed using a table showing correspondence

between pre-conversion pixels and post-conversion pixels. In addition, the planar Cartesian

coordinate system and the cylindrical coordinate system are mutually independent and

directions of the coordinates can be defined as desired. In addition, the cylindrical coordinate
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system where R is a constant forms a cylindrical surface. However, herein, cases are also

included where the above-described conversion is performed by projecting the image as a

plane.

[0008] When configured in this way,first, when y is fixed and © is increased from a small

value to a large value within a range wherethe point (g(©)+*cosy, g(©)+siny) is im the region

for the portion of the circular image data, a linc segment oriented in a radial direction from

the center of the circular image data is converted into the cylindrical coordinate system where

R is a constant(i.e., as a line segment oriented from up to down onacylindrical surface of

radius R). This conversion is further performed for y in a maximum range of 360° suchthat

the above-noted point is in the region for the portion of the circular image data. Therefore,

the portion of the circular image data is smoothly converted into a cylindrical surface in a

form where distortion is corrected, the portion of the circular image data including image data

for a full surrounding area centered on the fish-eye lens and captured by the fish-eye lens.

The image converted into a cylindrical surface can be readily made into a planar image by

projecting the cylindrical surface. Therefore, distortion of the image capture data of the full

surrounding arca obtained by the fish-cye lens can be corrected and the image capture data

can be displayed as a seamless single image.

[0009] In addition, when the fish-eye lens has a property in which h = g(8) (h being an

umage height and 9 beinga field angle), an amount that g(©) increases accompanying an

increase of © is the same as the amountthat the image height h increases. Accordingly, in

other words, changing © is the same as changing the field angle 8. In such a case, the

circular image is converted into an ideal, undistorted hemisphere surface and, moreover, an

image can be obtained in which a converted hemisphere surface image is projected with

respectto the cylindrical surface using light projected from a centerpoint of the hemisphere

surface and oriented in a radial direction, the cylindrical surface being positioned such that a

center axis matches the center axis of the hemisphere surface. Accordingly, an image capture

region spanningthe entire area on the sides of the fish-eye lens (i.e., an Image on an outer

peripheral side of the circular image) is converted into an image with almost no distortion.

[0010] In addition, when the function g() indicating a property of the fish-eye lens is g(8)

= 2fetan(9/2) (where fis a focal distance), an amountof data for the image on the outer

peripheral side of the circular image data is greater. Therefore, reproducibility during

conversion into a cylindrical surface of an image capture area spanning the entire area on the

sides of the fish-eye lens can be improved.
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|0011} Moreover, when the function g(@) indicating a property of the fish-eye lens is g(0) =

f*8 (wherefis a focal distance), the property is that of the most typically used fish-eye lens.

Therefore, a low-cost, mass-produced fish-eye lens can be used and cost of the device can be

reduced.

]0012} The image data conversion device can also be achieved byinstalling a program

executing the operations of the image data conversion device onto a computer, and the

program canbestored on a storage medium readable by the computer.

[0013] Moreover, in order to resolve the above problems, an image capture system

according to the present invention includesthe fish-eye lens; a conversion means converting

an image obtained by the fish-eye lens into the image data; the image data conversion device

according to any one of claims 1 to 4; and a display means displaying the image data on the

cylindrical coordinate plane as a plane by projecting the cylindrical coordinate plane, the

image data on the cylindncal coordinate plane having been converted by the image data

conversion device.

[0014} According to such a configuration, the image capture system, as described above,

displays the image on the cylindrical surface by projecting the imageas a plane, the image

data conversion device having corrected distortion of the image and converted the image to

remove seams. Therefore, a situation of a surrounding area captured by the fish-eye lens can

be entirely shown on one screen. Moreover, the projected plane also includes cases where

the projected plane is processed as appropriate, e.g., a case where the projected planeis cutat

a predetermined position and each cut section is arrayed as appropriate for display.

[0015] Also, in order to resolve the above-noted problems, with respect to a region for a

portion of circular image data obtained by image capture using a fish-eye lens, an image data

conversion method according to the present invention converts a point (g(©)=*cosw,

g(@)*siny) in the region on a planar Cartesian coordinate system whose origin pointis a

center of the circular image (where © is a parameterfulfilling 0 < © < 2/2; 9(@) is a function

fulfilling g(0) = 0 and monotonically increasing in the range of ©; and y is an angle formed

by a line segment and a coordinate axis on the planar Cartesian coordinate system, the line

segment linking the origin point of the planar Cartesian coordinate system and the point on

the circular image) into a point (R, y, R/tan@) on a cylindrical coordinate system where R is

a constant. The image data conversion method also smoothly converts the portion of the

circular image data into a cylindrical surface in a form where distortion is corrected, the

portion of the circular image data including image data for a full surrounding areca centered

on the fish-eye lens and captured by the fish-eye lens. Therefore, distortion can be corrected
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and the image capture data for the full surrounding area obtained by the fish-eye lens can be

displayed seamlessly.

[0016]

[Mode for Carrying out the Invention] Hereafter, a description of an embodiment of the

present invention is given with reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram

illustrating a configuration of an image capture system according to the embodimentofthe

present invention. The image capture system is configured with a camera portion 1, a data

converter 2, a first image memory 3, a second image memory 4, an A/D converter 5, a D/A

converter 6, and a monitor 7.

[0017] The camera portion 1 uses a fish-eye lens 11 as a lens and is capable of image

capture at a field angle of 90° or moreat least with respect to an optical axis of the lens.

Herein, a fish-eye lens is used having a property wherein

h = 2fetan(8/2) ®

When a lens having such a property is used, an amount that an image height h increases

relative to an increase in the field angle 8 becomesgreater in comparison to a typical lens

where h = f*8. Therefore, an amount of information can be greater for a range having a large

field angle 9 (i.e., a periphery of a circular image obtained by the fish-eye lens). The circular

image obtained by the fish-eye lens 11 having this property is converted into an electronic

signal by a CCD 12 for each RGB valueofeach pixel and is output to the A/D converter5.

Herein, the CCD is, for example, a CCD using 1280x1024 pixels.

{0018} The A/D converter 5 converts an analog signal transmitted from the CCD 12 into a

digital signal and outputs the signal to the first image memory 3. Thefirst image memory 3

is configured with a RAM and stores RGB values for each pixel based onthe digital signal

representing the transmitted circular image. The data converter 2 1s equivalent to an image

data conversion device according to the present invention and is configured with an

arithmetic circuit performing calculations described below. The data converter 2 converts the

circular image data stored in thefirst image memory 3 into cylindrical image data using a

conversion described in detail hereafter, then outputs the image data to the second image

memory 4.

[0019] The second image memory 4 is again configured with a RAM, and the RGB values

for each pixel of the output image data are stored as a plane, described hereafter, onto which

the cylindrical surface is projected. In addition, the image onto which the cylindrical surface

18 projected is long in a width direction. Therefore, in order to obtain the display data
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described below, when storing image data, the second image memory 4 stores the projected

image such that the imageis divided into halves and placed at a predetermined vertical

interval. The D/A converter 6 reads the image data having digital values stored in the second

image memory 4 and converts the image data into an analog signal, then transmits the analog

signal as an imagesignal in order of scan lines of the monitor 7. The monitor 7 displays the

imagestored in the second image memory 4 based on the imagesignal transmitted by the

D/A converter6.

[0020] Moreover, portions of the present image capture system except the camera portion 1

can be achicved by installing a program to accomplish the above-noted functions and the

below-noted operations on a typical computer. The program canbe stored on a storage

medium such as a floppy disk that is readable by the computer. In addition, the program can

be installed on the computer through a communication meanssuchasthe Internet.

[0021] At this point, a conversion method of the data converter 2 is described in detail. The

data converter 2 converts the image data on the circular surface onto a cylindrical surface. A

correspondencerelationship between points on the circular surface and points on the

cylindrical surface is described with reference to Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 isa view showing a

relationship between a desired point PO on a hemisphere surface O, which supposesan idea]

full circumferential surface captured by the fish-eye lens 11, and a point P2 on the cylindrical

surface C, which is the converted surface. In Fig. 2, in an xyz coordinate system, the

hemisphere surface O hasa basecircle (a circle configuring an edge of the hemisphere

surface) positioned on an xy plane and centered on the origin point. A z axis coincides with

the optical axis of the fish-eye lens 11. Furthermore, the cylindrical surface C 1s a cylinderof

radius R axially centered on the z axis. In other words, the cylindrical surface C can be

represented as a curved surface in an ryz cylindrical coordinate system where R is constant.

In addition, herein, points on the cylindrical surface C arc represented by (R, w, z) as points

on the ryz cylindrical coordinate system. However, wy is an angle formed by a line segment

and an x axis, the line segment being created by the ongin point and a pointofintersection

between a vertical line down to the xy plane and the xy plane. Also, P2 is a point where a

straight line extension of a line segmentJinking the origin point with the desired point PO on

the hemisphere surface O intersects with the cylindrical surface C. Moreover, an angle

formed by the z axis and the line segmentlinking the origin point with the point PO has a

field angle 8 with respect to the point PO.

]0022] The desired point PO on the hemisphere surface O, which supposes the above-noted

ideally captured full circumferential surface, indicates a position of a point P1 on a captured
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image surface F captured by the fish-eye lens 11 in Fig. 3. A circular region on the captured

image surface F in Fig. 3 is a region on the CCD 12 bombardedbylight through the fish-eye

lens 11, and formsa circular surface 5 displaying converted image data. In Fig. 3, an origin

point on an XY coordinate system is occupied by the center of the circular surface S.

Moreover, directions of the X axis and the Y axis are configured to be opposite from the x

axis and the y axis of the xyz coordinate system of Fig. 2. This is in order to handle PO also

being shownin a position inverted top to bottom and left to right because the image captured

by the camera portion ] is mverted top to bottom andle{t to ight. However, the cylindrical

surface is arbitrary, and so in an actual conversionthere is also liberty in howcoordinates are

handled. In addition, the position of P] is a position at an image height h distance from the

origin point where an angle formed by the X axis and a line segmentlinking the origin point

with Pl is yw. his expressed by the above noted formula | and is defined by the field angle 9.

[0023] The data converter 2 converts P1 shown in Fig. 3 into P2 shownin Fig. 2. Hereafter,

a description is given of a concrete calculation. First, a case is considered where parameters

are set to 0 and y. In this case, the coordinates of P] on the XY planeare (hecosw, hesiny)

and, when h is substituted out using the above-noted formula 1, are represented by

(2fstan(8/2)*cosy, 2f*tan(9/2)*siny). Meanwhile, for the coordinates of P2, R is a constant,

and z has a relationship according to Fig. 2 in which z = R / tan, and thus the coordinates of

P2 are represented by (R, y, R/tan®). Accordingly, the parameters 8 and w can be moved to

specify P1 on the circular image on the XY plane, and a point on the ryz cylindrical

coordinate system (that is, the point on the cylindrical surface C) can also be specified with

respect thereto. Therefore, the image data can be converted according to a formula that

indicates P] and P2. However, ina case where 0 = 0, the z coordinate of P2 becomes

infinitely large, and therefore in reality a value of 8 is used whichis a certain value or more.

In the present embodiment, a range of 2/4 < 9 < 77/2 is used for 0.

[0024] In an actual conversion, calculationis facilitated by using data directly representing

a position of each pixel in the captured CCD 12 or a post-conversion position of each pixel

on the converted cylindrical surface C as the parameters. Use of x and w as parameters

directly representing the post-conversion position of each pixel on the cylindrical surface C is

considered. In such a case, when the point P2 on the cylindrical surface C is represented with

the parameters z and w, the coordinates are (R, y, z). The converted cylindrical surface C is

projected and displayed on the monitor7, and each pixel is aligned at equal intervals of a

pixel pitch d in a longitudinal direction anda lateral direction. Fig. 4 illustrates a view

representing a relationship between the projected cylindrical surface C andthe circular
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surface S. The longitudinal direction of the cylindrical surface C coincides with the

parameter z. Therefore, when a changeis made to the parameterz in units of the pixel pitch

d, the changes coincide with the longitudmal direction pixel positions of the cylindrical

surface C. An amount of change accompanying an amount of change in win the lateral

direction of the projected cylindrical surface can be represented by Rey. Therefore, when the

amount of change of the parameter y correspondingto the pixel pitch d of the cylindrical

surface C is Aw, the amount of change can be represented as Ay =d/R. Accordingly, when

a change is madeto the parameter y in unils of d/ R, the change coincides with the lateral

direction pixcl positions of the cylindrical surface C. Morcover, a range where the circular

surface 5 has hatching in the drawings 1s a range of the circular surface S$ corresponding to

a/4 <Q < 2/2 and indicates the range converted into the cylindrical surface C.

[0025] Meanwhile, representing the point P1 on the circular image using the parameters z

and y is considered. First, when transforming the above-noted formula © using a double-

angle formula for a trigonometric function,

h = 2fstan(0/2) = 2f*{sinO / (1 + cos@)} @'

results. Fig. 2 showsthat sin@ = R / (R? + zy cos@ = z/(R? + zy? , and therefore when

these are substituted into the formula | and simplified, h = 2f*R / (Re + 7)? + z)} results.

Therefore, as a result, P] is (2f*Recosw / {(R? + z’)'* + z)}, 2feResiny / {((R? + z’)'? +.2)}).

Accordingly, as noted above, changes are madeto z in units of d, and changes are made to y

in units of d/ R, then the pixel positions on the circular surface S, in which each pixel

position on the cylindncal surface C is converted by the formula, can be found. In such a

case, the pixel positions obtained by calculation and the pixel positions actually captured by

the CCD 12 fail to coincide completely, and therefore the nearest pixel is extracted.

Specifically, obtained X coordinate values and Y coordinate values are, for example, divided

by a pixel pitch ds of the CCD 12 and those values at or below a decimal point, for example,

are discarded. Thereby, the obtained integer value can be extracted as a numberforthe pixel.

Moreover, in such a case, where the origin point of the XY coordinates is (0, 0), each pixel of

the CCD 12 is respectively defined with a positive or negative in accordance with each

quadrant of the XY coordinates.

[0026] Using the above method, the data converter 2 calculates the circular surface S pixel

position corresponding to each pixel on the post-conversion cylindrical surface C, then

converts the pixel data of the pixel positions as respective pixel data on the cylindrical

surface C. As a result, as shown in Fig. 4, the pixel data on the circular surface S is converted
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as respective pixel data on the cylindncal surface C. Moreover, an unambiguous

determination 1s made as to whichpixel position of the cylindrical surface each pixel of the

circular image 1s transformed into. Therefore, the data converter 2 can be provided with a

table showing a correspondence betweenthe pixels of the circular image and the pixel

positions on the cylindrical surface without performing calculations, and the data conversion

can be performedbased onthis.

{0027] Next, a description is given of operations of the image capture system having the

above-noted configuration. Moreover, the camera portion ] is mounted inside a room,

oriented downward from a center of a ceiling. Further, a range of z of the converted

cylindrical surface is 0< z<R. In other words, the range of 6 is defined as m/2 > 0> 1/4.

Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating operations of the image capture system. First, a panoramic

view of the room is captured by the camera portion ] as a circular image through the fish-eye

lens 11. The circular image is converted to an electrical signal by the CCD 12, then is further

converted to digital values for each pixel by the A/D converter 5. Then, this data is stored in

the first image memory 3 (s101). Furthermore, 0 is input for each of the parameters y and z

as an initial value (s102).

[0028] Next, using the data converter 2, a parameter wi is increased in units of d/ R until i

= ]~n (n= 22R / d), and a parameterzj is increased in units of d until } = ]~m (m= R/ d).

Then, for each of the values,

Xi = [2fRecoswi/ {(R° + zj°)!? + zj}eds]

Yj = [2fResimyi / {(R° + zj°)'* + zj} eds]

is calculated and, based on the results, (Xi, Yj) order pixel data stored in the first image

memory 3 is extracted and stored in the second image memory 4 as pixel data of the (i, j)

order pixel in the cylindrical surface (s103 - s108). Moreover, in the second image memory 4,

in order to display the image as shown in Fig. 6 on the monitor 7, the pixels(i, j) on the

cylindrical surface are divided into two parts, one part in which i = 1~n/2 and j = 1~m and

one part in which i= (n/2) + 1~n and j = 1~m,andare stored so as to obtain an image in

whichthelatter part is positioned so as to be a predeterminedinterval below the formerpart.

Moreover, text data indicating the angle, shownin Fig. 6, is pre-stored in the second image

memory 4.

[0029] The image data stored in the second image memory 4 is output to the monitor 7 as

an image signal by the D/A converter 6 ($109) and is displayed by the monitor 7 (s110). The

image data is divided into two parts and formed so as to be positioned vertically, as noted

above, and thus a screen shownin Fig. 6 is displayed. In this way, in the image capture
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system according to the present embodiment, footage of an environment in 360° captured by

the fish-eye lens can be fully and seamlessly displayed, and a status of the environmentofthe

lens can be fully monitored without blind spots.

[0030] In the above-described embodiment, a fish-eye lens was used having a property

represented by the above formula 1. However, the fish-eye lens may also have a property not

represented in formula 1. Specifically, when the property of the fish-eye lens is generalized

to h = g(@), P2 remains as described above and P1 can be represented with (g(0)*cosy,

g(9)*siny). Therefore, in a case where the parameters are 6 and y,it is sufficient to use the

same. Moreover, in a case where the parameters are z and w, as described above,it is

possible to use the expression 9 = Tan! (R/z), per Fig. 2. Therefore, P2 remainsas

described above and P1 can be represented with (G(Tan’(R / z)) )*cosw, G(Tan” (R /

z))*siny). Therefore, similar to the above, corresponding P2 and P1 pixel positions can be

found while changing the values of z and wy.

[0031] For example, in a case where a commonly uscd fish-cye lens having a property in

which h = f +is used as the fish-eye lens,it is sufficient to make similar conversions as

above in which, when the parameters are 0 and y, P1 is (f*@scosy, f* Q*siny), and when the

parameters are z and w, P1 is (f*G(Tan'! (R / z)) yecosw, feG(Tan! (R / z))ysiny). Moreover,

Tan’ (R/z) can be found using a knownregression calculation.

[0032] Moreover, a fish-eye lens having a property in which h = f*0 can be swappedfor the

fish-eye lens 11 in the above-described embodiment, while other components remain the

same. This is because, although a rate of expansion and contraction of an imageinaradial

direction differs between the circular image obtained by the fish-cyc lens having the property

according to the above-noted formula | and the fish-eye lens circular image having the

property h = f*0, an adjacency relationship between the images does not change, and

therefore the obtained image can fulfill a role as a surveillance image with only minor

differences of expansion and contraction appearing im the z direction.

[0033] Even more generally, using a monotonically increasing function g(@) in a range

where 0 < © < 7/2, when P1 is (2(©)*cosy, g(@)*siny), images are displayed for various

kinds of fish-eye lenses, the images differing only in the rate of expansion and contraction in

the z direction. In addition, by using, as the function ¢(@), a function having a least amount

of z-direction distortion in responseto the property of the fish-eye lens being used, a

surveillance image that 1s easier to see can be obtained.

[0034] Further, the tmage capture system in the above-described embodimentis configured

to convert and display an imagefor all of a 360° environmentcaptured by the fish-eye lens
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11. However, in a case where the camera portion | is installed where a wall meets the ceiling,

for example, converting and displaying a 180° portion excluding the wall direction is

sufficient, and in a case where the camera portion | js installed in a corner, converting and

displaying a 90° portion excluding the wall directions that enclose the corneris sufficient. In

this way, depending on a situation, a range for conversion can be determinedas desired.

{0035] In addition, in the image capture system of the above-noted embodiment, the range

of 0< 8 < 72/4 is not displayed. However, because this range has a small amountofdistortion

in the original circular image, the range mayalso be configured to be matched with the image

of the cylindrical surface C and displayed on the monitor 7 as the circular image, without

performing conversion.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[FIG.IJ is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an image capture system according

to an embodiment.

{FIG.2] is a view showinga relationship between a point on a hemisphere surface, which

supposes anideal full circumferential surface captured by a fish-eye lens, and a point ona

converted cylindrical surface.

{FIG. 3] is a view showing a point on a captured image surface correspondingto a point on a

hemisphere surface, which supposes an ideal full circumferential surface captured by the fish-

eye lens.

{FIG.4] is a view illustrating a projected cylindricalsurface.

[FIG.SJ is a flowchart illustrating operations of the image capture system.

[FIG. 6] is a viewillustrating a display screen using a monitor.

[DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS]

1 Camera portion

Data converter

First image memory

A/D converter

2

3

4 Second image memory

5

6 D/A converter

4 Monitor

1] Fish-eye lens

12 CCD
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51 - Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by means ofa still digital camera
or a digital video camera equipped with a panoramic lens
having a non-linear distribution function Fd

$2 — Transfer of the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a
microcomputer
- Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

S3 -Linearisation of the image disk

- Transfer of the image points of the initial image disk into a

secondvirtual image disk comprising more image points than
the initial image disk, by means of the Function Fd”

Obtaining a linear image disk
 

$4 - Digitisation

- Transfer of the image points of the second image disk into a
system of axes OXYZ in spherical coordinates Obtaining a
panoramic image in a hemisphere

85 ~ Interactive display

- Determination of the image points of an image sector to be
displayed
- Display of the image sector on a display window
- Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any
other contro] means,
- Detection of the user’s actions on keys for image

enlargement,
- Modification of the sector displayed (sliding the image
sector displayed on the surface of the hemisphere and/or
shrinking/expanding the image sector displayed)
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Fig, 14
$1 — Acquisition

- Taking a panoramic image by means ofa still digital camera
or a digital video camera equipped with a panoramic lens
having a non-linear distribution function Fd
 

S2 — Transfer of the imagefile into a computer

- Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a
microcomputer
~ Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

$3' — Interactive display with implicit correction of the
non-linearity of the initial image

A - Determination of the colour of the points E(i, j) of an
image sector to be displayed using the points p(pu, pv) ofthe
imagedisk:

1- determination of the coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez in the
coordinate system OXYZ of each point E(i, j) of the sector to
be displayed,
2- determination of the coordinates Px, Py, Pz of points P of
the hemisphere correspondingto the points E(i,}),
3- calculation of the coordinates, in the coordinate system
O'UV ofthe image disk, of the points p(pu, pv) corresponding
to the points P of the hemisphere, by means of the function
Fd,

B- Presentation ofthe imagesectorin a display window,
C - Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any
other control means,
D - Detection ofthe user’s actions on enlargementkeys,
E - Modification of the image sector displayed (moving
and/or shrinking/expanding the image sector)
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METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND
DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
 

This application is a continuation of International Appli-
cation No. PCT/FR02/01588, filed May 10, 2002 the dis-
closure of which is incorporated herein byreference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to obtaining digital pan-
oramic images and displaying panoramic images on com-
puter screens,

FIG. 1 represents a classical device allowing a digital
panoramic image to be produced and presented on a com-
puter screen. The device compriscs a digital camera 1
equipped with a panoramic objective lens 2 of the “fish-eye”
type, having an angular aperture on the order of 180°. The
camera 1 is connected to a computer 5, such as a micro-
computer for example, cquipped with a screen 6. The
connection to the microcomputer 5 may be permanent,
when, for example, the camera 1 is a digital video camera,
or temporary, when, tor example, the camera 1 isastill
digital camera equipped with an image memory, the con-
nection then being carried out at the time the imagefiles are
lo be transferred into the microcomputer.

FIG. 2 schematically represents the appearance of a
panoramic image 3 obtained by means of the panoramic
objective lens 2. The round appearance of the image is
characteristic of the axial symmetry of panoramic objective
lenses and the image has dark edges 4 that will subsequently
be removed. This digital panoramic image is delivered by
ihe camera 1 in the form of a computerfile containing image 3
points coded RGBAarranged in a two-dimensional table,
“R”being the red pixel of an image point, “G” the green
pixel, “B” the blue pixel, and “A” the Alpha parameter or
lransparency. The parameters R, G, B, Aare generally being
coded on8bits.

The image file is transferred into the microcomputer 5
whichtransforms the initial image into a three-dimensional
digital image, then presents the user with a sector of the
three-dimensional image in a display window 7 occupying
all or part of the screen6.

FIG. 3 schematically showsclassical steps of transform-
ing the two-dimensional panoramic image inlo a panoramic
image offcring a realistic perspective effect. After removing
the black edges of the image, the microcomputerhasa set of
image points forming an image disk 10 of center O and axes
OX and OY. The image points of the image disk are
transferred into a three-dimensional space defined by an
orthogonal coordinate system of axes O'X'Y'Z, the axis O'Z
being perpendicular to the plane of the image disk. The
transfer is performed by a mathematical function imple-
mented by an algorithm executed by the microcomputer, and
leads to obtaining a set of image points referenced in the
coordinate system O'X'Y'Z. ‘These image points are for
example coded in spherical coordinates RGBA(®,8), being
the Latitude and @ the longitude of an image point. The angles
» and 6 are coded in 4 to 8 bytes (IEEE standard), These
image points form a hemisphere 11 when the panoramic
objective lens used has an aperture of 180°, otherwise a
portion of a hemisphere. The microcomputer thus has a
virtual image in the shape of a hemisphere one sector 12 of
which, corresponding to the display window7,is presented
on the screen (FIG. 1) considering that the observer is on the
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central point O'of the system of axes O'X'Y'Z, whichdefines
with the center O" of the image sector 12, a direction O'O"
called “viewing direction”.

In order to avoid the image sector displayed 12 having
geometrical distortions unpleasant for the observer, the
classical panoramic objective lenses must havea distribution
function of the image points according to the field angle of
the object points of a panoramathat is as linear as possible.
Therefore, if two points A’, B', situated on the same meridian
of the hemisphere 11, and the corresponding points A, B on
the image disk 10 are considered, the ratio belween the
angles (A'O'Z) and (B'O'Z) must be equal to the ratio
between the distances OA and OB on the image disk.

Dueto this property of linearity of a classical panoramic
objective lens, image points corresponding to object points
having an identical field angle form concentric circles C10,
C20... C90 on the image disk 10, as represented in FIG.
4A. Classically, “field angle of an object point” means the
angle of an incident light ray passing through the object
point considered and through the center of the panorama
photographed, relative to the optical axis of the objective
lens. The field angle of an object point can be between 0 and
90° for an objective lens having an aperture of 180°.
Therefore, the circle C10 is formed by the image points
corresponding to object points having a field angle of 10°,
the circle C20 is formed by image points corresponding to
object points having a field angle of 20°, etc., the circle C90
being formed by the image points having a field angle of
90°.

FIG. 4B represents the shape ofthe distribution function
Fde of a classical panoramic objective lens, which deter-
mines the relative distance dr of an image point in relation
to the center of the image disk according ta the field angle
ax of the corresponding objectpoint. Therelative distance dr
is between 0 and 1 and is cqual to the distance of the image
point in relation to the center of the image divided bythe
radius of the image disk. The ideal form of the function Fde
is a Straight line of gradient K:

dr=Fde(a)=Ka.

in which the constant K is equal to 0.111 degree? (1/90°).
This technique of displaying a digital panoramic image

sector on a computer screen has various advantages, par-
ticularly the possibility of “exploring” the panoramic image
by sliding the image sector presented on the screen to the
left, the right, upwards or downwards,until the limils of the
panoramic image are reached. ‘his technique also allows
complete rotations of the image to be carried out when two
complementarydigital images have been taken and supplied
to the microcomputer, the latter thus reconstituting a com-
plete panoramic sphere by assembling two hemispheres.
Another advantage provided by presenting a panoramic
image on screen is to enable the observer to make enlarge-
ments or zooms on parts of the image. The zooms are
performed digitally, by shrinking the image sector displayed
and expanding the distribution of the image points on the
pixels of the screen.

Various examples of interactive panoramic images can be
found on the Web. Reference could be made inparticular to
the centralsite “http://www.panoguide.com’(“The Guide to
Panoramas and Panoramic Photography’) which gives a
full overview of all the products available to the public to
produce these images. Software programs allowing, digital
panoramic photographs to be transformed into interactive
panoramic images are offered to the public in the form of
downloadable programs or CD-ROMsavailable in stores.
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Despite the various advantages that this technique for
displaying digital images offers, the digital enlargements
have the disadvantage of being limited by the resolution of
the image sensor used when taking the initial image and the
resolution of an image sensor is generally much lower than
that of a classical photograph. Therefore, when the enlarge-
ment increases, the granulosity of the image appears as the
limits of the resolution of the image sensor are being
reached.

To overcome this disadvantage, it is well known to
proceed with pixel interpolations so as to delay the appari-
tion of the blocks of color which betray the limits of the
resolution of the sensor. Tlowever, this method only
improves the appearance of the enlarged image sector and
does not in any way increase the definition. Another obvious
solution is to provide an image sensor with a high resolution,
higher than the resolution required to present an image
sector without cnlargement, so that there is a remaining
margin of definition for zooms. Ilowever, this solution is
expensive as the cost price of an image sensorrapidly rises
with the numberof pixcls per unit of arca.

Some attempts have been made to improve the quality of
the enlargements, by changing the optical properties of the
panoramic objective lenses themselves. Thus, U.S. Pat. No.
5,710,661 teaches capturing a panoramic image with two
overlocking objective lenses using a set of mirrors. Afirst set
of mirrors provides an overall view, and a mobile central
mirror provides a detailed view on a determined zone of the
panorama. However, this solution docs not offer the same
flexibility as digital zooms, particularly when the image is
not displayed in real time, as the observer no longer has the
possibility of choosing the image portion thal he wants lo
enlarge once the photograph has been taken.

BRIEF SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Therefore, the present invention comprises a methad
allowing the physical limits of image sensors to be circum-
vented and the definition offered by digital enlargements
concerning certain parts of a digital panoramic image to be
improved, without the need to increase the numberof pixels
per unit of area of an image sensor or to provide an
overlooking optical enlargement system in a panoramic
objective lens.

The present invention is based on the observation that, in
several applications, only certain zones of a panoramic
image are of a practical interest and are likely to be
expanded by the observer by meansofa digital zoom. Thus,
in applications such as video surveillance,
videoconferencing, visio-conferencing, a panoramic camera
can be installed against a wall or on the eciling and there is
generally no reason to make enlargements on the zones of
the panoramic image corresponding to the wall or the
ceiling. Similarly, as part of a videoconference performed by
means of a panoramic camera, the most interesting zone is
generally situated at a specific place situated towards the
center of the image (in the case of individual use) or on the
cdges of the image (in the case of collective use or visio-
conferencing). Furthermore, when used for recreation and
leisure, most panoramic images comprise parts that are less
interesting than others, suchas the parts representing the sky
or a ceiling for example, the most useful part generally being
in the vicinity of the center cf the image.

Therefore, the present invention is based on the premise
that a panoramic image has some zones that are not very
useful and that can tolerate a reasonable definition to the

benefit of other zones of the image.
On the basis of this premise, the idea of the present

invention is to produce panoramic photographs by means of
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a panoramic objective lens that is not linear, which expands
certain zones of the image and compresses other zones of the
image. The technical effect obtained is that the expanded
zones of the image cover a number of pixels of the image
sensor that is higherthanif they were not expanded, and thus
benefit from a better definition. By choosing an objective
lens that expands the most useful zones of an image (which
depend onthe intended application), the definition is excel-
lent in these zones and the definition is mediocre in the zones

of lesser importance.
Thus, the present invention proposes a method for cap-

turing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panorama
onto an image sensor by means of a panoramic objective
lens, in which the panoramic objective lens has an image
point distribution function that is not linear relative to the
field angle of object points of the panorama,the distribution
function having a maximum divergence of at least +10%
compared to a linear distribution function, such that the
panoramic image obtained has at least one substantially
expanded zone and at least one substantially compressedzone.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens has a
non-linear distribution function that is symmetricalrelative
to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an
image point relative to the center of the image varying
according to the field angle of the corresponding object
point.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens expands
the center of the image and compresses the edges of the
image.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens expands
the edges of the image and compresses the center of the
image.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens com-
presses the center of the image and the edges of the image,
and expands an intermediate zone of the image located
between the center and the edges of the image.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens com-
prises a set of lenses forming an apodizer.

According to one embodiment, the set of lenses forming
an apodizer comprises at least one aspherical lens.

According to one embodiment, the set of lenses forming
an apodizer comprises at least one diffractive lens.

According to one embodiment, the objective lens com-
priscs a sect of mirrors comprising at lcast onc distorting
mirror.

 
The present invention also relates to a method for dis-

playing an initial panoramic image obtained in accordance
with the method described above, comprising a stcp of
correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed
by means of a reciprocal function of the non-linear distri-
bution function of the objective lens or by means of the
non-linear distribution function.

According to one embodiment, the step of correcting
comprises a step of transforming the inilial image into a
corrected digital image comprising a number of image
points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor
comprises.

According to one embodiment, the method comprises a
stcp of calculating the size of the corrected image, by mcans
of the reciprocal function of the distribution function,so that
the resolution of the corrected image is equivalent to the
most expanded zone of the initial image, and a step of
scanning each image pointof the corrected image, searching
for the position of a twin point of the image point on the
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initial image and allocating the color of the twin point to the
image point of the corrected image.

According to one embodiment,the initial image and the
corrected image comprise an image disk.

According to one embodiment, the method comprises a
step of transferring the image points of the corrected image
into a three-dimensional space and a step of presenting one
sector of the {hree-dimensional image obtained on a displaymeans.

According ta one embodiment, the method comprises a
step of determining the color of image points of a display
window, by projecting the image points of the display
window onto the initial image by means of the non-linear
distribution function, and allocating to each image point of
the display windowthe color of an image pointthat is the
closest on the initial image.

According to one embodiment, the projection of the
image points of the display window onto the initial image
comprises a step of projecting the image points of the
display window onto a sphere or a sphere portion, a stcp of
determining the angle in relation to the center of the sphere
or the sphere portion of each projected image point, and a
step of projecting onto the initial image each image point
projected onto the sphere or the sphere portion, the projec-
tion being performed by meansof the non-linear distribution
function considering the field angle that each point to be
projected has in relation to the center of the sphere or the
sphere portion.

The present invention also relates to a panoramic objec-
tive lens comprising optical means for projecting a pan-
orama into an image plane of the objective lens, the pan-
oramic objective lens having an image point distribution
function that is not linearrelative to the field angle of object
points of the panorama, the distribution function having a
maximum divergenceofat least 10% compared to a lincar
distribution function, such that a panoramic image obtained
by means of the objective lens comprises at least one
substantially expanded zone and al least one substantially
compressed zonc.

According to onc embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens has a non-linear distribution function that is symmetri-
cal relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the
position of an image pointrelative to the center of an image
obtained varying according to the field angle of the corre-
sponding object point.

According, to one embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens expands the center of an image and compresses the
edges of the image.

According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens expands the edges of an image and compresses the
center of the image.

According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens compresses the center of an image and the edges of the
image, and expands an intermediate zone of the image
located between the center and the edges of the image.

According to one cmbodiment, the panoramic objective
lens comprises a set of lenses forming an apadizer.

According, to one embodiment, the set of lenses forming
an apodizer comprises at least one aspherical lens.

According ta one embodiment, the set of lenses forming
an apodizer comprises at least one diffractive lens.

According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens comprises polymethacrylate lenses.

According to one embodiment, the panoramic objective
lens comprises a set of mirrors comprising at least one
distorting mirror.
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6
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL

VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

‘The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed
description of preferred embodiments of the invention, will
be better understood when read in conjunction with the
appended drawings. For the purpose of illustrating the
invention, there are shown in the drawings embodiments
which are presently preferred. It should be understood,
however, that the invention is not limited to the precise
arrangements and instrumentalities shown.

In the drawings:
FIG, 1 described above represents a system for displaying

a digital panoramic image on a screen;
FIG, 2 described above represents a panoramic image

before it is processed by a computer;
FIG. 3 described above shows a classical method for

transforming a two-dimensional panoramic image into a
three-dimensional digital panoramic image;

FIGS. 4A and 4B described above showthe linearity of a
classical panoramic objective lens;

FIGS. 5 and 6 show one aspect of the method according
to the present invention and respectively represent a distri-
bution of image points obtained with a classical panoramic
objective lens and a distribution of image points obtained
with a non-linear panoramic objective lens according to the
present invention;

FIGS. 7A and 7B showa first example of non-linearity of
a panoramic objective lens according lo the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 8 shows a second example of non-linearity of a
panoramic objective lens according to the present invention;

FIG. 9 shows a third example of non-lnearitv of a
panoramic objective lens according to the present invention;

FIG. 10 represents a system for displaying a digital
panoramic image by means of which a methodfor correcting
the panoramic image according to the present invention is
implemented;

FIG. If schematically shows a first embodiment of the
correction method according to the present invention;

FIG. 12 isa flow chart describing a method for displaying
a panoramic image incorporatingthe first correction method
according to the present invention;

FIG. 13 schematically shows a second embodimentof the
correction method according to the present invention;

FIG. 14 isa flow chart describing a method for displaying
a panoramic image incorporating the second correction
method according to the present invention;

FIG. 15 is a cross-section of a first embodiment of a

non-linear panoramic objective lens according to the present
invention;

FIG, 16 is an exploded cross-section of a system of lenses
present in the panoramic objective Icns in FIG. 15;

FIG. 17 isa side view of a lens present in the panoramic
objective lens in FIG. 15; and

FIG. 18 is the diagram of a second embodiment of a
non-linear panoramic objective lens according to the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

A—Compression/Expansion of an Initial Image
FIG. 5 schematically represents a classical system for taking
panoramic shots, comprising a panoramic objective lens 15
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of optical axis OZ and a digital image sensor 17 arranged in
the image plane of the objective lens 15. Here, four object
points a, b, c, d will be considered that belong to a panorama
PMlocated oppasite the objective lens and respectively
having angles of incidence a1, a2, -a2, -al. As explained
in the preamble, the field angle of an object pointis the angle
that an incident light ray passing through the object point
considered and through the center of the panorama PM,
marked bya point “p” on FIG, 5, has relative to the optical
axis OZ of the objective lens. In this example, the angle al
is equal to two times the angle a2. On the image sensar 17,
image points a’, b', c’, d' corresponding to the object points
a, b, c,d are located at distances from the centerof the image
respectively equal to d1, d2, -d2, -d1. As the distribution of
the image points according to the field angle of the object
pointsis linear with a classical panoramic objective lens,the
distances d1 and d2 are linked by the following relation:

dl fol=d2jo2

As the angle al is here equal to 202, it follows that:
dl=242

As is well known by those skilled in the art, the term
“linearity” here refers to a ratio of proportionality between
the distance of an image point measured relalive to the
center of the image and the ficld angle of the corresponding
object point. The notion of “linearity” in the field of pan-
oramic objective lenses is therefore different from that
prevailing in the field of paraxial optics (in the vicinity of the
optical axis) when the conditions of Gauss are met.

FIG. 6 represents a system for taking shots of the same
lype as above, but in which the classical panoramic objective
lens 15 is replaced by an objective lens 18 according to the
present invention, the image sensor 17 being arranged in the
image plane of the objective lens 15. The projection onto the
image sensor 17 of the object points a, b, c, d having angles
of incidence a1, a2, -a2 and -al relative to the axis OZ of
the abjective lens and to the center “p” of the panorama are
considered again. On the image sensor 17, the corresponding
image points a", b", c", d" arc located at distances from the
center of the image respectively equal to d1', d2', -d2', -d1’.

According to the present invention, the objective lens 18
has a distribution function of the image points that is not
linear. The ratio of the distances d1', d2', -d2', -d1' are not
equal to the ratio of the angles of incidence al, a2, -a2,
-al. In the example represented, the distance d2! is clearly
greater than d1'/2, such that the central part of the panoramic
image projected onto the image sensor 17, which corre-
spondsto a solid angle 202 centered onthe optical axis OZ,
occupies a greater area on the image sensor 17 than the area
it occupies in ['IG, 5 with the classical panoramic objective
lens (hatched zone). This ceatral part of the panoramic
image is therefore projected onto the image sensor with
expansionofits area, in relation to the area the central part
would occupy if the objective lens were linear. The result is
that the numberof pixels of the image sensor covered by this
part of the image is greater than in previous practices and
that the definition obtained is improved. On the other hand,
the part of the image delimited by two circles respectively
passing through the points a", d" and through the points b”,
c" is compressed relative to the corresponding part in FIG.
5, and the definition on the edges of the image is less than
that obtained with a classical linear objective lens, to the
benefit of the central part of the image.

By applying the principle according to the present
invention, which involves expanding one part of the image
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and compressing another part of the image, the part to be
expanded and the part to be compressed can be chosen
according to the intended application, by producing several
types of non-linear objective lenses and by choosing an
objective lens suited to the intended application. Depending
on the intended application, the most useful part of a
panoramic image may be located in the centerof the image,
on the edge of the image, in an intermediate zone situated
between the center and the edge of the image,etc.

FIGS. 7A-7B,8 and 9 show three examples of non-linear
distribution functions according to the present invention.

The distribution function shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B

corresponds to the example in FIG.6, that is a panoramic
objective lens that expands the image in the center. TIG. 7A
represents equidistant concentric circles C10, C20, ..., C90
presenton an image disk, each circle being formed by image
points corresponding to object points having the samefield
angle. The circle C10 is formed by the image points corre-
sponding to object points having a field angle of 10°, the
circle C20 is formed by image points corresponding to
object points havingafield angle of 20°, etc. By comparing
FIG. 7A with FIG. 4A described in the preamble, it appears
that the circles C10 and C20 are further from the center of

the image and further from each other than the circles C10
and C20 obtained with a classical objective lens, while the
circles C30 to C90 are closer to each other. This panoramic
image thus has an expanded zonc in the center and a
compressed zone on the edge of the image disk.

FIG. 4B represents the curve of the corresponding distri-
bution function Fdl. The classical linear distribution

function, expressed by I'dc=Ka andin the form ofa straight
line of gradientK,is also represented as a guide mark (the
constant K being equal to %o for an objective lens having an
aperture of 180°, i.c., a gradient of 0.111 per degree). ‘The
field angle a of the object points is represented on the X-axis
and is between 0 and 90°. The relative distance dr of an

image point in relation to the center of the image disk is
represented on the Y-axis and is between Q and 1. The curve
of the function Fd1 has a higher gradient than the straight
line Fde for angles a of between 0 and 20°, then a lesser
gradient after 20° and up to 90°. A high gradicnt means an
expansion of the image and a low gradient means a com-
pression of the image.

As demonstrated in this example, the curve Fdl has a
point of maximum divergence Pd at the angle @=20°. “Point
of maximumdivergence”refers to the image point Pd(q) at
whichthe greatest gap in relative distance dr in relation to
a corresponding point Pdl(a) on the linear distribution
straight line Ka can be observed.In this example, the point
Pd(a=20°) hasa relative distance dr equalto 0.5 relative to
the center of the image while the corresponding point
Pdl(a=20°) on the linear curve I'dc has a relative distance dr
of 0.222. The maximumdivergence DIVmax ofthe distri-
bution function Fdl according to the present invention can
be calculated by a formula of the type:

DiVinax %=[[dr(Pd)-de(Pdl)|[dr(Pal )]]*100

Le.

DiVmax %=[[dr(Pd)-K*a(Pa\VK* (Pa)]]*100

In which dr(Pd) is the relative distance in relation to the
center of the point of maximum divergence Pd, dr(Pdl) is the
relative distance in relation to the center of the correspond-
ing point on the linear distribution straight line Fde, a(Pd)
being the abscissa of the point Pd,i.e., the field angle of the
corresponding object point.
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In the example considered here, the maximumdivergence
is Lherefore equal to +125%. This value of maximum diver-
gence according to the present invention is clearly higher
than that due to the possible design errors or manufacturing
errors of a classical panoramic objective lens, which is of a
few percent. Generally speaking, a non-linear objective lens
according to the present invention has a maximum diver-
gence on the order of 10% at least, to obtain an expansion
of the useful parts of the image which resulls in a clear
increase in the numberofpixels of the image sensor covered
by the useful parts and a substantial improvement in the
definition obtained.

An average rate TX of expansion or compression of one
part of the image contained between two circles passing
through points Pdl and Pd2 is also defined. The rate TX is
the ratio between the area delimited by the two circles
passing through the points Pd1, Pd2 and the area delimited
by twocircles passing through points Pdll, Pdl2 of the same
abscissa belonging to the linear distribution function Fde.
The rate TX can be determined by a formula of the type:

TX=[dr(Pal°—dr(Pd2)V[ (drPa))?-(dr(Pa)"

Le:

TX=[dr(Pdl)°-dr(Pd2y|[K"[ (a(Pdl))*-(a(Pa2))"J]

Arate TX higher than 1 indicates an expansionofthe part
of image considered while a rate TX lower than 1 indicates
a compression of the part of image considered. In the
example of function Fd1 considered here, the average rate of
expansion/compression TX of the central part of the image,
delimited bythe circle C20,is equal to 5.07, ie., an average
expansion by a factor 5 of the central part of the image and
consequently a 500% improvement of the definition
obtained for a constant numberof pixels of the image sensor.

FIG. 8 represents another example of distribution function
Fd2 according to the present invention, here having a point
of maximum divergence Pd at the angle a@=70°, and having
a relative distance in relation to the center of the image of
0.3. The maximum divergence of the curve Fd2 is -61.4%
here, and the average rate of cxpansion/compression I'X of
the central part of the image delimited by the circle C70 (not
represented)is 0.5, i.e., an average compression by a factor
of 0.15 of the central part of the image. ‘he expanded part
of the image here is thus located here on the edge of the
image, between the circle C70 and the circle C90, and has
an average rate of expansion/compression of 2.3. Thus, an
image disk obtained with a panoramic objective lens having
a distribution function conforming to the function ['d2, has
a high definition zone onits edges,that lend themselves well
to digital enlargements, and a low definition zone in its
central part.

FIG. 9 represents a third example ofdistribution function
Fd3 according to the present invention, having a first point
of maximum divergence Pd1 (a=30°, dr=0,1) and a second
point of maximum divergence Pd2 (a=70°, dr=0,9). Thus,
two maximum divergences can be seen, one negative and
equal to-70%, and the other positive and cqual to 15.8%. A
compressed image zone can also be seen between the center
0 of the image andthe circle C30 passing through the point
Pdi, an expanded image zone between the circle C30 and
the circle C70 passing through the point Pd2, and a com-
pressed image zone between the circle C70 and the circle
C90 forming the edge of the image disk. The average rates
of expansion/compression ‘I'X(0, C30), ‘T'X(C30, C70),
TX(C70, C90) for each of these zones are respectively equal
to 0.09, 1.6 and 0.48. An image disk obtained with a
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panoramic objective lens having a distribution function
conforming to the function Fd3, has a high definition zone
in its intermediate part, which lends itself well to digital
enlargements, and two low definition zonesin its central part
and onits edges.
B—Correction of the Non-linearity of the Initial Image

A first aspect of the present invention was described
above, according to which a non-linear distribution of image
points onto a digital image was provided to improve the
definition of the image in expanded zones, by increasing the
number of pixels of the image sensor covered by the
expanded zones. Before describing examples of embodi-
ments of non-lincar panoramic objective Icnscs according to
the present invention, a second aspect of the present inven-
tion will be described which involves correcting the non-
linearity of the image disk obtained in order to present the
observer with an image free from optical distortion.

This second aspect of the present invention is imple-
mented at the stage of the processing of the initial image by
computer, to prescnt an intcractive panoramic image on a
screen. The means for implementing the method of the
present invention are shown in FIG. 10 andare classical in
themselves. A digital camera 20 can be equipped with a
non-linear panoramic objective lens 21 and connected to a
microcomputer 22 comprising a screen 23. The digital
images IMi taken by meansof the camera 20 are transferred
to the microcomputer to be processed and displayed on the
screen 23, in a display window 24. A processing program
comprising an algorithmfor transforming and displaying the
images is first loaded into the microcomputer, by means of
a CD-ROM 25 or by downloading via the Internet for
example. The camera 20 can be a still digital camera or a
digital video camera and the connection to the microcom-
puter can be permanentor otherwise. In the case of a video
camera, the microcomputerreceives a flow of images thatit
processes in real time to display them on the screen.

In this context, the correction method according to the
present invention can be performed according to two
embodiments. A first embodiment involves correcting the
initial image by means of a function Fd-? that is the
reciprocal function of the distribution function Fd according
to the present invention. As the distribution function Fd is
knownand determined at the time the non-linear objective
lens is designed,it is easy to deduce the reciprocal function
I'd“? therefrom. This correction step allows a corrected
image to be obtained in which the non-linearity due to the
objective lens accordingto the present inventionis removed.
‘The corrected image is equivalent to an image taken by
meansof a classical panoramic objective lens and can then
be processed by any classical display software program
available in stores, provided for transferring the image
points of an image disk into a three-dimensional space and
for interactively displaying a sector of the image obtained.

The second alternative of the method involves using the
distribution function I'd in an image display algorithm
working backwards, that is defining in real time the color of
the pixels of a display windowusing, the image points of the
image disk.

First Embodiment of the Correction Mcthod

FIG. 11 showsthe first embodiment of the method accord-

ing to the present invention. Here it is assumedthat there is
an initial image Img1 comprising a non-linear image disk
ID1 of radius R1, having for example an expansion zone in
the center(circles C10 and C20). ‘The initial image Img] is
transformedinto a corrected image Img2 comprising, a linear
image disk ID2 of radius R2. The radius R2 of the image
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disk [D2is higher than the radius R1 of the initial image disk
ID1 and the image disk [D2 has a resolution cqual or
subslantially equal to the resolution offered by the zone of
the image disk Img] in which the greatest density of
information (i.e. the zone in which the image is the most
expanded) is to be found. Here, the zone with the greatest
density of information is the central part of thc image
delimited bythe circle C20.

The main steps of this method are the following:

initially, the size R2 of the linearized image disk [D2 is
calculated by means of the reciprocal function Fd",
considering on the initial image disk ID1 the place in
which the image is the most expanded, so that the
corrected image Img2 has a resolution equal or sub-
stantially equal to the resolution offered by the zone of
the image Img] in which the greatest density of infor-
mation is to be found,

then each pixel of the image to be calculated Img2 is
scanned, and the position ofits twin point on the image
Img]1 is searched for, and then

the color of the corresponding point on the inilial image
Img] is allocated to the point of the new image Img2.

This method is implemented by means of an algorithm
described below (algorithm 1), in which:

Ais the angular aperture of the objective lens,
D is the distance of an image pointrelative to the center

of the initial image disk 1D1,
R1 is the size in pixels of the radius of the initial image

disk ID1 (i.e. the number of pixels between the center
and the edge of the image disk),

R2 is the size in pixels of the radius of the linearized
image disk ID2,

[ and J are the coordinates of an image point in the image
produced, the coordinate point (0,0) being in the center
of the image,

U and V are the coordinales of a twin point in the original
image, the coordinate point (0,0) being in the center of
the image,

“Current angle” and “Previous angle” are iterative
paramcters,

DAM is the minimumangular difference between twa
object points corresponding to two adjacent image
points on the initial image disk ID1 (ie., the maximum
resolution of the image disk ID1 expressed in angular
difference), and

[dlin“is the reciprocal function ofa distribution function
of a classical linear objective lens, of the type: Fdlin
(a)=Ka, with K=2/A,ie. K=%o with an objective lens
having an angular aperture of 180°.

Algerithm 1

[finding DAM]
1/ DAM = A/2
2/ Current_angle = 0
3/ For D = 1 to R1 [with increments of 1]
4 Previous_angle = Current_angle
5f Current_angle = Fd-(D/R1)
o/ IE DAM > (Current_angle - Previous_angle) then
W DAM = (Current_angle - Previous_aagle)8 End if
9/ End for
[determining the radius R2 of the disk [D2]
10/ R2 = (A/2/DAM
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-continued

Algorithm 1

[calculating the new image]
[scanning each pixel of the image to be calculated Img2]
11/ For I =-R2 to +R2 [with an increment of 1]
12/ For J =-R2 to +R2 [with an increment of 1]
[searching for polar coordinates (R’,0) of the twin point
on the image [mg] using the coordinates
(R,0) of the point of the image Lmg2]
13/0 R= VHT")14/ If R < R2 then
15/ ff J <0 then
16/ 8 = are cosine(I/R)
17/ [f aot
18/ 8 = -are cosine(I/R)
19/ End if
[conversion of the radius R to find the radius R']

20/ R'= R1*Fd(Fdlin(R/R2))
as Fdlin“4(R) = R/K and K=2/A,it follows chat:
20" /R'=R1*Fd((R/R2) * (A/2))
[return to the Cartesian coordinates|
/ U=R*cos(8)
22} V = R**sin(6)
[allocation of the color of the point|
23/  Imp2{LJ] = Imgl[U,V]
24/ Tf not
[allocation of the color black to the points outside the image disk]
25/ Img2[L,J] = Black
26/ End if
27/ End for
28/ End for

Note that the step 14 avoids calculating all the points
situated outside the image disk (the points are outside the
image disk when R>R2). Moreover, the algorithm 1 can be
improved by subsequently performing a bilinear interpola-
tion on the image Img2, in itsclt well known by those skilled
in the art, so as to smooth out the final image.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart giving a general overview ofthe
steps of a method for capturing and intcractively presenting
a panoramic image on a screen. This flow chart is described
in table 1 in the Appendix, that is an integral part of the
description. The steps S1 and 52, respectively the acquisi-
tion of the image and the transfer of the image into a
computer,are classical in themselves. Thestep oflinearising
the image disk $3 is performed in accordance with the
method of the present invention, by meansof the algorithm
described above for example. The step S4, called
“digitization”, is also classical. This step involves transfer-
ring the image points of the corrected image disk Img2 into
a three-dimensional space of axes Oxyz in which the image
points are for example referenced in spherical coordinates.
Thestep S5is also classical, and involves displaying a sector
of the three-dimensional image called display windowon a
screen. The display window is moved upwards or down-
wards depending on the user’s actions, or is enlarged at the
user’s request. When enlarged, the definition is better than in
previous practices in the zones corresponding to the
expanded parts of the initial image.

Sccond Embodiment of the Correction Mcthod

The second embodimentof the correction method accord-

ing to the present invention is shown in FIG. 13.
Schematically, this method involves projecting the image
points of an image sector corresponding to a display window
DWonto the image disk ID1 of the initial image Img1l. This
method doesnot require calculating a corrected imagedisk,
contrary to the previous embodiment.

The image points of the display window DWare refer-
enced E(i,j) in the coordinate systemof the display window,
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expressed in line coordinates i and in column coordinates j.
The points E(i,j) are first projected onto a sphere portion HS
of center O and of axes OX, OY, OZ,to obtain image points
P(px, py, pz) belonging to the sphere portion. This sphere
portion covers a solid angle that correspondsto the aperture
of the objective lens used. The example considered until
now wasof a panoramic objective lens having an aperture of
180° and the sphere portion HS consideredhere is therefore
a hemisphere. The image points P thus determined are then
projected onto the image disk Imgl by means of the non-
linear distribution function Fd according to the present
invention, whichfirst requires calculating the field angle a
of the points P in relation to the center O of the hemisphere.
The center O of the hemisphere is the virtual equivalent of
the center “p” of the panorama, having been used as the
reference, in the description above, to determine the angles
of incidence a of the object points and the shape of the
function Fd. The projection of the image points P onto the
image disk ID1 allows image points p(pu, pv) to be obtained
on the image disk, in a coordinate system of center O'
(corresponding to the center of the image disk) and of axes
O'U and O'V. The axis OZ in the system of thc hemisphere
HSis perpendicular to the plane of the image disk ID1 and
passes through the center O' of the image disk, such that the
axes O'Z and OZ are merged.

As it will be clear to those skilled in the art, the correction
of the non-linearity of the image disk is implicit here since
the image points p(pu, pv) corresponding to the image points
EQ, j) of the display window DW are “retrieved” from the
image disk ID1, by means of the function Fd.

The method according to the present invention is imple-
mented by means of an algorithm described below
(algorithm 2), in which:

i and j are the coordinates of a point EG, j) of the display
window,

Imax and Jmax are the number of columns and the

numbcrof lines of the display window, corresponding
to the dimensions in numberof pixels of the display
window,

Ex, Ey and Ez are the Cartesian coordinates of a point
E(i,j) of the display window DW in the coordinate
system OXYZ,

Px, Py and Pz are the Cartesian coordinates of a point P
on the hemisphere HS,

pu and pv are the Cartesian coordinates of an image point
p of the image disk in the coordinate system O'UV,

Lis the size of the image disk, in numberofpixels,
Mis the center of the display window DW,
the “viewing direction” is the direction materialised by

the point O and the centerof the display window M,the
display window forming the base of a pyramid of
vision of the observer the top of whichis the point O
(observer’s position),

80 and $0 are the longitudes and latitudes corresponding
to the viewing direction from the point O towards the
center M of the display window,

Screen_Pixel[i,j] is the color (RGBA)of a point E (i,j) of
the display window DW,

Image Pixcl[ij] is the color of the point P(ij) of the
hemisphere HS corresponding to the image disk, the
coordinate point (0,0) being situated in the center of the
image disk,

R is the radius of the hemisphere HS (arbitrary value
chosen so as to improve the accuracy of the
calculations, R is for example chosen to be equal to
10,000),
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a. is the angle in relation to the center O of an image point
“P situated on the hemisphere (represents the field
angle at the moment the shot of the corresponding
object point is taken),

auxl, aux2are intermediate variables,
“Zoom”is a variable defining the enlargement, having a

default value equal to R, and
“y” is the square root function.

Algorithm 2

1/ For i=-Imax/2 to i=Imax/2 do [by increments of 1]
2/ For j=-Jmax/2 to j=Jmax/2 do [by incremerts of 1]
[calculation of the Cartesian coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez
of the point E of the display windowin the system OXYZ]
3/ Ey = j*cos(p0) - Zoom*sin(@0)
4 Ez = Zoom*cos(p0) + j*sin(g0)
+ auxl = Ez
6/ Ez = Ez*cos(@U) - i*sin(@U)
W Ex = i*co8(0U) + aux1*sin(00)
[calculation of the coordinates of the point P corzesponding to the point E]
&/ aux2 = R/V(Ex*Ex + Ey"Ey + Ez*Ez)of Px = Ex*aux2
10/ Py = Ey*aux2i/ Pz = Ez*aux2
[calculation of the coordinates of the point p corresponding
to the point P, in the coordinate system
(O'UYV), by meansofthe function Fd]
12/ X = Px/R
13) -Y=Py/R
144 t= V(K*K 4 *Y)
15/ G@. = ares'ne(r)
16/ U =X/r
17/ Ve=Yfr
18 pu = L*U*Fd(a)
19 pw = 1*V*Fd(a)
20/ Screen_Pixelfij] = Image_Pixel[pu,pv|21/ ond for
22/ end for

A request for enlargement (zoom) by the user results in
the algorithm modifying the “Zoom” parameter. When the
“Zoom” parameter is equal to the radius R of the
hemisphere, the display window DW is tangential to the
hemisphere (FIG. 13). When the parameter “Zoom” is
higher than R, the window DW moves away from the
hemisphere (along the axis given by the viewing position
OM), which corresponds to a shrinking of the pyramid of
vision and an enlargement of the image sector presented in
the window DW. The enlargement of the image sector
presented to the ohserveris therefore equal to the ratio of the
“Zoom” parameter by the radius R.

When the steps 18 and 19 have been performed with a
“Zoom” paramctcr higher than R, a gain in definition is
obtained in the zones in which the image has been expanded
at the time the shot is taken as there are still. While the

resolution limit is not reached, two adjacent pixels on the
image disk which correspond to two adjacent pixels of the
display window. In the compressed zones of the image, the
scarch for the closest pixcl by means of the relations
L*U*Fd(a) and L*V*Fd(q) results, on the other hand, in the
algorithm finding the same image pixel for several adjacent
pixels of the display window on the image disk. However,
these compressed image zones, benefiting from a lesser
definition on the image disk, are considered secondary for
the intended application, in accordance with the premise on
which the present invention is based.

Generally speaking, any other projection method can he
used, the essential step according to the present invention
being that of finding the ficld angle a of the object points on
the hemisphere, in relation to the center of the hemisphere,
so as to use the distribution function Fd in the calculations.
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It will be understood that the algorithm 2 is applicable
when there are (wo complementary image disks, one corre-
sponding to a front photograph and the other to a rear
photograph of a panorama at 360°, the second photograph
being takenby rotating the panoramic objective lens by 180°
around an axis passing through the center of the panorama.
In this case, two hemispheres and two image points called
“Front_Image_Pixel” and “Rear_ImagePixel’ are
defined:

Front_Image_Pixel[i,j]: color of a point E(i,j) on the
hemisphere corresponding to the front photo, the coor-
dinate paint (0,0), being situated in the center of the
image disk,

Rear_Image__Pixel[i,j]: color of a point E(i,j) on the
hemisphere corresponding to the rear photo, the coor-
dinate point (0,0) being situated in the center of the
image disk.

The steps 18 and following of the algorithm 2 are there-
fore modified as follows:

18/ pu = 1*U*Fd(a)
19) py = L*V*Fd(a)20/ Tf Pz >= 0 then
24/=Sereen_Pixcl[i,j] = Fron:_Image_Pixcl[>u.pv]
22} IE not Screen_Pixcl[ij] = Rear_Image__Pixcl[L-pu,pv]23; Endif
24) end for
25/ end for

FIG. 14 is a flow chart giving a general overviewof the
steps of a method for capturing and interactively presenting
a panoramic image on a screen. This flow chart is described
in table 2 in the Appendix, that is an integral part of the
description. ‘The acquisition $1 and transfer S2 steps
described above are again included. The step S2 is followed
by an interactive display step S3' performed in accordance
with the method that has just been described, implicitly
incorporating a correction of the non-linearity of the image
disk through the use of the distribution function Fd to find
the points correspondingto the pixels of the display window
on the image disk.

I—EXAMPLES OF EMBODIMENTS OF A
NON-LINEAR PANORAMIC OBJECTIVE LENS
ACCORDING TO THE PRESENT INVENTION

Here, one object of the present invention is to provide a
panoramic objective lens having a non-linear distribution
function Ld, that is simple in structure and with a low cost
price. Below, two examples of embodiments of non-linear
panoramic objective lenses according to the present inven-
tion will be described,thefirst being a direct-type objective
lens and the second of indirect type, that is using mirrors.

First Embadiment

Apodizers are optical systems well known by those
skilled in the art, used to change the energy distribution
(amount of light) of a source of light at the pupil. They are
particularly used to level out the energy in a laser beam or
even, in the field of photography, to limit the diffraction of
light through the lenses. Using an apodizeras a filter is also
well known, to cover the aperture of an optical instrument in
order to removethe secondaryrings of a diffraction pattern.
Whenit is desirable to separate the images of two neigh-
bouring pin-point sources, these secondary rings are a nui-
sance and reduce the resolution. “Apodization” can thus be
performed,that is these secondary rings can be removed by
placing an adequate filter in the plane of the pupil.
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Here, the idea of the present invention is to use an
apodizerfor a different purpose: the principle of the apodizer
is used to control the angular distribution of a panoramic
objective lens and ta obtain the non-linearity sought.

FIG, 15 represents, by a cross-section, an example of an
cmbodiment of a non-lincar objective lens 30 according to
the present invention.‘The distribution function Fd obtained
by means of the objective lens 30 is the function Fdl
described abovein relation with FIG. 7B, the objective Iens
30 thus expanding the image in the center.

The objective lens 30 comprises a systemof lenses that is
also representedin FIG. 16 by an explodedview. A divergent
optical group formed by lenses L1, L2, L3, and a convergent
optical group formed by lenses L4, L5, L6é, L7 can be
distinguished. A diaphragm D1 is arranged between the
lenses T.6 and 1.7.

Parts B1 to B4 and parts 13 to 16 are provided to hold the
lenses.‘he part B1 forms the body of the objective lens and
comprises a cylindrical cavity in which the lenses L2 to L6
are arranged. The part B2 is screwed onto the body B1 and
allows the front lens L1 to be fastened against the front of
the part B1, the back of the lens L1 being in contact with the
front of the lens L2. The parts B3 and Bé are fastened with
screws(not represented) against the rear part of the body B1.
The part B3 holds the diaphragm D1 and comprises a cavity
for receiving the back lens L7. The part B4 presses the lens
L7into the part B3 and comprises a rear sleeve F1 equipped
with a thread allowing an image sensor to be fastened, such
as a CCD sensorfor example. The parts I3 to 16 are dividers
allowing the distances between the lenses L2 to L6 inside the
body B1 to be adjusted with precision.

The divergent optical group T.1, 1.2, 1.3 defines the field
angle of the objective lens 30, here of 180°. The front lens
L1 is a divergent meniscus in PMMA with an aspherical
front and a concave back. It must be said that PMMA or

polymethacrylate is organic glass with a low cost price,
belonging to the category of plastics. The lens L2 is ofthe
planoconcave type and is made of borosilicate BK7
(standard optical mineral glass). Its front (plane side) is
pressed against a flat part of the back of the lens L1, which
extends at the peripheryof the concave part (useful part) of
the back of the lens L1. The lens L3 is also of the plano-
concave type and is in BK7. Its concave side is oricnted
towards the front, opposite the back of the lens L2.

The convergent optical group L4, L5, L6, L7 forms an
apodizer within the meaning of the present invention and
determines the non-linear distribution function Fd, which is
obtained here by meansof a-spherical lenses and a diffrac-
tive lens.

Thelens L4 is of the planoconcave type and is in PMMA.
Its concave front is a-spherical. The lens L5 is of the
planoconvex type and is in BK7, its plane side being
oriented towards the front. The lens L6 is a meniscus in

PMMA having a concave and aspherical front anda diffrac-
tive convex back. This diffractive back has a diffraction

grating made upofcirculardiffractive zones centered on the
optical axis of the lens, the profile of which is represented in
FIG. 17. Finally, the back lens L7 ts of the biconvex type and
is in BK7. ‘lhe back lens L7 focuses the luminous flux onto

the image plane, at the spot provided for the image sensor.
The aspherical fronts of the lenses L1, L4 and L6 are

determined by meansof a formula ofthe type:
2P=[(C*PVO EV-(LFR)C7FAnAAtdgr©

in which:

“k” is a conicity constant,
“AI”, “A2”, “A3”, “Ad”, “A5”are constants for adjusting

the coefficient of conicity according to the position,
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“72is the shape of the surface,
“rc” is the radius at the center, and
“C” is the radius of curvature.
The diffractive back of the lens L6 allows the numbcr of

lenses required to produce the objective lens 30 to be
reduced. In the present embodiment, it avoids for example
providing at least three supplementary complex lenses.IL is
determined by meansof a formula of the type:

o(r)=01 (7/RO)?+02(7/RO)*

in which:
er? is the distance in relation to the center of the lens of

a point considered, located on the surface of the lens,
a1 and a2 are constants defining the phase shift of the

wavesurface,

“RO”is a constant allowing r to be normalized, and
“p” is the phase shift introduced by the diffractive surface

al the pomt considered.
The lenses in PMMA LI, L4 and L6 are manufactured

using a method called “diamond turning” well known by
those skilled in the art, which involves milling the surface of
the lenses along a mesh ofpoints.

The solid angle of propagation of the light rays in each
lens is marked on FIG. 15 byblack lines. Thelight rays pass
through the optical group L1, L2, L3, pass through the
apodizer L4, L5, L6, L7 while being stopped down by D1.

The determination of the parameters defining the aspheri-
cal sides mentioned above, the formula of the diffraction
grating of the lens L6, the calculation of the diameters of the
lenses and ofthe distances between the lenses, are within the
understanding of those skilled in the art using the classical
computer-aided lens design tools.

Second Embodiment

FIG. 18 schematically represents a non-linear objective
lens 40 using a distorting mirror. The objective lens 40
comprises, at input, a divergent optical group consisting, for
example, of the three lenses L1, L2, L3 described above,
defining the field angle of the objective lens. Opposite the
optical group a plane mirror M1is located whichreflects the
luminous beam onto a distorting mirror M2 of aspherical
concave shape. The beam reflected by the mirror M2 is sent
onto an image sensor 43.

In this embodiment, the irregularities of sphericity that the
concave part of the mirror has determined the angular
distribution function Fd sought for the intended application
(distortion in the center, on the edges... ). The result
obtained is equivalent to that of the optical system described
above. Obtaining the distribution function Fd is within the
understanding of those skilled in the art using computer-
aidedlens design tools which allow, in addition to designing
lenses, reflecting surfaces to be designed and focused.

One alternative of this embodiment involves providing
several distorting mirrors so as to combine distortions or
simplify complex distortions by characterising a type of
distortion per mirror, which has the advantageoffacilitating
the engineering work.

Yet another alternative involves using one or more
deformable mirrors to produce a so-called “adaptive” optical
system. Deformable mirrors comprise a layer of piezoelec-
tric micro-pistons covered bv a reflecting laver. Each piezo-
electric piston is activated individually, so that the distor-
tions of the mirror can be controlled at several points to
obtain the desired shape. This device can be driven by an
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jotegrated circuit comprising several configurations of the
micro-pistonsin its memory,to obtain a distribution function
Fd that is adjustable according to the intended use, which
avoids providing several objective lenses.

Generally speaking, adaptive optics are in themselves
known bythose skilled in the art and used in high-precision
telescopes to correct the optical defects of the lenses or
atmospheric distortions. Deformable mirrors also exist in the
field of optical disks, if reference is made for example to the
US. Pat. Nos. 5,880,896 and 5,745,278.

Therefore, means that are in themselves known are also
used for different purposes, not to correct a lens but to
obtain, on the contrary, a non-linear angular distribution
function.

It will be understood that variousother alternatives of the

present invention may be made. In particular, although the
description above was of non-linear panoramic objective
lenses with axial symmetry relative to the optical axis, in
which the position of an image point only varies with the
field angle relative to this axis of the corresponding object
point (which gives a distribution of points in concentric
circles, as seen above), the framework of the present inven-
tion also cavers providing objective lenses the non-linearity
of which is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis, such
that the expanded parts of the image may, in this case, not
be set on the center of the image.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
changes could be made to the embodiments described above
without departing from the broad inventive concept thereof.
It is understood, therefore, that this invention is not limited
to the particular embodiments disclosed, but it is intended to
cover modifications within the spirit and scope of the present
jovention as defined by the appended claims.

APPENDIX (Forming an Integral Part of the
Description)

TABLE1

$1 - Acquisilion

Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital camera or
a digilal video camera equipped with a panoramic cbjeclive lens
having a non-linear distribution [unclion Fd

$2 - Transfer of the image file intc a computer

Transfer of the imegefile (image disk) into a mictocomputer
Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

$3 - Linearisation of the image disk

Transfer of the imzge points of the initial image disk into a
second virtual image disk comprising more image points
than the initial image disk, by means of the function Fd-*
= Obtaining a lincar image disk

S4 - Digitization

Transfer of the imege points of the second image disk into a system
of axes OXYZ in spherical coordinates => Obtaining a panoramic
image in a hemisphere

So - Interactive display

Determination of the image points of an image sector to be displayed
Display of the image sector on a display window
Detection of the user’s actions on a screen pointer or any
other control means,
Detection of the user’s actions on keys for image enlargement,
Modification of the sector displayed (sliding the image sector
displayed on the surface of the hemisphere and/or
shcinking/expanding the image sector displayed)
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TABLE 2

S1 - Acquisition

Taking a panoramic image by meansofa still digital camera or
a digital video camera equipped wita a panoramic objective lens
having a non-linear distribution function Fd

$2 - Transfer of the image file into a computer

Transfer of the image file (image disk) into a microcomputer
Storage in the auxiliary storage (optional)

53’ - Interactive disp-ay with implicit correction
of the non-linearity of the initial image

A- Delermination of the color of the poinls EG, j) of an image see.cr
to be displayed usirg the points p(pu, pv) of the image disk:
1 - determination of the coordinates Ex, Ey, Ez in the coordinate
sys.em OXYZ of each point FG, j) of Lhe seclor to be displayed,
2 - determination of the coordinates Px, Py, Pz of points P of the
hemisphere corresponding lo Lhe points F(i, j),
3 - calculation of the coordinates, ‘n the coordinate system O7UV
of the image disk, of points p(pu, pv) corresponding to the points P
of the hemisphere, by meansof the function Fd,
B - Presentation of the image sectorin a display window,
C - Deteetion of the user’s actions on a serecn pointer or any
othet control means,
D - Detection of the user’s actions on enlargement keys,
E - Modification of the image sector displayed (moving and/or
shrinking/cxpanding the image scc:cr)

We claim:

1. A method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by
projecting a panorama onto an image sensor by means of a
panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens
having an image pointdistribution function thatis not linear
relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama,
the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat
least +10% compared to a lineardistribution function, such
that the panoramic image obtained hasat least one substan-
tially expanded zone and at least one substantially com- °
pressed zone.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective
lens has a non-linear distribution function that is symmetri-
cal relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the
position of an image pointrelative to the center of the image
varying according to the ficld angle of the corresponding
object point.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective
lens expands the center of the image and compresses the
edges of the image.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective
lens expands the edges of the image and compresses the
center of the image.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective
lens compresses the center of the image and the edgesof the
image and expands an intermediate zone of the image
located between the center and the edges of the image.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the objective
lens comprises a set of lenses forming an apodizer.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the set of
lenses forming an apodizer comprises at least one aspherical
lens.

8. The method according to claim 6,
lenses forming an apodizer comprises at
lens.

9. The method according to claim 1, whereinthe objective
lens comprises a set of mirrors including at least one
distorting mirrar.

10. A method for displaying an initial panoramic image
obtained in accordance with the method according to claim
1, the method for displaying comprising:

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, per-
formed by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-

wherein the set of
east one diffractive
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linear distribution function of the objective lens or by
means of the non-linear distribution function.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the step of
correcting comprises a step of transforming the initial image
oto a corrected digital image comprising a number of image
points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor
comprises.

12. The method according to claim 11, further compris-
ing:

calculating the size of the corrected image, by means of
the reciprocal function of the distribution function, so
that the resolution of the corrected image is equivalent
to the most expanded zone ofthe initial image, and

scanning each image pointof the corrected image, search-
ing for the position of a twin point of the image point
on the initial image and allocating the color of the twin
point to the image point of the corrected image.

13, ‘The method according to claim 11, wherein the initial
image and the corrected image comprise an image disk.

14. The method according to claim 11, further compris-
ing:

transferring the image points of the corrected image into
a three-dimensional space, and

we

10

is

presenting one sector of the three-dimensional image
obtained on a display means.

15. The method according to claim 10, further compris-
ing:

determining the color of image points of a display

25

30 window, by projecting the image points of the display
window onto the initial image by means of the non-
linear distribution function, and

allocating to each image point of the display window the
color of an image point that is the closest on the initial35
image.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the
projection of the image points of the display windowonto
the initial image comprises:

projecting the image points of the display window onto a
sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the
sphere or the sphere portion of cach projected image
point, and

40

projecting onto the initial image cach image point pro-
jected onto the sphere or the sphere portion, the pro-
jection being performed by means of the non-linear
distribution function considering the field angle that
cach point to be projected has in relation to the center
of the sphere or the sphere portion.

17. A panoramic objective lens comprising:
optical means for projecting a panorama into an image

plane of the objective lens, the optical means having an
Image point distribution function that is not linear
relative to the field angle of object points of the
panorama,the distribution function having a maximum
divergence of at least +10% compared to a linear
distribution function, such that a panoramic image
obtained by means of the objective lens comprises at
least one substantially expanded zone andat least one
substantially compressed zone.

18, The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
having a non-linear distribution function that is symmetrical
relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position
of an image point relative to the center of an image obtained
varying according to the field angle of the corresponding
object point.
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19. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens expands the center of an image and
compresses the edges of the image.

20. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens expands the edges of an image and com-
presses the center of the image.

21. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
wherein the lens compresses the center of the image and the
edges of the image, and expands an intermediate zone of the
image located between the center and the edges of the
image.

22. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
further comprising a sct of lenses forming an apodizer.

3
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23. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22,
wherein the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprisesat
least one aspherical lens.

24, The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22,
wherein the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprisesat
least one diffractive lens.

25. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22,
comprising polymethacrylate lenses.

26. The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17,
comprising a set of mirrors comprising at least one distorting
mirror.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO.—: 6,844,990 B2 Page 1 of 1
DATED : January 18, 2005
INVENTOR(S) : Jean-Claude Artonneetal.

It is certified that error appears inthe above-identified patent and that said Letters Patentis
hereby corrected as shown below:

Column2,
Line 34, “ax” should be replaced with -- o --;

Column 13,
Line 17, “a” should be replaced with -- « --;

Column 14,
Line 65, “a” should be replaced with -- @ --;

Column 16

Line 62, the formula should read:

 

= U(r) = {(CHPVL + VC)°C] 4 Age? + Agr’ + Aor’ + Agr’ + Agr»,

Signed and Sealedthis

Twenty-fourth Day of May, 2005

on WDade
JON W. DUDAS

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
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PTO/SB/57 (08-13)
Approved for use through 07/31/2015. OMB 0651-0064

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also referred to as FORM PTO-1465)

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

Address to:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Commissionerfor Patents Attorney DocketNo.: 688266-21RX
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Date: November26, 2014

This is a requestfor ex parte reexamination pursuant to 37 CFR 1.510 of patent number

6,844,990 issued January 18, 2005 __. The request is made by:

X|patent owner. third party requester.

 

 

  

       
The name and adaressof the person requesting reexaminationis:
6115187 CanadaInc.

2020 University Street
Suite 2320

Montreal, Quebec H3A 2A5
CANADA

 

  

Requester claims small entity (87 CFR 1.27) or micro entity status (37 CFR 1.29) - only a patent
ownerrequester can claim micro entity status.

      

[| a. Acheckin the amount of $ is enclosed to cover the reexamination fee, 37 CFR 1.20(c)(1);
[| b. The Director is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c)(1)

to Deposit Account No. ;

[| c. Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached; or
[x] d. Payment made via EFS-Web.

[| Any refund should be made by [| check or [J credit to Deposit Account No.
37 CFR 1.26(c). If payment is made by credit card, refund must be to credit card account.

x| A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a double column format on one side of a separate paper is
enclosed. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(4).

[| CD-ROMor CD-Rin duplicate, Computer Program (Appendix)or large table
[] Landscape Table on CD

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission
If applicable, items a. — c. are required.

a. || Computer Readable Form (CRF)
b. Specification SequenceListing on:

i. |__| CD-ROM(2 copies) or CD-R (2 copies); or
ii. paper

 
 

 

   
c. [| Statements verifying identity of above copies
[x| A copyof any disclaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is included.

x| Reexamination of claim(s) 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-23, and 25 is requested.
x|A copy of every patent or printed publication relied upon is submitted herewith including a listing thereof on

Form PTO/SB/08, PTO-1449,or equivalent.

x|An English language translation of all necessary and pertinent non-English language patents and/or printed
publications is included.
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PTO/SB/57 (08-13)
Approved for use through 07/31/2015. OMB 0651-0064

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

13. The attached detailed request includes at least the following items:
a. Astatement identifying each substantial new question of patentability based on prior patents and

printed publications. 37 CFR 1.510(b)(1).

An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the
pertinency and mannerof applying the cited art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. 37
CFR 1.510(b)(2).

. x] A proposed amendmentis included (only where the patent owneris the requester). 37 CFR 1.510(e). . [| a. It is certified that a copy of this request(if filed by other than the patent owner) has beenservedin its
entirety on the patent owner as provided in 37 CFR 1.33(c).
The name and addressof the party served andthe date of service are:

Date of Service: :or

[ b. A duplicate copy is enclosed since service on patent owner was not possible. An explanation of the
efforts made to serve patent owneris attached. See MPEP § 2220.

16. Correspondence Address: Direct all communication about the reexaminationto:

The address associated with Customer Number: 00570

Firm or PANITGH SCHWARZEBELISARIO & NADEL LLPIndividual Name

 

 

   
Address

 
City Philadelphia
Country

Telephone (215) 965-1330 Email usptomail@panitchlaw.com
 

17. | The patentis currently the subject of the following concurrent proceeding(s): 
 [| a. Copending reissue Application No.

[| b. Copending reexamination Control No. 

[| c. Copending Interference No.  
[| d. Copendinglitigation styled:

WARNING: Information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

/Stephen E. Murray/ November26, 2014
Authorized Signature Date

Stephen E. Murray 63,206

Typed/Printed Name Registration No.[| For Patent Owner Requester

[| For Third Party Requester
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Docket No.: 688266-21RX

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Tn re Patentof:

Jean-Claude ARTONNEet al.

Patent No.: 6,844,990 B2

Issue Date: January 18, 2005

For: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND

DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE

REQUEST BY PATENT OWNERFOREX PARTE
REEXAMINATIONOF U.S. PATENT NO.6,844,990

6115187 Canada Inc. (“Immervision”) hereby respectfully requests ex parte

reexamination under 35 U.S.C. § 302 and 37 C.F.R. § 1.510 of claims 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-

23, and 25 of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2 (‘the ‘990 patent”) filed on November 12, 2003 by

Jean-Claude Artonne,et a/. and assigned to Immervision. The ‘990 patent is a continuation of

International Patent Application No. PCT/FR02/01588, filed on May 10, 2002, which claims

priority to French Patent Application No. FR 01-06261, filed on May 11, 2001. The *990 patent

wasissued on January 18, 2005 and is still in force. A copy of the ‘990 patentis attached hereto

as Exhibit 1.

Paymentofthe fee for reexamination is included herewith. If any additionalfee is due,

please charge such fee to Deposit Account No. 50-1017.
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Ex Parte Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990

Proposed Amendment

I. Identification of Prior Art

The following patents and publications form the basis of the current request for ex parte

reexamination:

i, U.S. Patent No. 6,128,145 ofNagaoka’ (“Nagaoka”): Nagaoka issued on October3,

2000, more than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the ‘990 patent.

Thus, Nagaoka qualifies as prior art to the ‘990 patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and 103(a).”

2. U.S. Patent No. 5,686,957 ofBaker’ (“Baker”): Baker issued on November 11, 1997,

more than one year before the carlicst priority date (May 10, 2002) of the ‘990 patent. Thus,

Baker qualifies as prior art to the “990 patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

3. U.S. Patent No. 3,953,111 ofFisher, et al.* (“Fisher”): Fisher issued on April 27, 1976,

more than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the ‘990 patent. Thus,

Fisher qualifies as prior art to the ‘990 patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

4, European Patent Publication No. EP 1 028 389 A2° (“Shiota”): Shiota was published on

August 16, 2000, more than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the ‘990

patent. Thus, Shiota qualifics as priorart to the ‘990 patent under §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

J. Japanese Patent Publication No. JP 2000-242773° (“Matsui”): Matsui was published on

September 8, 2000, more than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the

“990 patent. Thus, Matsui qualifics as prior art to the ‘990 patent under §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

' Copy attached as Exhibit 2.
All references to 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103 herein are with respect to pre-AlA versions thereof.

Copy attached as Exhibit3.

Copy attached as Exhibit 4.

Copy attached as Exhibit5.

° Copy of Japanese Publication attached as Exhibit 6a, a certified English translation thereofis attached
as Exhibit 6b.

2
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Ex Parte Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990

Proposed Amendment

6. Japanese Patent Publication No. JP H11-261868" (“Enami”): Enami waspublished on

September 24, 1999, more than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the

“990 patent. Thus, Enami qualifics as prior art to the ‘990 patent under §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

7. U.S. Patent No. 6,031,670 ofInoue® (“Inoue”): Inoue issued on February 29, 2000, more

than one year before the earliest priority date (May 10, 2002) of the ‘990 patent. Thus, Inoue

qualifies as prior art to the ‘990 patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(b) and 103(a).

I. Identification of Claims for Which Reexamination is Requested

Reexamination is requested of claims 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-23, and 25 of the ‘990

patent in view ofthe prior art patents and printed publicationslisted below:

1. Reexamination of claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 is requested in view of

Nagaoka.

2. Reexamination of claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 is requested in view of

Baker.

3. Reexamination of claims 1-3, 6-7, 17-19, and 22-23 is requested in view of

Fisher.

4, Reexamination of claims 10-11 is requested in view of Nagaoka in viewof

Shiota.

5. Reexamination of claim 10 is requested in view of Nagaoka in viewof Matsui.

6. Reexamination of claims 10-11 is requested in view of Baker in view of Shiota.

7. Reexamination of claims 15-16 is requested in view of Nagaoka in viewof Shiota

and in further view of Enami.

8. Reexamination of claims 15-16 is requested in viewof Baker in view of Shiota

and in further view of Enami.

9. Reexamination of claim 25 is requested in view of Nagaoka in view of Inouc.

10. Reexamination of claim 25 is requested in view of Baker in view of Inoue.

’ Copy of Japanese Publication attached as Exhibit 7a, a certified English translation thereofis attached
as Exhibit 7b.

* Copy attached as Exhibit8.
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Proposed Amendment

II. Showing of Each Substantial New Question of Patentability

A, Nagaoka

Nagaoka was notof record in the file of the ‘990 patent, although its European equivalent

(EP 1 004 915) was cited to the Examiner. Nagaoka discloses a monitoring system utilizing a

fisheye lens 1 in conjunction with a camera 2 for image capture. The fisheye lens 1 may include

one of several “non-linear” image point distribution functions, including ones having a

maximum divergence from a linear distribution function of more than 10%, such as h = 1.2f

tan( /1.6) and h = 1.6f tan( /2). These equations give the fisheye lens 1 an “expanded” zone

near the periphery of the image and a “compressed zone” near the center of the image. (Nagaoka

at Figs. 2, 3A-3B, 4A;col. 3, In. 63-col. 4, In. 15; col. 5, Ins. 13-27). Because Nagaoka provides

subject matter of claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 of the ‘990 patent, and the Examiner appears

to have overlooked relevant portions of the disclosure of Nagaoka’s European equivalent, the

teachings of Nagaokaraise a substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 1-2,

4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22.

B. Baker

Baker wasnot of record in the file of the ‘990 patent, although its European equivalent

(EP 0 695 085) was cited to the Examiner. Baker discloses a camera 10 having a lens 14

designed to capture and enhance peripheral content of a hemispheric scene, thereby compressing

the center and expanding the periphery of the image. An example provided by Bakerstates that

the lens would focus the lowest fifteen (15) degrees up from the horizon onfifty (50) percent of

the imager area, which is greater than a 10% divergence from a linear distribution function.

(Bakerat Figs. 1, 3BA, 3BB; col. 6, Ins. 48-56; col. 8, In. 58-col. 9, In. 4). Because Baker

provides subject matter of claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 of the ‘990 patent, and the

Examinerappears to have overlooked relevant portions of the disclosure of Baker’s European

equivalent, the teachings of Baker raise a substantial new question of patentability with respect

to claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22.
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C. Fisher

Fisher was of record in the file of the ‘990 patent, but the Examiner appears to have

overlooked certain aspects of the disclosure in Fisher that are relevant to various claimsofthe

“990 patent. Fisher discloses a non-linear panoramic objective lens having three lens groupings

A, B, C. Thefirst grouping A provides a mapping function having a formula of H = sin’?

which expands the center of the image and compressesthe periphery thereof. (Fisher at Figs. 3,

6; col. 3, Ins. 8-12; col. 5, Ins. 52-60). Because Fisher provides subject matter of claims 1-3, 6-7,

17-19, and 22-23 of the ‘990 patent, and the Examiner appears to have overlooked relevant

portions of the disclosure of Fisher, the teachings of Fisher raise a substantial new question of

patentability with respect to claims 1-3, 6-7, 17-19, and 22-23.

D. Nagaoka and Shiota

Asdescribed above, Nagaokaitself was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent,

although a European equivalent was considered by the Examincr.

Shiota was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent. Shiota discloses an arithmetic unit

that transforms an image captured by a fisheye lens into a plane imagefor display. Points X2, Y2

on a plane are mapped to projection coordinates p1, q1 on an image pickup surface using an

equation relying on kz, which is derived using the distribution function (e.g., F( )). (Shiota at

Fig. 1; paras. [0001], [0022], [0028]-[0041]).

Because the teachings ofNagaoka and Shiota, taken together, provide subject matter of

claims 10-11 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examinerdid not have the benefit of examining

Shiota in combination with the European equivalent ofNagaoka, Nagaokaand Shiota present a

substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 10-11.

E. Nagaoka and Matsui

Asdescribed above, Nagaokaitself was not of recordin the file of the ‘990 patent,

although a European equivalent was considered by the Examiner.

Matsui was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent. Matsui discloses conversion of

image data captured using a fisheye lens onto a converted cylindrical surface. The position on
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Proposed Amendment

the captured image can be mapped with a point on the cylindrical surface using the distribution

function, which in the example of Matsui is given as h = 2f tan( /2). (Matsuiat Figs. 2-4, 6;

translation at Abstract; para. [0025]).

Because the teachings of Nagaoka and Matsui, taken together, provide subject matter of

claim 10 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examiner did not have the benefit of examining

Matsui in combination with the European equivalent ofNagaoka, Nagaoka and Matsui present a

substantial new question of patentability with respect to claim 10.

F. Baker and Shiota

Asdescribed above, Baker itself was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent, although

a European cquivalent was considered by the Examiner. As further described above, Shiota was

not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent.

Because the teachings of Baker and Shiota, taken together, provide subject matter of

claims 10-11 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examinerdid not have the benefit of examining

Shiota in combination with the European equivalent of Baker, Baker and Shiota present a

substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 10-11.

G. Nagaoka, Shiota, and Enami

Asdescribed above, Nagaokaitself was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent,

although a European equivalent was considered by the Examiner. As further described above,

Shiota was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent.

Enami wasalso not of record in thefile of the ‘990 patent. Enami discloses a fisheye

lens apparatus and an image distortion correction method. The correction method includes

extracting color information from the original image through projection using the distribution

function and assigning the appropriate colors on the display point. (Enamiat Figs. 2-4;

translation at paras. [0072]-[0074], [0084]-[0085)]).

Because the teachings of Nagaoka, Shiota, and Enami, taken together, provide subject

matter of claims 15-16 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examinerdid not have the benefit of
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examining Enami in combination with the European equivalent of Nagaoka, Nagaoka, Shiota,

and Enamipresent a substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 15-16.

H. Baker, Shiota, and Enami

Asdescribed above, Bakeritselfwas not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent, although

a European equivalent was considered by the Examiner. As further described above, neither

Shiota nor Enami wasofrecord inthe file of the ‘990 patent.

Because the teachings of Baker, Shiota, and Enami, taken together, provide subject

matter of claims 15-16 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examiner did not have the benefit of

examining Enami in combination with the European equivalent of Baker, Baker, Shiota, and

Enamipresent a substantial newquestion ofpatentability with respect to claims 15-16.

L Nagaoka and Inoue

Asdescribed above, Nagaokaitself was not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent,

although a European equivalent was considered by the Examiner.

Inoue was not of recordin the file of the ‘990 patent. Inoue discloses a wide angle lens

that may be made from PMMA.(Inoueat col. 2, Ins. 42-44).

Because the teachings of Nagaoka and Inoue, taken together, provide subject matter of

claim 25 of the “990 patent, and because the Examiner did not have the benefit of examining

Inoue in combination with the European equivalent ofNagaoka, Nagaoka and Inouepresenta

substantial new question of patentability with respect to claim 25.

J. Baker and Inoue

Asdescribed above, Bakeritselfwas not of record in the file of the ‘990 patent, although

a European equivalent was considered by the Examiner. Asfurther described above, Inoue was

not of record in the file of the 990 patent.

Because the teachings of Baker and Inoue, taken together, provide subject matter of claim

25 of the ‘990 patent, and because the Examiner did not have the benefit of examining Inoue in
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combination with the European equivalent of Baker, Baker and Inoue present a substantial new

question ofpatentability with respect to claim 25.

IV. Detailed Explanation under 37 CFR § 1.510(b) of Pertinence and Mannerof
Applying Cited Prior Art to Every Claim for which Reexamination is Requested

A, Nagaoka

Each element of claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 is set forth in the attached “Detailed

Explanation of Pertinency ofNagaoka and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990

B2” (Appendix A) with an explanation as to how Nagaokais pertinent to the recited features of

each of claims1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22.

B. Baker

Each elementof claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22 is set forth in the attached “Detailed

Explanation of Pertinency of Baker and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2”

(Appendix B) with an explanation as to howBakeris pertinent to the recited features of each of

claims 1-2, 4, 6, 17-18, 20, and 22.

C. Fisher

Each element of claims 1-3, 6-7, 17-19, and 22-23 is set forth in the attached “Detailed

Explanation of Pertinency of Fisher and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2”

(Appendix C) with an explanation as to howBakeris pertinent to the recited features of each of

claims 1-3, 6-7, 17-19, and 22-23.

D. Nagaoka and Shiota

Nagaokateaches a monitoring system with a fisheye lens having a non-lineardistribution

function which expandsthe peripheral edges of the captured image. A person of ordinary skill in

the art would recognize the need to correct the image captured by Nagaoka. Shiota, in the same

field of endeavor, teaches a method of transforming a captured image into a plane image for

display using the non-linear distribution function. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art would

have had reason to consult Shiota for a method of de-warping the image captured by the fisheye

lens ofNagaoka for presentation to a user.
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Each element of claims 10-11 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of

Pertinency ofNagaoka and Shiota and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2”

(Appendix D) with an explanation as to how Nagaokaand Shiota arc pertinent to the recited

features of each of claims 10-11.

E. Nagaoka and Matsui

Nagaokateaches a monitoring system with a fisheye lens having a non-lineardistribution

function which expandsthe peripheral edges of the captured image. A person of ordinary skill in

the art would recognize the need to correct the image captured by Nagaoka. Matsui, in the same

field of endeavor, teaches a method of transforming a captured image into a plane imagefor

display using the non-linear distribution function. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art would

have had reason to consult Matsui for a method of de-warping the image captured by the fisheye

lens ofNagaoka for presentation to a user.

Each element of claim 10 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of Pertinency

of Nagaoka and Matsui and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2” (Appendix

E) with an explanation as to how Nagaoka and Matsuiare pertinent to the recited features of

claim 10.

EF. Baker and Shiota

Baker teaches a camera with a lens for capturing a hemispheric scene, emphasizing the

periphery of the image. A person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize the need to correct

the image captured by Baker. Shiota, in the sameficld of endeavor, teaches a mcthod of

transforming a captured image into a plane image for display using the non-linear distribution

function. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to consult Shiota for a

method of de-warping the image captured by the panoramic lens of Baker for presentation to a

uSer.

Each element of claims 10-11 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of

Pertinency of Baker and Shiota and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2”
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(Appendix F) with an explanation as to how Baker and Shiota are pertinent to the recited features

of each of claims 10-11.

G. Nagaoka, Shiota, and Enami

Nagaokaand Shiota, taken together, teach a monitoring system with a fisheye lens having

a non-linear distribution function which expandsthe peripheral edges of the captured image, and

which corrects the captured image for display to a user by utilizing the non-linear distribution

function. Enamiis in the samefield of endeavor and teachescolor allocation during the image

correction process. One of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to further modify

Nagaokain order to ensure that mapped coordinates were assigned the appropriate color value

and provide a more accurate corrected image.

Each element of claims 15-16 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of

Pertinency ofNagaoka, Shiota, and Enami and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No.

6,844,990 B2” (Appendix G) with an explanation as to how Nagaoka, Shiota, and Enamiare

pertinent to the recited features of each of claims 15-16.

H. Baker, Shiota, and Enami

Baker and Shiota, taken together, teach a camera with a lens having a non-linear

distribution function which expands the peripheral edges of the captured hemispheric image, and

which corrects the captured image for display to a user by utilizing the non-linear distribution

function. Enamiis in the samefield of endeavor and teaches color allocation during the image

correction process. One of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to further modify

Bakerin order to ensure that mapped coordinates were assigned the appropriate color value and

provide a more accurate corrected image.

Each element of claims 15-16 is sct forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of

Pertinency of Baker, Shiota, and Enami and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990

B2” (Appendix H) with an explanation as to how Baker, Shiota, and Enamiare pertinent to the

recited features of each of claims 15-16.

10
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L Nagaoka and Inoue

Nagaokateaches a monitoring system with a fisheye lens having a non-lineardistribution

function which expandsthe peripheral edges of the captured image. Inouc, in the sameficld of

endeavor, teaches that material and manufacturing costs may be reduced using PMMAto

manufacture the wide angle lens. (Inoueat col. 2, Ins. 42-44). The *990 patent equates PMMA

and polymethacrylate. One of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to manufacture the

fisheye lens ofNagaoka out of polymethacrylate, based on Inoue.

Each elementof claim 25 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of Pertinency

of Nagaoka and Inoue and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2” (Appendix 1)

with an explanation as to how Nagaokaand Inoueare pertinent to the recited features of claim

25,

J Baker and Inoue

Baker teaches a camera with a lens for capturing a hemispheric scene, emphasizing the

periphery of the image. Inoue, in the samefield of endeavor, teaches that material and

manufacturing costs may be reduced using PMMAto manufacture the wide angle lens. (Inoue at

col. 2, Ins. 42-44). The ‘990 patent equates PMMAand polymethacrylate. One of ordinary skill

in the art would have had reason to manufacture the fisheye lens of Baker out of

polymethacrylate, based on Inoue.

Each element of claim 25 is set forth in the attached “Detailed Explanation of Pertinency

of Baker and Inouc and Claim Analysis Chart for U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 B2” (Appendix J)

with an explanation as to how Baker and Inoueare pertinent to the recited features of claim 25.

V. Notification of Existence of Prior or Concurrent Proceedings and Decisions Thereon
Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.565(a)

The ‘990 patent was previously asserted in a case entitled Jmmervision, Inc. v. Vivotek,

Tnc., et al., Civil Action No. 2:13-cv-01117, filed in the United States District Court for the

District of Nevada. The case was dismissed pursuant to a settlement between the parties on

September 27, 2013.

11
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The ‘990 patent wasalso previously asserted in a case entitled 6175187 Canada, Inc.

d/b/a Immervision, Inc. v. CBC. Co., Ltd., et al., Civil Action No. 13-cv-1139, filed in the United

States District Court for the District of Delaware. The case was dismissed pursuant to a

settlement between the parties on August 5, 2014.

A petition for inter partes review ofthe ‘990 patent wasfiled on September 3, 2014,the

record for which is electronically available through the Patent Review Processing System

(PRPS) under Case No. IPR2014-01438. The proceeding was dismissed on November 26, 2014,

prior to institution, pursuant to a joint motion to terminate as a result of a settlement between the

parties.

There are presently no ongoing proceedings involving the “990 patent.

VI. Conclusion

In view ofthe foregoing and related Exhibits 1-8b and Appendices A-J, ex parte

reexamination of claims 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-23, and 25 of the ‘990 patent is respectfully

requested.

Dated:_November 26, 2014 Respectfully submitted, 

By____/Stephen E. Murray/
Stephen E. Murray
Registration No.: 63,206
PANITCH SCHWARZE BELISARIO & NADEL LLP

One Commerce Square
2005 Market Street, Suite 2200
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 965-1307
(215) 965-1331 (Fax)
smurray@panitchlaw.com (E-Mail)
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Docket No.: 688266-21RX

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patentof:

Jean-Claude ARTONNEetal.

Patent No.: 6,844,990 B2

Issue Date: January 18, 2005

For: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND

DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT UNDER37 C.F.R.§§1.510(e) AND 1.530 

This proposed amendmentis being submitted pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.510(e) and

1.530 in connection with the concurrently filed request for ex parte reexamination of the above-

identified patent.

Prior to reexamination, please amend the above-identified U.S. patent as follows:

Amendments to and Listing of Claims Subject to Reexamination begin on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 10 ofthis paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO AND LISTING OF CLAIMS SUBJECT TO REEXAMINATION

The following listing of claims subject to reexamination replacesall prior versions, and

listings, of claims subject to reexamination.

1, (Cancelled).

2. (Amended) The method according to claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens has

a non-linear distribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective

lens, the position of an image point relative to the center of the image varying according to the

field angle of the corresponding object point.

3. (Amended) The method according to claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens

expands the center of the image and compresses the edges of the image.

4, (Amended) The method according to claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens

expands the edges of the image and compressesthe center of the image.

5. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

6-7. (Cancelled).

8-9, (Not Subject to Reexamination).

10. (Amended) A methodfor displaying an initial panoramic image obtained in

accordance with the method according to claim 1, the method for displaying comprising:

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed by meansofa reciprocal function of

the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens [or by means of the non-linear

distribution function].
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11. (Original) The method according to claim 10, wherein the step of correcting

comprises a step of transforming the initial image into a corrected digital image comprising a

numberof image points higher than the numberofpixcls that the image scnsor compriscs.

12-14. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

15. (Amended) The method according to claim [10] 27, further comprising:

determining the color of image points of a display window,by projecting the image

points of the display windowontothe initial image by meansofthe non-linear distribution

function, and

allocating to each image point of the display windowthe color of an image pointthat is

the closest on the initial image.

16. (Original) The method according to claim 15, wherein the projection of the image

points of the display window onto theinitial image comprises:

projecting the image points of the display windowonto a sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere portion of each

projected image point, and

projecting onto the initial image each image point projected onto the sphere or the sphere

portion, the projection being performed by meansofthe non-linear distribution function

considering the field angle that each point to be projected has in relation to the center of the

sphere or the sphere portion.

17, (Original) A panoramic objective lens comprising: optical means for projecting a

panorama into an imageplane of the objective lens, the optical means having an image point

distribution function that is notlinear relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama,

the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/- 10% comparedto a linear

distribution function, such that a panoramic image obtained by meansofthe objective lens
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comprisesat least one substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed

zone.

18. (Original) The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, having a non-

linear distribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens,

the position of an image point relative to the center of an image obtained varying according to

the field angle of the corresponding object point.

19, (Original) The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, wherein the lens

expands the center of an image and compressesthe edges of the image.

20. (Original) The panoramic objective lens according to claim 17, wherein the lens

expands the edges of an image and compresses the center of the image.

21. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

22. (Cancelled).

23. (Original) The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22, wherein the set of

lenses forming an apodizer comprisesat least one aspherical lens.

24.—(Not Subject to Reexamination).

25. (Original) The panoramic objective lens according to claim 22, comprising

polymethacrylate lenses.

26. (Not Subject to Reexamination).
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27, (New) A method for displaying a digital panoramic image, the method

comprising:

obtaining a digital panoramic image by projecting a panorama onto an image scnsor
 

using a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens having an image point

distribution function that is not linear relative to a field angle of object points of the panorama
 

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a linear

distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained has at least one expanded zone and

at least one compressed zone; and

displaying the obtained panoramic image by correcting the non-linearity of the initial
 

image, performedby retrieving image points on the obtained imagein a coordinate system of

center O' using at least the non-linear distribution function and a size L of the obtained image.
 

28. (New) The method according to claim 27, wherein the objective lens compresses

the center of the image and the edges of the image and expands an intermediate zone of the

image located between the center and the edges of the image.
 

29. (New) The method according to claim 27, wherein the objective lens comprises a

set of lenses forming an apodizer.

30. (New) The method according to claim 29, wherein the set of lenses forming an

apodizer comprises at least one asphericallens.
 

31. (New) The method according to claim 27, wherein the step of correcting

comprises a step of transforming the initial image into a corrected digital image comprising a
 

numberof image points higher than the numberof pixels that the image sensor comprises.

32. (New) A panoramic objective lens comprising:
 

a set of lenses configured to project a panoramainto an image plane of the objective lens,

the panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear
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relative to a field angle of object points of the panorama,the distribution function having a

maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that a
 

panoramic image obtaincd using the objective lens comprises at least onc expanded zonc and at
 

least one compressed zone,

wherein the panoramic imageobtained by the objective lens is configured to be corrected

by retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of center O' using at

least the non-linear distribution function, and a size L of the obtained image.

33. (New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens has a non-
 

linear distribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens,

the position of an image point relative to the center of the image varying accordingto the field

angle of the corresponding object point.

34. (New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens expands the

center of the image and compresses the edges of the image.
 

35. (New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens expandsthe

edges of the image and compresses the center of the image.

36. (New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens compresses the

center of the image and the edges of the image and expands an intermediate zone of the image
 

located between the center and the edges of the image.
 

37. (New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the set of lenses comprisesat

least one aspherical lens.

38. (New) A method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a
 

panoramaonto an image sensor using a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens
 

having an image point distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of object
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points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least 10%

compared to a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained hasat least
 

one expanded zonc and at Icast two compressed zones.
 

39. (New) The method according to claim 38, wherein the objective lens has a non-

linear distribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens.

the position of an image pointrelative to the center of the image varying according to the field

angle of the corresponding object point.

40. (New) A method for displaying an initial panoramic image obtained in

accordance with the method according to claim 3%, the method for displaying comprising:

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed using a reciprocal function of the

non-linear distribution function of the objective lens or using the non-linear distribution function.

41, (New) The method according to claim 40, wherein the step of correcting
 

comprises a step of transforming the initial image into a corrected digital image comprising a
 

numberof image points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor comprises.

42. (New) The method according to claim 41, further comprising:

calculating the size of the corrected image. using the reciprocal function ofthe

distribution function, so that the resolution of the corrected image is equivalent to the most
 

expanded zoneofthe initial image, and
 

scanning each image point of the corrected image, searching for the position of a twin

point of the image point on the initial image and allocating the color of the twin point to the

image point of the corrected image.

43.|(New) The method according to claim 41, wherein the initial image and the
 

corrected image comprise an image disk.
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44. (New) The method according to claim 41, further comprising:

transferring the image points of the corrected image into a three-dimensional space, and
 

presenting one sector of the three-dimensional image obtained on a display.
 

45. (New) The method according to claim 40, further comprising:

determining the color of image points of a display window. by projecting the image

points of the display window onto the initial image using the non-linear distribution function,

and

allocating to each image point of the display window the color of an image pointthatis
 

the closest on the initial image.

46. (New) The method according to claim 45, wherein the projection of the image

points of the display window onto the initial image comprises:

projecting the image points of the display windowonto a sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere portion of each
 

projected image point, and

projecting onto the initial image each image point projected onto the sphere or the sphere

portion, the projection being performed using the non-linear distribution function considering the

field angle that each point to be projected hasin relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere

portion.

47. (New) The methodaccording to claim 38, whercin the objective lens compresses
 

at least one zone near the center and at least one zone near the edge, and expandsat least one

intermediate zone of the image between the center and the edge of the image.

48. (New) A method for capturing a digital panoramic image. by projecting a

panoramaonto an image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective
 

lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of
 

object points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least
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+/-10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained hasat

least one expanded zone andat least one compressed zone, wherein the objective lens has a non-

linear distribution function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective

lens.
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REMARKS

Reexamination of claims 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-23, and 25 of U.S. Patent No.

6,844,990 (“the “990 Patent’) has been requested. By virtue of the present proposed amendment,

claims 27-48 have been added. Claims 1, 6-7, and 22 have been cancelled. Claim 10 has been

amendedto clarify the invention. Claims 2-4 and 15 have been amended for formalities only.

Status of Patent Claims pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(e):

1, 6-7, and 22 — cancelled;

2-4, 10-11, 15-20, 23, and 25 — pending (reexamination requested);

5, 8-9, 12-14, 21, 24, and 26 — not subject to reexamination; and

27-48 — added (new).

No new matter has been added by the claim amendments and the amendments do not

enlarge the scope ofthe original claims. Claim 10 was amendedsolely to remove oneof the

alternatives for correcting the non-linearity of the initial image. Claims 2-4 and 15 were

amended to depend from new claim 27. Support for the new claims is provided in the chart

below:

 

New|Support Citations in ‘990 patent
 

27 Original claim 1; col. 12, In. 59-col. 14, In. 35
28 Original claim 5
29 Original claim 6
30 Original claim 7

Original claim 11
Original claim 17; col. 12, In. 59-col. 14, In. 35;
col. 16, In. 1-col. 17, In.34; Figs. 15-16
Original claim 2

 

 

 

 

 

Original claim 4
 

Original claim 5
Original claim 7; col. 16, Ins. 31-61
Original claims 1 and 5; col. 9, In. 53-col. 10, In.
5; Fig. 9
Original claim 2
Original claim 10
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New|Support Citations in ‘990 patent
Claim

Original claim 11
Original claim 12
Original claim 13
Original claim 14
Original claim 15
Original claim 16
Original claim 5

48 Original claim 1; col. 18, Ins. 17-28

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Accordingly, entry of the proposed amendmentsto the claimsis respectfully requested.

Claim 10

Claim 10 has been amended to remove “or by meansofthe non-lincar distribution

function.” Thus, the only method remaining in claim 10 for correcting the non-linearity of the

initial image is “by meansof a reciprocal function of the non-linear distribution function of the

objective lens.” As described below, claim 10, as amended, would not have been obvious over

the combinations ofNagaoka and Shiota, Nagaoka and Matsui, and Baker and Shiota proposed

in the reexamination request

Neither Nagaoka nor Baker teaches a specific method for correcting the images captured

by their respective panoramic lenses. Shiota discloses image correction through mapping of

coordinates onto the image. The projection process includes the use of the non-linear

distribution function of the lens to obtain certain coordinates. (Shiota at paras. [0001], [0022],

[0028]-[0041]). However, in all instances, Shiota utilizes the non-linear distribution function

itself, and does not teach the use of a reciprocal function of the non-linear distribution function

as a way to correct the non-linearity of the initial image.

Matsui similarly discloses image correction by virtue of using the distribution function h

= g( ), which can be non-linear(see e.g., h = 2f-tan( /2)), to calculate points P1, P2 in projecting

the image onto a cylindrical surface C. (Matsui at paragraphs [0023], [0025], [0030]-[0031]).

Matsui,like Shiota, does not disclose using a reciprocal function of the non-linear distribution

function to correct the original image. It has previously been suggested that paragraphs [0030]-

11
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[0031] of Matsui teach this feature, but this assertion is incorrect. These paragraphs teach the

use of the inverse tangent function when is unknown. However, the distribution function itself

is still used to obtain P1 and P2, but with a formula substituted in for . (Matsui at paras. [0030]-

[0031]). A reciprocal of g( ) is not taught by Matsui for use in image correction.

When combining two or more referencesto establish a primafacie case of obviousness,

the references together must teach or suggest all of the claim elements. Jn re Rovka, 490 F.2d

981, 985 (C.C.P.A. 1974). Furthermore,“[a]ll words in a claim must be considered in judging

the patentability of that claim against the prior art.” In re Wilson 424 F.2d 1382, 1385 (CCPA

1970); M.P.E.P. § 2143.03. Accordingly, claim 10, as amended, would not have been obvious

over any combination ofNagaoka and Shiota, Nagaoka and Matsui, or Baker and Shiota,

because none of the combinations teaches or suggests correcting the non-linearity ofthe initial

image by meansofa reciprocal function of the non-linear distribution function of the objective

Icns. Forat lcast this reason, Patent Owner submits that amended claim 10 is patentable over the

cited references.

New Claims

Claims 27-48 are believed to be patentable over the references cited in the reexamination

request for at least the following reasons.

Claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-37 

Claim 27 recites that the non-linearity of the initial image is corrected by retrieving image

points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of centcr O' using at lcast the non-lincar

distribution function and a size L of the obtained image. For example, the initial image may be

in the form of an image disk having a size L, which may be provided in the numberofpixels.

Image points p (pu, pv) corresponding to image points EG,j) of, for example, a display window,

can be obtained using equations that multiply, among other things, the size of the image disk L  

    with the non-linear distribution function at an angle O(e.g., pu = L*U*Fd(D and pv =
  

 L*V*Fd(QD). Claim 32 contains a similar recitation.

12
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The referencesall fail to teach or suggest this feature of claims 27 or 32. As described

above with respect to claim 10, Nagaoka, Baker, and Fisher do not describe any specific method

for correcting the image. As for Shiota, the second projection points p; and q; are obtaincd using

a coefficient kz, which is equalto the distribution function divided by a distance r from the origin

of the image disk to a point Q on the image disk. The coefficient kis then multiplied by

corresponding coordinates X», Y. on a hemisphere. (Shiota at Fig. 1; paras. [0033]-[0041]). The

size of the image disk is not utilized to correct the image.

In Matsui, coordinates of a point P1 are obtained by multiplying the distribution function  

      by cos Cand sin 0, where Urepresents an angle in the plane of the image disk of a point on the

image disk. (Matsui at Figs 2-3; translation at paras. [0025], [0030]-[0031]). The size of the

  

imagedisk is not taken into account for image correction. Enamialso does not use the size of

the imagedisk to correct the initial image. (Enamitranslation at paras. [(0065]-[0074]). Inoue

docs not disclose any image correction techniques.

Noneofthe other references teaches the use of the size of the image disk in correcting the

non-linearity of the initial image. Accordingly, claims 27 and 32 are believed to be patentable

overthe references cited in the reexamination request. Claims 28-31 are dependent on claim 27,

and claims 33-37 are dependent on claim 32. Thus, claims 28-31 and 33-37 are believed to be

patentable over the references cited in the reexamination request due at least to their dependence

on claim 38.

Morcover, based on the proposed amendments, claims 2-4 and 15-16 all depend from

new claim 27, and are therefore believed to be patentable over the references cited in the

reexamination request due at least to their dependence on claim 27.

Claims 38-47

Claim 38 recites that the panoramic image obtained using a panoramic objective lens has

at least one expanded zoneandat least two compressed zones. For example, Fig. 9 of the ‘990

patent shows a non-linear distribution function having a compressed zone between 0° and 30°, an

13
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expanded zone between 30° and 70°, and another compressed zone between 70° and 90°. None

of the cited references discloses this feature.

In Nagaoka, only two ofthe illustrated distribution functions have both an expanded zone

and a compressed zone (h = 1.6f tan( /2) and h= 1.2ftan( /1.6)). (See Nagaokaat Figs. 3A,

3B). This is demonstrated through the comparison ofthe slope at different angles compared with

the linear distribution function (h =f ). That is, shallower slopes indicate compression and

steeper slopes indicate expansion. None ofthe distribution functions shown in Nagaoka have

two compressed zones in addition to an expanded zone.

In Baker, no specific distribution function is given, but Baker’s stated purposeis to

compress the center of the image while expanding the periphery. (Bakerat col. 8, Ins. 32-62).

Fig. 3BB showsonly two zones in the image, one compressed (X’) and the other expanded (Y’).

Thus, Baker does not teach the image havingat least two compressed zonesin addition to an

expanded zone.

Fisheruses the distribution function of H = sin!’ , whichis plotted in Fig. 3 along with

the linear distribution function. As can be seen from Fig. 3, Fisher’s lens will create an expanded

zone in the center, and one compressed zonestarting at around 30° and extending to the edge.

This is in accordance with Fisher’s goal, which is to have objects near the optical axis of the lens

occupy a disproportionately large area of the image sensor. (Fisherat col. 2, Ins. 19-24).

Noneofthe other references teaches a distribution function that creates an image having

at least two compressed zones and at least one expanded zone either. Accordingly, claim 38 is

believed to be patentable over the references cited in the reexamination request. Claims 39-47

are dependent on claim 38, and are also believed to be patentable over the references cited in the

recxamination request duc at lcast to their dependence on claim 38.

Claim 48

Claim 48 recites that the objective lens has a non-linear distribution function that is not

symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective lens. That is, the position of an image

14
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point may vary not only with the field angle of the corresponding object point relative to the

optical axis, but also with the angle of the corresponding object point in the image plane. Thus,

image points would not be distributed in concentric circles, as with symmcetric distribution

functions.

None of the main references teaches a non-symmetrical distribution function. In

Nagaoka, for example, all of the images show concentriccircular distributions of image points,

indicating symmetric distribution functions. (Nagaoka at Figs. 4A-4D). Baker similarly shows a

concentric circular distribution of image points. (Baker at Fig. 3BB). Fig. 4 of Fisher also

implies that the variations in image height are due only to field angle. (Fisher at Fig. 4). None

ofthe other references cited in the reexamination teaches or suggests a non-symmetrical

distribution function either. Accordingly, claim 48 is believed to be patentable over the

references cited in the reexamination request.

Dated:_November 26, 2014 Respectfully submitted, 

By____/Stephen E. Murray/
Stephen E. Murray
Registration No.: 63,206
PANITCH SCHWARZE BELISARIO & NADEL LLP

One Commerce Square
2005 Market Street, Suite 2200

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 965-1307
(215) 965-1331 (Fax)
smurray@panitchlaw.com (E-Mail)
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Proceeding Text

COMPLAINTfiled with Jury Demand against CBC (America)
Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd. - Magistrate Consent Notice to Pltf.
( Filing fee $ 400, receipt number 311-1317132.) - filed by
ImmerVision Inc.. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A, # 2 Exhibit B, #
3 Exhibit C, # 4 Civil Cover Sheet)(dmp, ) (Entered:
06/26/2013)

Notice, Consent and Referral forms re: U.S. Magistrate Judge
jurisdiction. (dmp, ) (Entered: 06/26/2013)

Report to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks for
Patent/Trademark Number(s) US 6,844,900 B2;. (dmp, )
(Entered: 06/26/2013)

No SummonsIssued. (dmp, ) (Entered: 06/26/2013)
Case Assigned to Judge Sue L. Robinson. Please include the
initials of the Judge (SLR) after the case numberonall
documentsfiled. (rjb) (Entered: 07/03/2013)
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Unopposed- filed by ImmerVision Inc.. (Attachments: # 1 Text
of Proposed Order)(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 12/10/2013)

SO ORDERED, re 6 MOTIONfor Extension of Time to Respond to
Complaint - Unopposedfiled by ImmerVision Inc., Set/Reset
Answer Deadlines: CBC (America) Corporation answer due
1/13/2014. CBC Co. Ltd answer due 1/13/2014. Signed by
Judge Sue L. Robinson on 12/12/2013. (fms) (Entered:
12/12/2013)

ANSWERto 1 Complaint, with Jury Demand , COUNTERCLAIM
against ImmerVision Inc. by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC
Co. Ltd..(Wilson, Samantha) (Entered: 01/13/2014)

Disclosure Statement pursuant to Rule 7.1: No Parents or
Affiliates Listed filed by CBC Co. Ltd.. (Wilson, Samantha)
(Entered: 01/13/2014)

Disclosure Statement pursuant to Rule 7.1: identifying
Corporate Parent CBC Co. Ltd. for CBC (America) Corporation,
CBC (America) Corporation filed by CBC (America) Corporation.
(Wilson, Samantha) (Entered: 01/13/2014)

MOTION for Pro Hac Vice Appearance of Attorney Nick G. Saros,
Miwa Shoda, Kristopher R. Kiel and Yusuf Esat - filed by CBC
(America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd.. (Sharp, Melanie) (Entered:
01/13/2014)

SO ORDERED, re 10 MOTIONfor Pro Hac Vice Appearance of
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01/31/2014

02/07/2014

02/11/2014

02/12/2014

02/24/2014

02/24/2014

02/25/2014

03/04/2014

03/04/2014

03/07/2014

03/07/2014

03/10/2014

03/10/2014

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Attorney Nick G. Saros, Miwa Shoda, Kristopher R. Kiel and
Yusuf Esat filed by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd.
Signed by Judge Sue L. Robinson on 1/14/2014. (fms) (Entered:
01/14/2014)

ANSWERto 7 Answer to Complaint, Counterclaim by
ImmerVision Inc..(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 01/31/2014)

Order Setting Telephonic Scheduling Conference: A Scheduling
Conferenceis set for 3/10/2014 at 04:00 PM before Judge Sue
L. Robinson. Signed by Judge Sue L. Robinson on 2/7/2014.
(nmfn) (Entered: 02/07/2014)

MOTIONfor Pro Hac Vice Appearance of Attorney ofJohn D.
Simmons, Frederick A. Tecce, and Dennis J. Butler - filed by
ImmervVision Inc.. (Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 02/11/2014)

SO ORDERED, re 13 MOTIONfor Pro Hac Vice Appearance of
Attorney of John D. Simmons, Frederick A. Tecce, and Dennis ].
Butler filed by ImmerVision Inc. Signéd by Judge Sue L.
Robinson on 2/12/2014. (fms) (Entered: 02/12/2014)

Pro Hac Vice Attorney Frederick Tecce for ImmerVision Inc.
addedfor electronic noticing. (els) (Entered: 02/24/2014)

- Pro Hac Vice Attorney John D. Simmons for ImmerVision Inc.
added for electronic noticing. (els) (Entered: 02/24/2014)

Pro Hac Vice Attorney Dennis J. Butler for ImmerVision Inc.
added for electronic noticing. (els) (Entered: 02/25/2014)

ORDER REFERRING CASEto Mediation. Signed by Judge Sue L.
Robinson on 3/4/2014. (nmfn) (Entered: 03/04/2014)

ORDERSetting Teleconference: Plaintiffs counsel shall initiate
the call. A Telephone Conferenceis set for 3/10/2014 at 11:30
AM before Judge Sherry R. Fallon to discuss ADR. Signed by
Judge Sherry R. Fallon on 3/4/2014. (lih) (Entered: 03/04/2014)

STIPULATION to Amend Caption by ImmerVision Inc.. (Farnan,
Michael) (Entered: 03/07/2014) :

PROPOSED ORDER Proposed Scheduling Order by ImmervVision
Inc.. (Attachments: # 1 Letter to The Honorable Sue L.
Robinson)(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 03/07/2014)

Minute Entry for proceedings heldbefore Judge Sue L. Robinson
- Scheduling Conference held on 3/10/2014. (Court Reporter not
present.) (nmfn) (Entered: 03/10/2014)

SCHEDULING ORDER: Casereferred to the Magistrate Judge for
the purpose of exploring ADR. Case referred to Magistrate Judge
Fallon for non-dispositive motions and discovery as outlined in
the scheduling order. Joinder of Parties due by 12/7/2014.
Amended Pleadings due by 12/7/2014. A Discovery Conference
is set for 9/18/2014 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before Judge
Sue L. Robinson. A Status Conference re: Expert Discovery is set
for 6/18/2015 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L.
Robinson. An Oral Argumentis set for 11/19/2015 at 01:00 PM
in Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L. Robinson. Claim
Construction Opening Brief due by 1/15/2015. Claim
Construction Answering Brief due by 2/5/2015. Claim
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Construction Reply Brief due by 2/19/2015. Claim Construction
Surreply Brief due by 3/5/2015. A Final Pretrial Conferenceis set
for 2/10/2016 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L.
Robinson. A Jury Trial is set for 3/7/2016 at 09:00 AM in
Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L. Robinson. Signed by Judge
Sue L. Robinson on 3/10/2014. (nmfn) (Entered: 03/10/2014)

03/11/2014 -- SO ORDERED,re 16 Stipulation To Amend Caption. Signed by Events
Judge Sue L. Robinson on 3/11/2014. (fms) (Entered: <br>since&nbsplast
03/11/2014) <br>full&nbspupdate

03/12/2014 19 ORDER Setting Mediation Conferences: A Mediation Conference Events
is set for 4/15/2014 and 4/16/2014 at 10:00 AM in Courtroom <br>since&nbsplast
6C before Judge Sherry R. Fallon. Signed by Judge Sherry R. <br> full&nbspupdate
Fallon on 3/12/2014. (lih) (Entered: 03/12/2014)

03/17/2014 20 NOTICE OF SERVICEofPlaintiff ImmerVision's Initial Disclosures Events
Pursuantto Federal Rule 26(a)(1)(A)filed by 6115187 Canada  <br>since&nbsplast
Inc..(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 03/17/2014) <br>full&nbspupdate

03/17/2014 21 NOTICE OF SERVICE of Defendants’ Rule 26(a)(1) Initial Events
Disclosuresfiled by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC Co.Ltd.. <br>since&nbsplast
(Sharp, Melanie) (Entered: 03/17/2014) <br>full&nbspupdate

03/17/2014 22 NOTICEof Withdrawal of Kristopher R. Kiel as Counsel for Events
Defendants CBC Co., Ltd and CBC (America) Corporation by CBC <br>since&nbsplast
(America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd. (Wilson, Samantha) <br>full&nbspupdate
(Entered: 03/17/2014)

03/24/2014 23 Letter to Counsel from Judge Robinson regarding changes to the Events
way the Court processes patent cases. (nmfn) (Entered: <br>since&nbsplast
03/24/2014) <br>full&nbspupdate

03/26/2014 24 Order Setting Patent Scheduling Conference: An In-Person Events
- Scheduling Conference is set for 4/21/2014 at 01:00 PM in <br>since&nbsplast

Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L. Robinson. Signed by Judge <br>full&nbspupdate
Sue L. Robinson on 3/26/2014. (nmfn) (Entered: 03/26/2014)

04/09/2014 25 Joint STIPULATION TO EXTEND TIMEfor the parties to exchange Events
: disclosures pursuant to Paragraph 3 of the Default Standard for <br>since&nbsplast

Discovery, and for plaintiff to produce information pursuant to — <br>full&nbspupdate
Paragraph 4 of same to May 9, 2014 - filed by CBC (America)
Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd.. (Wilson, Samantha) (Entered:
04/09/2014)

04/10/2014 -- SO ORDERED,re 25 Joint STIPULATION TO EXTEND TIMEfor Events
the parties to exchange disclosures pursuant to Paragraph 3 of  <br>since&nbsplast
the Default Standard for Discovery; and for plaintiff to produce <br>full&nbspupdate
information pursuant to Paragraph 4 of same to May 9, 2014
filed by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd. Signed by
Judge Sue L. Robinson on 4/10/2014. (fms) (Entered:
04/10/2014)

04/18/2014 26 PROPOSED ORDER Revised Scheduling Order by 6115187 Events
Canada Inc.. (Attachments: # 1 Letter to The Honorable Sue L. <br>since&nbsplast
Robinson)(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 04/18/2014) <br>full&nbspupdate

04/21/2014 -- Reset Hearings: The In-Person Scheduling Conference has been Events
rescheduled per request of counsel for 5/19/2014 at 04:30 PMin <br>since&nbsplast
Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L. Robinson. (nmfn) (Entered: <br>full&nbspupdate
04/21/2014)

04/24/2014 -- ORAL ORDER- IT IS HEREBY ORDEREDthat: a Telephone Events
Mediation Conference is set for 5/1/2014 at 12:00 PM before <br>since&nbsplast
Judge Sherry R. Fallon..Ordered by Judge Sherry R. Fallon on <br>full&nbspupdate
4/24/2014. (lih) (Entered: 04/24/2014)

05/09/2014 27 NOTICE OF SERVICE of CBC's Disclosures Pursuant to Paragraph Events
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05/09/2014

05/16/2014

05/16/2014

06/03/20 14

06/05/2014

06/06/2014

06/10/2014

06/23/2014

06/24/2014

06/25/2014

06/26/2014

28

29

30

31

32

3 of the District of Delaware Default Standard for Discovery,
Including Discovery of Electronically Stored Information ("ESI")
filed by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd..(Sharp,
Melanie) (Entered: 05/09/2014)

NOTICE OF SERVICEof(i) Plaintiff ImmerVision's Electronic
Discovery Disclosures and(ii) Plaintiff ImmerVision’s Initia!
Patent Disclosures filed by 6115187 Canada Inc..(Farnan,
Michael) (Entered: 05/09/2014)

The scheduling conference originally set for 5/19/2014 at 4:30
p.m, has been cancelled. It will be rescheduled soon. (nmfn)
(Entered: 05/16/2014) .

Reset Hearings: The In-Person Scheduling Conferenceis
rescheduled for 6/24/2014 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before
Judge Sue L. Robinson. (nmfn) (Entered: 05/16/2014)

Reset Hearings: The In-Person Scheduling Conferenceis
rescheduled for 6/24/2014 at 03:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before

Judge Sue L. Robinson. (nmfn) (Entered: 06/03/2014)

PROPOSED ORDER Stipulated Protective Order by 6115187
Canada Inc.. (Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 06/05/2014)

SO ORDERED, re 29 Proposed Stipulated Protective Order filed
by 6115187 Canada Inc.. Signed by Judge Sue L. Robinson on
6/6/2014. (fms) (Entered: 06/06/2014).

NOTICE OF SERVICEof Core Technical Documents Pursuant to

Paragraph 4(b) of the D. Del. Default Standard for Discovery
filed by CBC (America) Corporation, CBC Co. Ltd..(Wilson,
Samantha) (Entered: 06/10/2014)

PROPOSED ORDER Scheduling Order by 6115187 Canada Inc..
(Attachments: # 1 Letter to The Honorable Sue L. Robinson)
(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 06/23/2014)

Minute Entry for proceedings heid before Judge Sue L. Robinson
- Scheduling Conference held on 6/24/2014. (Court Reporter V.
Gunning.) Counsel to submit the final proposed scheduling order
to the court. (nmfn) (Entered: 06/24/2014)

PROPOSED ORDER Scheduling Order by 6115187 Canada Inc..
(Attachments: # 1 Letter to The Honorable Sue L. Robinson)
(Farnan, Michael) (Entered: 06/25/2014)

SO ORDERED, re 32 SCHEDULING ORDER: Casereferred to the
Magistrate Judge for the purpose of exploring ADR. Case
referred to the Magistrate Judge for discovery and all motions to
dismiss, to amend, to transfer and any discovery motions
permitted by a Magistrate Judge.( Joinder of Parties due by
12/8/2014., Amended Pleadings due by 12/8/2014., Discovery
due by 7/15/2015., A Status Conference re: Expert Discovery is
set for 6/18/2015 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before Judge
Sue L. Robinson, Dispositive Motions due by 8/21/2015., An Oral
Argumentis set for 11/19/2015 at 01:00 PM in Courtroom 4B

before Judge Sue L. Robinson., Claim Construction Opening Brief
due by 1/15/2015., Claim Construction Answering Brief due by
2/5/2015., Claim Construction Reply Brief due by 2/19/2015.,
Claim Construction Surreply Brief due by 3/5/2015., A Markman
Hearing is set for 3/27/2015 at 09:30 AM in Courtroom 4B
before Judge Sue L. Robinson., A Final Pretrial Conference is set
for 2/10/2016 at 04:30 PM in Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L.
Robinson., A Jury Trial is set for 3/7/2016 at 09:00 AM in
Courtroom 4B before Judge Sue L. Robinson.). Signed by Judge
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06/27/2014

07/09/2014

08/05/2014

08/05/2014

08/07/2014

33

34

35

36

Sue L. Robinson on 6/26/2014. (nmfn) (Entered: 06/26/2014)

NOTICE OF SERVICEof Plaintiff ImmervVision's Damages Model
under Paragraph 1 (c) (2) of Patent Replacement Scheduling
Orderfiled by 6115187 Canada Inc..(Farnan, Michael) (Entered:
06/27/2014)

STIPULATION TO EXTEND TIMEfor Initial Claim Chart and Initial

Invalidity Contentions to 8/8/2014 and 9/8/2014 respectively -
filed by 6115187 Canada Inc.. (Farnan, Michael) (Entered:
07/09/2014)

STIPULATION of Dismissal by 6115187 Canada Inc.. (Farnan,
Michael) (Entered: 08/05/2014)

CASE CLOSEDper D.I. 35 . (nmfn) (Entered: 08/05/2014)

Report to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks for
Patent/Trademark Number(s) US 6,844,900 B2. (Attachments:
# 1 Stipulation)(fms) (Entered: 08/07/2014)

Copyright © 2014 LexisNexis CourtLink, Inc. All rights reserved.
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US District Court Civil Docket

U.S. District. - Nevada

(Las Vegas)

2:13cv1117

Immervision, Inc. v. Vivotek, Inc.

This case wasretrieved from the court on Friday, August 16, 2013 

Date Filed: 06/25/2013 -

Assigned To: Judge Andrew P. Gordon

Referred To: Magistrate Judge Carl W.
Hoffman

Nature of

suit: Patent (830)

Cause: Patent Infringement
Lead Docket: None

Other Docket: None

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Litigants

Immervision, Inc.
Plaintiff

Class Code: CLOSED

Closed: 09/27/2013
Statute: 35:145

Jury Demand: Plaintiff
Demand Amount: $0

NOS Description: Patent

Attorneys

Frederick A. Tecce

LEAD ATTORNEY;PRO HAC VICE;ATTORNEY TO BE
NOTICED
Panitch Schwarze Belisario & Nadel LLP
2005 Market Street

Philadelphia , PA 19103
USA
215-965-1330
Fax: 215-965-1331

John D. Simmons :

LEAD ATTORNEY;PRO HAC VICE; ATTORNEY TO BE
NOTICED
Panitch Schwarze Belisario & Nadel LLP
2005 Market Street

Philadelphia , PA 19103
USA
215-965-1330
Fax: 215-965-1331

Stephen E Murray
LEAD ATTORNEY;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
Panitch Schwarze Belisario & Nadel LLP
2005 Market Street

Philadelphia , PA 19103
USA :
215-965-1330
Fax: 215-965-1331
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Vivotek, Inc.
Defendant

Vivotek USA, Inc.
Defendant

Philip M. Ballif
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Durham Jones & Pinegar
111 East Broadway, Suite 900
P.O. Box 4050

Salt Lake City , UT 84110
USA

(801) 415-3000
Fax: (801) 415-3500
Email :Pballif@djplaw.com

Vivotek Holdings, Inc.
Defendant

Date

06/25/2013

06/25/2013

06/25/2013

06/25/2013

06/25/2013

#

1

2

3

4

Proceeding Text Source

COMPLAINT against Vivotek, Inc. (Filing fee $400 receipt
number 0978-2866350), filed by ImmerVision, Inc.. Certificate

- of Interested Parties due by 7/5/2013. Proof of service due by
10/23/2013. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit Ex. A to Complaint, # 2
Exhibit Ex. B to Complaint, # 3 Exhibit Ex. C to Complaint, # 4
Civil Cover Sheet Civil Cover Sheet) (Ballif, Philip) (Entered:
06/25/2013)

Case assigned to Judge Andrew P. Gordon and Magistrate Judge
Carl W. Hoffman. Nature of Suit: 830 Patent Case (MAJ)
(Entered: 06/25/2013)

NOTICE PURSUANT TO LOCALRULEIB 2-2: In accordance with

28 USC § 636(c) and FRCP 73, the parties in this action are
provided with a link to the "AO 85 Notice of Availability,
Consent, and Order of Reference - Exercise of Jurisdiction by a
U.S. Magistrate Judge” form on the Court's website -
www.nvd.uscourts.gov. Consent forms should NOT be
electronically filed. Upon consentof all parties, counsel are
advised to manually file the form with the Clerk's Office. A copy
of form AO 85 has been mailed to parties not receiving
electronic service. (no image attached) (MAJ) (Entered:
06/25/2013)

NOTICE TO COUNSEL PURSUANT TO LOCAL RULEJA 10-2.

Counsel Frederick A. Tecce, John D. Simmons, Stephen E Murray
to comply with completion and electronic filing of the
Designation of Local Counsel and Verified Petition. For your
convenience, click on the following link to obtain the form from
the Court's website - www.nvd.uscourts.gov/Forms.aspx.
Counselis also required to register for the Court's Case
Management and Electronic Case Filing (CM/ECF) system and
the electronic service of pleadings. Please visit the Court's
website www.nvd.uscourts.gov to register Attorney(s) upon
approval of the Verified Petition. Verified Petition due by
8/9/2013.(no image attached) (MAJ) (Entered: 06/25/2013)

AO 120 - REPORTon thefiling or determination of an action
regarding a patent or trademark. E-mailed to the US Patent and
Trademark Office. (MAJ) (Entered: 06/25/2013)
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07/02/2013

08/09/2013

08/12/2013

09/27/2013

09/27/2013

CERTIFICATE of Interested Parties filed by ImmerVision, Inc.
that identifies all parties that have an interest in the outcome of
this case. Other Affiliate 9116-6271 Quebec Inc for
ImmervVision, Inc. added. . (Ballif, Philip) (Entered: 07/02/2013)

Emergency MOTIONfor Extension of Time to File Verified
Petitions Pursuant to Local Rule IA 10-2; filed by Plaintiff
ImmerVision, Inc.. Motion ripe 8/9/2013. (Ballif, Philip)
(Entered: 08/09/2013)

MINUTE ORDER IN CHAMBERSof the Honorable Judge Andrew
P. Gordon, on 8/12/2013. By Judicial Assistant: Cathy Stuchell.
Plaintiff's Emergency Motion for Extension of Time to File
Verified Petitions [Dkt. #6] is GRANTED. Verified Petitions are
now due on September13, 2013.(no image attached) (Copies
have been distributed pursuant to the NEF - CS) (Entered:
08/12/2013)

NOTICEof Dismissal Pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1) of the Federal Events
Rules of Civil Procedure by ImmerVision, Inc.. (Ballif, Philip) <br>since&nbsplast
(Entered: 09/27/2013) <br>full&nbspupdate

AO 120 - REPORTonthefiling or determination of an action Events
regarding a patent or trademark. E-mailed to the US Patent and=<br>since&nbsplast
Trademark Office. (Attachments: # 1 Notice of Voluntary <br>full&nbspupdate
Dismissal) (AC) (Entered: 09/27/2013)

Copyright © 2014 LexisNexis CourtLink, Inc. All rights reserved.
*** THIS DATA IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY ***
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= . The Sports Network, June 8, 2014 Sunday 5:55 PM EST, , PGA TOUR - MEN'S
PROFESSIONAL GOLF; Statistics, 1977 words, PGA Tour Statistics - Final Round
Scoring Average; (Complete Through FedEx St. Jude Classic)

6 Webb Simpson 10 69.40 70.15 694
. 34 Camilo Villegas 12 70.33 70.98 844

35 Boo Weekley 12 70.33 71.25 844
54 Zach Johnson 14 70.71 70.16 990

55 Scott Brown 14 70.71 70.83 990
56 Brian Davis 14 70.71 71.47 990

. News Bites US Markets, September 12, 2014 Friday, 916 words, CAI International
decreases 1.2%- trailing 93% of stocks 12 September, 2014 16:00 EDT

... NYSE market of 2,071 stocks and 34 units traded today, the stock has a 6-month
relative price strength of 7 indicating it is trailing 93% of the market. ...
... 1000) invested one year ago in CAI International is US$844, for a capital loss of

. US$156, ...

an

... CAP.NYSE 992 990 844

S&P 500 Index 990 1,027 1,195...

News Bites - Middle East & North Africa: Palestine, November 20, 2014
Thursday, STOCK, 322 words, Weekly: Palestine Electric in its biggest trailing week
loss for 7 months

... Week. - In the Palestinian market of 18 stocks traded today, the stock has a 6-
month relative strength of 7 indicating it is trailing 93.0% of the market. ...
... value of US$1,000 invested two years ago is US$844 for a capital loss of US$156.

.. PEC 947 844...
-. Al-Quds 990 944 1,077...

. News Bites US Markets, October 1, 2014 Wednesday, 622 words, AV Homesin 2nd
daily fall, nears twenty two-month low 01 October, 2014 16:00 EDT

.. last three months the stock has hit a new 52-week flow six times, pointing to a
downtrend. + The Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) indicator of ...
... 1000) invested one year ago in AV Homesis US$844,for a capital loss of US$156.

... AVHI.NASDAQ 990 918 844...

. The Sampson Independent(Clinton, North Carolina), October 21, 2014
Tuesday, ANNOUNCEMENTS, 844 words, Community Bulletin Board, Emily Hobbs

... progress report pickup for all students and parents on Oct. 27, 6 p.m.A Senior
Information Night with graduation supply ordering, scholarship information, Sampson

... by Stephen Mallatratt at The Victor R. Smali House. Thursday, Nov. 6, 7:30 p.m.;
Friday, Nov. 7, 7:30 p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 8, ...
... out, or delivery. FMI or to purchase a plate, call Skippy Jackson at 990-9554, Glenn
Jernigan at 990-0969 or L.S. Guy at 910-267-6441. If you would like to makea ...
.. Planning and Zoning Board — meetsthefirst Tuesday of every month at 6 p.m.
while training through the N.C. Department of Commerceis being held. The business

. The Sports Network, April 7, 2013 Sunday 4:47 PM EST, , NATIONWIDE TOUR- GOLF;
Statistics, 1671 words, Web.com Tour Statistics - Scoring Average; (Complete Through
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Brasil Classic)

6 Wes Roach 2 68.38 547

82 Philip Pettitt, Jr. 5 70.33 844
82 Nick Flanagan 4 70.33 844
82 Sam Saunders 4 70.33 844
. 112 J.J. Killeen 5 70.71 990

112 Cliff Kresge 4 70.71 990

. Independent.co.uk, August 27, 2014 Wednesday 1:05 AM GMT, , UK POLITICS, 328
words, Authorities failing in hunt for 'most wanted’ tax dodgers who owe HMRC
£844m; Campaign that publicly identified those sought has seen results, but many
have fled abroad, Kunal Dutta

.. year's list include Ahmed Salim Khezr, an Iranian national sentenced to six years for
selling non-UK duty paid cigarettes across the UK and ...
... Others are Murugasan Natarajan, who is thought to havefled to India after receiving
a six-year sentence last December for smuggling garlic - incorrectly declared as ginger
- into the UK. HMRC say that the frauds have collectively cost the UK more than £844
million. The appeal provided intelligence on the alleged offenders, and the whereabouts
of 16 others are now known, HMRCsays, with 990 prosecutions having taken place in
the last year. But authorities have punished just ...
... said: "These fugitives were involved in frauds that have collectively cost the UK
more than £844 million but the success of our campaign means those on the run
should know that HMRCwill ...

8. Johannesburg Stock Exchange NewsService, March 26, 2014 Wednesday, 2569
words, KDV - KAYDAV GROUP LIMITED - Condensed audited consolidated results for
the year ended 31 December 2013

... Profit for the year 23 710 844 20 350 534...

... equity holders of the parent 23 710 844 20 350 534...

... Earnings 23 710 844 20 350 534...

... Current assets 184990190 165011970...

... Short-term portion of interest-bearing liabilities. 6 124 965 5 538 192...

... Total comprehensive income for the year 23 710 844 20 350 534...
.. Board distribution 37 932 997 29 806 990...

. Pivotal Sources, November 6, 2014 Thursday, 128 words, Skladowisko Odpadow
secures contract for Refuse and waste related services, Poland

Poland, Nov. 6 -- Contract Id: 98432 Description: POLAND based Skiadowisko
Odpadowhassecured contract...
The contract is valued approximately 2 844 990 PLN, Including VAT. VAT rate (%)8.
Country: Poland Sector:

- November 6, 2014

10. The Sports Network, July 6, 2014 Sunday 9:25 PM EST, , NATIONWIDE TOUR- GOLF;
Statistics, 1733 words, Web.com Tour Statistics - Second Round Scoring Average;
(Complete Through Nova Scotia Open)

6 Roland Thatcher 12 68.75 70.27 825

.. 48 Cameron Percy 12 70.33 70.15 844
49 Hugo Leon 12 70.33 70.68 844
50 Brett Lederer 12 70.33 71.23 844 ...

65 Manuel Villegas . 14 70.71 70.75 990
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Source: Combined Source Set4 [i] - English Language News (Most recent Two Years)
Terms: 6844990 or 6,844,990 (Suggest Terms for My Search | Feedback on Your Search)

View: Cite

Date/Time: Thursday, December 4, 2014 - 4:30 PM EST
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869449 (06) 4963097 October 16, 1990

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE GRANTED PATENT

4963097

Get Drawing Sheet 1 of 12
Access PDFof Official Patent. * .

Order Patent File History / Wrapper from REEDFAX®
Link to Claims Section

October 16, 1990

Display apparatus for a group education system

INVENTOR:Anju, Shinji - Saitama, Japan (JP)

APPL-NO: 869449 (06)

FILED-DATE: April 27, 1986

GRANTED-DATE: October 16, 1990

CORE TERMS:display, seat, screen, designated, symbol, cursor, displayed, switch, electrode,
classroom, correspond, column, row, assigned, actuation, terminal, seating, designatable,
stored, microcomputer, array, teacher, console, actuated, memory, corner, designation,
switching, seated, select

ENGLISH-ABST:

In a group education system of the type having a teacher console and a plurality of terminals at
seat positions assignable for student use, a display apparatus includes a display screen adapted
to display a seating pattern which corresponds to the seating arrangementof terminals within
the classroom. The displayed pattern is created by designating certain areas of thedisplay
screen to correspond to seat positions actually assigned for student use, and identifying
symbols may be displayed in each of these areas. The display apparatus also includes pattern
selecting keys for reordering the designated areas to correspond to a selected on of a plurality
of predetermined patterns. In an information display made of the apparatus, actuation of a
switch corresponding to a respective one of these areas causes the display of information
related to the student occupying the corresponding seat in the classroom.

DETDESC:

... key for causing this rearrangement, where the information and data relating to each
individual student is retained unchanged, but the information is associated with different ones
of the designatable image areas according to the selected pattern. Function keys PATNO 1-4
provide this function.

In FIGS. 6A and 6B the numbers shown maybe considered to be identifying marks or symbols
associated with the respective image areas. Alternatively, FIG. 64 and 6B may be used to
illustrate the operation of function keys PATNO 1 to 4, by identifying the pattern number of the
image areas within each pattern.

Thus, for instance, suppose that pattern number1 is the pattern that appears in FIG. 6C.It
should be understood that the symbols ...

Source: CommandSearching > Utility, Design and Plant Patents[i]
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Terms: patno=6844990 (Suggest Terms for My Search)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450WWW.USpto.pov

 
APPLICATION NO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

90/013,410 11/26/2014 6844990 688266-21RX 4682

PA IW. SARIOPEXAMINERPANITCH SCHWARZEBELISARIO & NADEL LLP [Lene7
ONE COMMERCE SQUARE LEUNG, CHRISTINA Y
2005 MARKETSTREET,SUITE 2200
PHILADELPHIA,PA 19103 PAPER NUMBER

3992

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

12/19/2014 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Control No.. Patent For Which Reexamination

. . . - is Requested
Ex Parte Reexamination Interview 90/013,410 6844990

Summary - Pilot Program for Waiver of {Examiner Art Unit
Patent Owner’s Statement

Christina Leung| , 3992

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondenceadaress.--

All participants (USPTO official and patent owner):

(1) Tredelle D. Jackson

(2) MURRAY, STEPHEN 63206

Date of Telephonic Interview: 12/09/14.

The USPTOofficial requested waiver of the patent owner’s statement pursuant to the pilot program for waiver of
patent owner's statementin ex parte reexamination proceedings .*

[DX] The patent owner agreedto waiveits rightto file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C.304 in the event
reexamination is ordered for the above-identified patent.

[_] The patent ownerdid not agreeto waiveits right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C. 304 at this
time.

The patent owneris not required to file a written statementof this telephone communication under 37 CFR 1.560(b) or
otherwise. However, any disagreementasto this interview summary must be broughtto the immediate attention of
the USPTO, and no later than one month from the mailing date of this interview summary. Extensions of time are
governed by 37 CFR 1.550(c).

*For more information regarding this pilot program, see Pilot Program for Waiver of Patent Owner's Statementin Ex
Parte Reexamination Proceedings, 75 Fed. Reg. 47269 (August 5, 2010), available on the USPTO Website at
http://www. uspto.gov/patents/law/notices/2010 jsp.

[_] USPTO personnel were unable to reach the patent owner.

The patent owner may contact the USPTO personnelat the telephone numberprovided below if the patent owner
decides to waive the rightto file a patent owner’s statement under 35 U.S.C. 304.

/Tredelle. D. Jackson/ 571-272-2783

Signature and telephone number of the USPTOofficialwho contacted or attempted to contact the patent owner.

cc: Requester(if third party requester)

 

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office . Paper No.
PTOL-2292 (08-10) Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary — Pilot Program for Waiver of Patent Owner's Statement
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
sm

 
 

 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www .uspto.gov

 
   APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

90/013,410 11/26/2014 6844990 688266-21RX 4682

PANITCH SCHWARZE BELISARIO & NADELLLP [ee
ONE COMMERCE SQUARE LEUNG,CHRISTINA Y
2005 MARKE'TSTREET, SUITE 2200
PHILADELPHIA, Pa 19103

3992,

01/09/2015 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period forreply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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 Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

. . 90/013,410 6844990
Order Granting / Denying Request For i

Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner Art Unit
Christina Y. Leung 3992

  
 

--The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

The request for ex parte reexamination filed 26 November 2014 has been considered and a determination
has been made. Anidentification of the claims, the referencesrelied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.

Attachments: a)L_] PTO-892, b)X] PTO/SB/08, c)L] Other:

1. The request for ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.

RESPONSE TIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS:

For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication
(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY37 CFR 1.550(c).

For Requester's Reply (optional): TWO MONTHS from the date of service of any timelyfiled
Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OFTHIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.
If Patent Owner doesnotfile a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester
is permitted.

2.[_] The request for ex parte reexamination is DENIED.

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review by petition to the
Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTHfrom the mailing date of this communication (37
CFR 1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER37 CFR 1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER

37 CFR 1.183.

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 (c ) will be made to requester:

a) L] by Treasury checkor,

b) L] by credit to Deposit Account No. , or

c) L] by credit to a credit card account, unless otherwisenotified (85 U.S.C. 303(c)).

/Christina Y. Leung/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

cc:Requester (if third party requester)

Part of Paper No. 20141229

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-471 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 2

Art Unit: 3992

DECISION GRANTING EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Decision on the Request

The present request for ex parte reexamination raises a substantial newquestion of

patentability with respect to claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15-20, 22, 23, and 25 of United States

Patent 6,844,990 to Artonne.

References Cited in the Request

Nagaoka (US 6,128,145 A)

Baker (US 5,686,957 A)

Fisher (US 3,953,111 A)

Shiota (EP 1 028 389 A2)

Matsui (JP 2000-242773)

Enami (JP H11-261868)

Inoue (US 6,031,670 A)

Issues Raised by the Request

Issue 1

The request alleges that Nagaokaraises a substantially new question of patentability with

respect to claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 17, 18, 20, and 22.

Issue 2

The request alleges that Baker raises a substantially new question of patentability with

respect to claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 17, 18, 20, and 22.

Issue 3
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 3

Art Unit: 3992

The request alleges that Fisher raises a substantially new question of patentability with

respect to claims 1-3, 6, 7, 17-19, 22, and 23.

Issue 4

The request alleges that Nagaoka in view of Shiota raises a substantially new question of

patentability with respect to claims 10 and 11.

Issue 5

The request alleges that Nagaoka in view of Matsui raises a substantially new question of

patentability with respect to claim 10.

Issue 6

The request alleges that Baker in view of Shiota raises a substantially new question of

patentability with respect to claims 10 and 11.

Issue 7

The request alleges that Nagaoka in view of Shiota and Enami raises a substantially new

question of patentability with respect to claims 15 and 16.

Issue 8

The request alleges that Baker in view of Shiota and Enamiraises a substantially new

question of patentability with respect to claims 15 and 16.

Issue 9

The request alleges that Nagaoka in view of Inoue raises a substantially new question of

patentability with respect to claim 25.

Issue 10
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 4

Art Unit: 3992

The request alleges that Baker in view of Inoueraises a substantially new question of

patentability with respect to claim 25.

Scope of Reexamination

Since the requester did not request reexamination of claims 5, 8, 9, 12-14, 21, 24, and 26,

and did not assert the existence of a substantial new question of patentability for those claims

(see 35 U.S.C. § 31 1(b)(2); see also 37 CFR 1.915b and 1.923), those claims will not be

reexamined. This matter was squarely addressed in Sony Computer Entertainment America lnce.,

et al. v. Jon W. Dudas, 85 USPQ2d 1594 (E.D. Va 2006). The District Court upheld the Office’s

discretion to not reexamine claims in an iter partes reexamination proceeding other than those

claims for which reexamination had been specifically requested. The Courtstated:

“To be sure, a party may seek, and the PTO maygrant, inter partes review of each and

every claim of a patent. Moreover, while the PTO in its discretion may review claims for which

inter partes review was not requested, nothing in the statute compels it to do so. To ensure that

the PTO considers a claim forinfer partes review, § 311(b)(2) requires that the party seeking

reexamination demonstrate why the PTO should reexamine each and every claim for whichit

seeks review. Here,it is undisputed that Sony did not seek review of every claim underthe ‘213

and ‘333 patents. Accordingly, Sony cannot now claim that the PTO wrongly failed to reexamine

claims for which Sony never requested review, and its argument that AIPA compels a contrary

result is unpersuasive.”

The Sony decision’s reasoning and statutory interpretation apply analogously to ex parte

reexamination, as the same relevantstatutory language applies to both inter partes and ex parte

reexamination. 35 U.S.C. § 302 provides that the ex parte reexamination “request must set forth
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 5

Art Unit: 3992

the pertinency and mannerof applying cited priorart to every claimfor which reexamination is

requested” (emphasis added), and 35 U.S.C. § 303 provides that “the Director will determine

whether a substantial new question of patentability affecting any claim of the patent concernedis

raised by the request” (emphasis added). These provisions are analogousto the language of 35

U.S.C. § 311(b)(2) and 35 U.S.C. § 312 applied and construed in Sony, and would be construed

in the same manner. Asthe Director can decline to reexamine non-requested claimsin an inter

partes reexamination proceeding, the Director can likewise do so in ex parte reexamination

proceeding. See Notice of Clarification of Office Policy To Exercise Discretion in Reexamining

Fewer Than All the Patent Claims (signed Oct. 5, 2006) 1311 OG 197 (Oct. 31, 2006). See also

MPEP§ 2240, Rev. 5, Aug. 2006.

The Artonne Patent

Artonneis generally directed to a method for capturing a digital panoramic image. Claim

1 is representative:

1. A method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panoramaonto an

image sensor by means of a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens having an

image point distribution function that is not linearrelative to the field angle of object points of

the panorama, the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/-10%

comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained hasat least

one substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed zone.

Prosecution History

Artonneissued 18 January 2005 from application 10/706,513 filed 12 November 2003,

which claimspriority to application PCT/FRO2/01588filed on 10 May 2002.
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 6

Art Unit: 3992

12 November 2003: Applicantfiled claims 1-26.

14 September 2004: Examiner allowed claims 1-26, noting that

“The prior art fails to teach a combination ofall the claimed features as presented, for

example, in independent claims 1 and 17, which include a panoramic objective lens having an

image point distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of object points of

the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/-10%

comparedto a lineardistribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained hasatleast

one substantially expanded zone andat least on substantially compressed. zone.”

Detailed Analysis

Claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15-20, 22, 23, and 25 will be reexamined.

In view of the prosecution history, a substantial new question of patentability is raised by

the evaluation ofa prior art reference (or a combination ofprior art references) that teaches a

panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear relative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama, the distribution function having a maximum

divergence ofat least +/-10% comparedtoalinear distribution function, such that the panoramic

image obtained hasat least one substantially expanded zone andat least on substantially

compressed zone

Issues 1, 4, 5, 7, and 9

The request alleges that Nagaoka alone or in view of Shiota, Matsui, Enami, and/or Inoue

raise substantially new questions of patentability with respect to claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18,

20, 22, and 25.
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 7

Art Unit: 3992

Nagaoka,in the form of European equivalent patent EP 1 004 915 A1, was previously

cited in an Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) during the prosecution of Artonne. However,

the teachings of Nagaoka were not discussed on the record by the Examineror the applicant.

Shiota, Matsui, Enami, and Inoue were not previously cited and are new prior art.

The request provides new view of Nagaoka by alleging that Nagaoka generally teaches a

panoramic objective lens (Figure 2) having an image pointdistribution function that is not linear

relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama,the distribution function having a

maximum divergence ofat least +/-10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that the

panoramic image obtained hasat least one substantially expanded zone andat least on

substantially compressed zone(e.g., lenses having functions h = 1.2f « tan(6/1.6) or 1.6f

e tan(0/2). See Figures 3A-B.

Since this teaching is directly related to subject matter considered the basis for

allowability of claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18, 20, 22, and 25, a reasonable examiner would

consider evaluation of this new view of Nagaoka important in determining the patentability of

the claims. Therefore, Nagaoka as discussed on the record by the request, alone or in view of

Shiota, Matsui, Enami, and/or Inoue, raises a substantial new question of patentability with

respect to claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18, 20, 22, and 25.

Issues 2, 6, 8, and 10

The request alleges that Baker alone or in view of Shiota, Enami, and/or Inoueraises

substantially new questions of patentability with respect to claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18, 20,

22, and 25.
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 8

Art Unit: 3992

Baker, in the form of European equivalent patent EP 0695 085 Al, was previously cited

in an IDS during the prosecution of Artonne. However, the teachings of Baker were not

discussed on the record. Shiota, Enami, and Inoue were not previously cited and are new prior

art.

The request provides new view of Bakerby alleging that Baker generally teaches a

panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear relative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama (Figures 3BA and 3BB), the distribution function

having a maximum divergence ofat least +/-10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such

that the panoramic image obtained hasat least one substantially expanded zone andat least on

substantially compressed zone (column 6,lines 48-56; and column 12, lines 29-32),

Since this teaching is directly related to subject matter considered the basis for

allowability of claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18, 20, 22, and 25, a reasonable examiner would

consider evaluation of this new view of Baker important in determining the patentability of the

claims. Therefore, Baker as discussed on the record by the request, alone or in view of Shiota,

Matsui, Enami, and/or Inoue, raises a substantial new question of patentability with respect to

claims 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15-18, 20, 22, and 25.

Issue 3

The request alleges that Fisher raises substantially new questions of patentability with

respect to claims 1-3, 6, 7, 17-19, 22, and 23.

Fisher was previously cited in an IDS during the prosecution of Artonne. However, the

teachings of Fisher were not discussed on the record. The request provides new view of Fisher

by alleging that Fisher generally teaches a panoramic objective lens (Figures 3 and 6) having an
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 9

Art Unit: 3992

image point distribution function that is not linear relative to the field angle of object points of

the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/-10%

comparedto a linear distribution function (e.g., the function labeled “Non-Linear Lens” in Figure

3, which is H=sin’°6), such that the panoramic imageobtained hasatleast one substantially

expanded zone andat least on substantially compressed zone (column3, lines 4-12).

Since this teaching is directly related to subject matter considered the basis for

allowability of claims 1-3, 6, 7, 17-19, 22, and 23, a reasonable examiner would consider

evaluation of this new view of Fisher important in determining the patentability of the claims.

Therefore, Fisher raises a substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 1-3, 6,

7, 17-19, 22, and 23.

Conclusion

Extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to “an applicant” and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that ex parte reexamination

proceedings“will be conducted with special dispatch” (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extensions of time in

ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

The patent owner is remindedof the continuing responsibility under 37 CPR 1.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 6,844,990 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§

2207, 2282 and 2286.

All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed:

By mailto: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 10

Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Byfax to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By handto: Customer Service Window
Randolph Building
401 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central

Reexamination Unit at telephone number(571) 272-7705.

/Christina Y. Leung/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/D.M.H./, PE AU3992

/SUDHANSHU PATHAK/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992
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 Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

. . 90/013,410 6844990
Order Granting / Denying Request For i

Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner Art Unit
Christina Y. Leung 3992

  
 

--The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

The request for ex parte reexamination filed 26 November 2014 has been considered and a determination
has been made. Anidentification of the claims, the referencesrelied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.

Attachments: a)L_] PTO-892, b)X] PTO/SB/08, c)L] Other:

1. The request for ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.

RESPONSE TIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS:

For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication
(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY37 CFR 1.550(c).

For Requester's Reply (optional): TWO MONTHS from the date of service of any timelyfiled
Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OFTHIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.
If Patent Owner doesnotfile a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester
is permitted.

2.[_] The request for ex parte reexamination is DENIED.

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review by petition to the
Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTHfrom the mailing date of this communication (37
CFR 1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER37 CFR 1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER

37 CFR 1.183.

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 (c ) will be made to requester:

a) L] by Treasury checkor,

b) L] by credit to Deposit Account No. , or

c) L] by credit to a credit card account, unless otherwisenotified (85 U.S.C. 303(c)).

/Christina Y. Leung/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

cc:Requester (if third party requester)

Part of Paper No. 20141229

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-471 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Search Notes 90013410 6844990

Examiner Art Unit

CHRISTINA Y LEUNG 3992                    
CPC- SEARCHED 
 

CPC COMBINATION SETS - SEARCHED
 

Symbol Date Examiner

US CLASSIFICATION SEARCHED

 

 
SEARCH NOTES
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Reviewed cited references and patentedfile's prosecution history. 1-5-15 ICLI 
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Reexamination Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent UnderReexamination

| | || 90/013,410 6844990Certificate Date Certificate Number                            
 

Requester Correspondence Address: x] Patent Owner C] Third Party
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2:13¢v1117, Immervision, Inc. v. Vivotek, Inc.
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office DOC. CODE RXFILJKT
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.
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 Examiner Name | Christina Y. Leung 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
[_] from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e}(2).

 

  
 

 

See attached certification statement.

[] The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

[x] Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.

 

  
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
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Signature ‘Stephen E. Murray/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD} 2015-01-09

Name/Print Stephen E. Murray Registration Number 63206 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Officeis to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be cisclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance fram the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended,pursuantto 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs,underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and anyotherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Attorncy Docket No.: 688266-21RX

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Patentof:

Jean-Claude ARTONNEetal. Patent No.: 6,844,990 B2

Reexamination Control No.: 90/013,410 Art Unit 3992

Filing Date: November26, 2014 Conf. No.: 4682

For: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND Examiner Christina Y. Leung
DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (IDS) UNDER37 C.F.R.§1.555 

Enclosed is an Information Disclosure Citation Form PTO/SB/08A and/or 08B in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98 listing all patents, publications, applications, and/or other

information being submitted for consideration which may be material to this reexamination

proceeding and/or for which there may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.

In accordance with M.P.E.P. § 2280, this Information Disclosure Statement is being filed

within two months ofthe date of the order for reexamination.

The enclosed reference is an excerpt from the second edition of “Applied Photographic

Optics”that is directed to design developmentand features of a “fisheye” lens.

Thefiling of this Information Disclosure Statement shall not be construed as an

admission that any of the listed documents constitutes prior art, nor as an admission against

interest in any manner.

Nofee is believed to be due in connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure

Statement. However, if any fee is due, please charge the fee to Deposit Account No. 50-1017.
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Reexamination Control No.: 90/013,410 Docket No.: 688266-21RX

It is respectfully requested that this Information Disclosure Statement and the document

listed on the attached Form PTO/SB/08A and/or 08B and attached herewith be considered and

acknowledged by the Examiner in connection with the above-identified reexamination, be made

of record therein, and that the listed document be cited in reexaminationcertificate.

Dated:_January 9, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

By_/Stephen E. Murray/
Stephen E. Murray
Registration No.: 63,206
PANITCH SCHWARZEBELISARIO & NADEL LLP

One Commerce Square
2005 MarketStreet, Suite 2200
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 965-1307
(215) 965-1331 (Fax)
smurray@panitchlaw.com (E-Mail)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

21170689

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

Title of Invention: DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 6844990

reStephen Murray/Kethy risains
Filer Authorized By: Stephen Murray 

Attorney Docket Number: 688266-21RX

Filing Date: 26-NOV-2014

Time Stamp: 16:09:42

 
 

Application Type: Reexam (Patent Owner) 

Paymentinformation:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

311990
Applied_Photographic_Optics

Non Patent Literature -Sidmey_F_Ray.PDF d90160cb0F369bcb2e7d6002b 17735442a5|
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612225
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Information_Disclosure_State

Form (SB08) ment_Fillable_PDF.PDF 2 64e88aNcd5d820NN38367 9df7eeb 1165¢]
8890

AU.S. Patent Number Citation ora U.S. Publication NumberCitation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may removethe form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Messageif
you are citing U.S. References. If you chose not to include U.S. References, the imageof the form will be processed and be madeavailable
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or NonPatentLiterature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems. 

453506

Transmittal Letter 00694035,PDF
36ca8ad97ddcad3ef28b150024268ef6a909}

65af

Warnings: 

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www .uspto.gov

 
   APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

90/013,410 11/26/2014 6844990 688266-21RX 4682

PANITCH SCHWARZE BELISARIO & NADELLLP [ee
ONE COMMERCE SQUARE LEUNG,CHRISTINA Y
2005 MARKE'TSTREET, SUITE 2200
PHILADELPHIA, Pa 19103

3992,

01/29/2015 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period forreply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

90/013,410 6844990

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination
Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to
Christina Y. Leung File) Status

3992 No

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

a.PX] Responsiveto the communication(s) filed on 26 November 2014 .
[1 A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :

b.(_] This action is made FINAL.

c._] Astatement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not beenreceived from the patent owner.

A shortenedstatutory period for responseto this action is set to expire 2 month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuanceof an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNEDBY37 CFR 1.550(c).
If the period for response specified aboveis less than thirty (80) days, a responsewithin the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Partl THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. [1 Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. [J Interview Summary, PTO-474.

2. OC Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/08. 4, OC :

Part Il SUMMARY OF ACTION

ta. Claims 1-4,6,7,10,11,15-20,22,23,25 and 27-48 are subject to reexamination.

1b.

2.

Claims 5,8.9,12-14.21.24 and 26 are not subject to reexamination.

Claims 1,6,7 and 22 have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims 10 and 77 are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims 2-4, 15-20,23,25 and 27-48 are rejected.

Claims _____s are objectedto.

The drawings, filed on are acceptable.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on has been (7a) oO approved (75) C] disapproved.
OOOOkwKNKAA3

4

5.

6

7

8 Acknowledgmentis made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a) DAI b) (1 Some* c)( None of the certified copies have

1 LJ been received.

2 CO not been received.

3 TC beenfiled in Application No._

4 CO beenfiled in reexamination Control No.

5 oO been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. C$ Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11,453 0.G. 213.

10. [J Other:

 
cc: Requester (if third part:U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-466 (Rev. 08-13) Oftice Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20141230
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 2

Art Unit: 3992

DETAILED ACTION

Reexamination

1. Ex parte reexamination of claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15-20, 22, 23, and 25 of Artonne (US

6,844,990 B2) has been granted. Claims 5, 8, 9, 12-14, 21, 24, and 26 are not subject to

reexamination in this proceeding. Patent Owner(PO)filed a preliminary claim amendmentwith

the request for reexamination on 26 November 2014, canceling claims 1, 6, 7, and 22; amending

claims 2-4, 10, and 15; and adding new claims 27-48.

2. The claims currently pending in this proceeding are claims 2-4, 10, 11, 15-20, 23, 25, and

27-48.

References and Documents Cited in this Action

Artonne (US 6,844,990 B2)

Nagaoka (US 6,128,145 A)

Baker (US 5,686,957 A)

Fisher (US 3,953,111 A)

Shiota (EP 1 028 389 A2)

Matsui (JP 2000-242773; see English-language translation filed by PO on 26 November

2014)

Enami (JP H11-261868; see English-languagetranslation filed by PO on 26 November

2014)

Inoue (US 6,031,670 A)

PO Request (request for reexamination filed by PO on 26 November 2014)
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 3

Art Unit: 3992

PO Remarks(remarks filed by PO with a preliminary amendment on 26 November

2014)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 305

3. Claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-48 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 as enlarging the scope of

the claim(s) of the patent being reexamined. In 35 U.S.C. 305, it is stated that “[n]o proposed

amendedor new claim enlarging the scope of a claim of the patent will be permitted in a

reexamination proceeding... .” A claim presented in a reexamination “enlarges the scope”of the

patent claim(s) where the claim is broader than any claim of the patent. A claim is broaderin

scope than the original claimsif it contains within its scope any conceivable product or process

which would not have infringed the original patent. A claim is broadened if it is broader in any

one respect, even though it may be narrowerin other respects.

Regarding independentclaims 27, 38, and 48, claims 27, 38, and 48 each include steps

and limitations recited in original claim 1, except claims 27 and 48 recite “such that the

panoramic image obtained hasat least one expanded zone andat least one compressed zone” and.

claim 38 recites “such that the panoramic image obtained has at Icast one expanded zone andat

least two compressed zones.” In contrast, original claim | recites “at least one substantially

expandedzone andat least one substantially compressed zone.” Claims 27, 38, and 48 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 because they are broader than the original claims inat least this

aspect. The claims do not require a “substantially expanded” and a “substantially compressed”

zone (i.¢., expanded and compressed zonesthat are not “substantially” expanded and compressed

would be contained within its scope).
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 4

Art Unit: 3992

Claims 2-4, 15, 16, 28-31, and 39-47 are also rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 for the above

reason because they depend on claim 27 or 38.

Similarly, regarding independent claim 32, claim 32 includes elements and limitations

recited in original claim 17, except claim 32 recites “such that a panoramic image obtained using

the objective lens comprises at least one expanded zone andat least one compressed zone.” In

contrast, original claim 17 recites “at least one substantially expanded zone andat Icast onc

substantially compressed zone.” Claim 32 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 becauseit is broader

than the original claimsin at least this aspect. The claim does not require a “substantially

expanded”and a “substantially compressed” zone(i.¢e., expanded and compressed zonesthat are

not “substantially” expanded and compressed. would be contained within its scope).

Claims 33-37 are also rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 for the above reason because they

depend on claim 32.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

4, The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112(a):

(a) INGENERAL.—Thespecification shall contain a written description of the invention,
and of the manner and process of making and usingit, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to
enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to
make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventoror joint inventor
of carrying out the invention.

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and
process of making and usingit, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person
skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the
same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying outhis invention.

5. Claim 48is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), first paragraph,

as failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 5

Art Unit: 3992

which wasnot described in the specification in such a way asto enable one skilled in the art to

whichit pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the invention.

Claim 48 recites the limitation “wherein the objective lens has a non-linear distribution

function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens.” In PO Remarks

(page 11), PO cites column 18, lines 17-28 to support this limitation:

“Tn particular, although the description above was of non-linear panoramic objective
lenses with axial symmetry relative to the optical axis, in which the position of an image point
only varies with the field angle relative to this axis of the corresponding object point (which
gives a distribution of points in concentric circles, as seen above), the frameworkof the present
invention also covers providing objective lenses the non-linearity of which is not symmetrical
relative to the optical axis, such that the expandedparts of the image may,in this case, not be set
on the center of the image.” (Artonne, column 18, lines 17-28)

However, although the above contendsthat “the framework of the present invention also

covers”the limitations recited in claim 48, Artonne does notdisclose orillustrate any examples

of objective lenses with a non-linear distribution that is not symmetrical relative to the optical

axis. The embodiments described in Figures 1-18 and throughoutthe specification only include

objective lenses with a symmetrical non-linear distribution. There is no embodiment disclosed in

Artonne having a non-symmetrical non-linear distribution. Artonne also does not describe how

to make an objective lens with a non-lineardistribution that is not symmetrical relative to the

optical axis. Therefore, claim 48 contains subject matter which wasnot described in the

specification in such a way as to enable oneskilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which

it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the invention.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-ATA 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:
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Application/Control Number: 90/013,410 Page 6

Art Unit: 3992

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(a) the invention was knownorused byothers in this country, or patented or described in a printed
publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof bythe applicantfor a patent.

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign countryor in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the
United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted
on an application for patent by anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant
for patent, except that an international application filed underthe treaty defined in section 351(a) shall
have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the
international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such
treaty in the English language. 

7. Claims 17, 18, and 20 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(a) or 102(e) as being

anticipated by Nagaoka.

Regarding claim 17, Nagaokadiscloses a panoramic objective lens(e.g., fisheye lens 1;

Figure 2) comprising:

optical meansfor projecting a panoramainto an image planeof the objective lens(i.e.,

CCD image sensor30),

the optical means having an image point distribution function that is not linearrelative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama (e.g., Nagaoka discloses non-linear lenses with

functions h=1.2f e tan (0/1.6) and h=1.6f ¢ tan (0/2); Figures 3A-B’ column5, lines 34-67;

column6,lines 1-13),

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a

linear distribution function (e.g., the function h=1.2f e tan (0/1.6) diverges about 18% and the

function h=1.6f « tan (6/2) diverges about 16% comparedto a linear distribution function at 8 =

45°),
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such that a panoramic image obtained by meansofthe objective lens comprisesat least

one substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed zone (Figure 3B

showsthe functions h=1.2f e tan (6/1.6) and h=1.6f e tan (8/2) each having a slope less than the

linear distribution function between 0° and about 60° and a slope greater than the linear

distribution function between about 60° and 90°, which correspond to an image with a

compressed zone in the center and an a expanded zonenear the periphery).

Regarding claim 18, Nagaoka discloses a non- lineardistribution function thatis

symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an image point

relative to the center of an image obtained varying according to the field angle of the

corresponding object point. For example, the lenses having the functions h=1.2f e tan (0/1.6) and

h=1.6f tan (8/2) each have functions that are symmetrical relative to the optical axis (column 5,

lines 34-67; column 6, lines 1-13; see Figures 3A-B and also Figures 4A-D, which show

symmetry relative to the optical axis for lenses with related non-linear distribution functions).

Regarding claim 20, Nagaoka discloses that wherein the lens expands the edges of an

image and compressesthe center of the image. For example, Figure 3B showsthe functions

h=1.2f ¢ tan (8/1.6) and h=1.6f ¢ tan (8/2) each having a slope less than the linear distribution

function between 0° and about 60° and a slope greater than the lineardistribution function

between about 60° and 90°, which correspond to an image with a compressed zone in the center

and an a expanded zonenear the periphery.

8. Claims 17, 18, and 20 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated

by Baker.
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Regarding claim 17, Baker discloses a panoramic objective lens (e.g., the lens shownin

Figures 3BA and 3BB) comprising

optical means for projecting a panoramainto an imageplane of the objective lens(1.e., a

CCD; column 13, lines 14-17),

the optical means having an imagepoint distribution function that is not linearrelative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama (Figures 3BA and 3BB; column 12,lines 23-25),

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a

linear distribution function (e.g., Baker discloses, compared to a linear distribution lens that

would focus “the lowest 15 percent degrees from the horizon on ten percent of the imager,” a

non-linear lens that focuses that 15 degrees on “fifty percent of the imager” [column 6, lines 48-

56], which correspondsto a greater than 10% divergence of the image height at 75°),

such that a panoramic image obtained by meansof the objective lens comprises at least

zone substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed zone(i.e., Baker

discloses that the periphery of the image is expanded and the center of the image is compressed;

column 12, lines 29-32; see also Figure 3BB comparedto the linear lens image in Figure 2B).

Regarding claim 18, Baker discloses a non-linear distribution function that is

symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an image point

relative to the center of an image obtained varying according to the field angle of the

corresponding object point (Figure 3BB).

Regarding claim 20, Baker discloses that the lens expands the edges of an image and

compresses the center of the image (Figure 3BB shows an expanded periphery and a compressed

center comparedto the linear lens image in Figure 2B).
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9. Claims 17-19 and 23 are rejected under pre-ATA 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated

by Fisher.

Regarding claim 17, Fisher discloses a panoramic objective lens (Figures 3 and 6)

comprising:

optical meansfor projecting a panorama into an image planeof the objective lens

(Abstract; column 3, lines 48-49; column 4, lines 35-45),

the optical means having an image point distribution function that is not linearrelative to

the field angle of object points of the panorama(Figure 3; column 1, lines 9-11; column2,lines

6-8),

the distribution function having a maximum divergenceofat least +/- 10% compared to a

linear distribution function (Figure 3 showsthe function labeled ‘Non-Linear Lens” 3, which is

H=sin"*@, having a divergence of greater than 10% comparedto the linear distribution function of

the “Fisheye Lens”),

such that a panoramic image obtained by meansof the objective lens comprisesat least

one substantially expanded zone and at least one substantially compressed zone (Fisher discloses

that the center objects “occupy a disproportionately large share of the image cast by the lens

when compared with other objects closer to the periphery ofthe field of view for the lens”;

column3, lines 4-12; see also Figure 4, which compares the object space to the image plane).

Regarding claim 18, Fisher discloses a non- linear distribution function that is

symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens, the position of an image point

relative to the center of an image obtained varying according to the field angle of the

corresponding object point (Figure 4; column 3, lines 21-42).
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Regarding claim 19, Fisher discloses that the lens expands the center of an image and

compresses the edges of the image. Specifically, Fisher discloses that the center objects “occupy

a disproportionately large share of the image cast by the lens when compared with other objects

closer to the periphery ofthe field of view for the lens” (column3, lines 4-12; see also Figure 4

and column 3, lines 21-42).

Regarding claim 23, Fisher discloses a panoramic objective lens according to claim 17 as

discussed above, and further discloses a set of lenses forming an apodizer(as recited in claim 22,

whichis not subject to reexamination in this proceeding), at least in the sense that Fisher

discloses that the lenses provide a non-linear distribution of image points relative to the field

angle of the object points (see Artonne, Figure 15 and column 16, lines 1-4, which describe

lenses forming an apodizer; and Fisher, Figure 6, which showsa set of lenses providing a non-

linear distribution and thereby forming an apodizer). Further regarding claim 23, Fisher discloses

that the set of lenses forming an apodizer comprises at least one aspherical lens(e.g., lens

element“a” having aspherical surface R1 and lens element “b” having aspherical surface R3’

Figure 6; column 5, lines 61-68).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

10. The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisforall

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

11. Claim 25 is rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nagaoka in view of Inoue.
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Regarding claim 25, Nagaoka discloses a panoramic objective lens according to claim 17

as discussed above, and further discloses a set of lenses forming an apodizer(as recited in claim

22, which is not subject to reexamination in this proceeding), at least in the sense that Nagaoka

discloses that the lenses provide a non-linear distribution of image points relative to the field

angle of the object points (see Artonne, Figure 15 and column 16, lines 1-4, which describe

lenses forming an apodizer; and Nagaoka, Figure 2, which showsa set of lenses providing a non-

linear distribution and thereby forming an apodizer).

Further regarding claim 25, Nagaoka doesnot specifically disclose polymethacrylate

lenses. However, Inoue teaches a lens system that is related to the one disclosed by Nagaoka

including polymethacrylate lenses (i.e., “PMMA”; column 2, lines 42-44). It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to include polymethacrylate lenses as taught by Inoue

in the system disclosed by Nagaokain order to advantageously reduce the size, weight, and costs

of the lens materials (Inoue, column1, lines 28-31; column 2, lines 42-44),

12. Claim 25 is rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Baker

in view of Inoue.

Regarding claim 25, Bakerdiscloses a panoramic objective lens according to claim 17 as

discussed above, and further discloses a set of lenses forming an apodizer(as recited in claim 22,

whichis not subject to reexamination in this proceeding), at least in the sense that Baker

discloses that the lenses provide a non-linear distribution of image points relative to the field

angle of the object points (see Artonne, Figure 15 and column 16, lines 1-4, which describe

lenses forming an apodizer; and Baker, Figures 3BA and 3BB, which showsa setof lenses

providing a non-linear distribution and thereby forming an apodizer).
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Further regarding claim 25, Baker does not specifically disclose polymethacrylate lenses.

However, Inoue teaches a lens system that is related to the one disclosed by Baker including

polymethacrylate lenses (i.e., “PMMA”; column2, lines 42-44). It would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art to include polymethacrylate lenses as taught by Inoue in the

system disclosed by Bakerin order to advantageously reduce the size, weight, and costs of the

lens materials (Inoue, column 1, lines 28-31; column 2, lines 42-44).

13. Claim 48is rejected underpre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nagaoka.

Regarding claim 48,as similarly discussed above with respect to claim 17, Nagaoka

discloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panorama onto an

image sensor by means of a panoramic objective lens (e.g., onto CCD image sensor 30 by means

otfisheye lens 1; Figure 2),

the panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear

relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama (e.g., Nagaoka discloses non-linear

lenses with functions h=1.2f « tan (6/1.6) and h=1.6f tan (6/2); Figures 3A-B’ column5, lines

34-67; column 6, lines 1-13),

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/-10% comparedto a

lineardistribution function (e.g., the function h=1.2f « tan (0/1.6) diverges about 18% and the

function h=1.6f ¢ tan (8/2) diverges about 16% comparedto a lineardistribution function at 8 =

45°),

such that the panoramic image obtained hasat least one expanded zoneandat least one

compressed zone (Figure 3B showsthe functions h=1.2f « tan (6/1.6) and h=1.6f ¢ tan (8/2) each
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having a slope less than the linear distribution function between 0° and about 60° and a slope

greater than the linear distribution function between about 60° and 90°, which correspond to an

image with a compressed zone in the center and an a expanded zone near the periphery).

Further regarding claim 48, Nagaoka doesnot specifically disclose that the objective lens

has a non-lineardistribution function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the

objective lens. Instead, Nagaoka discloses a non- linear distribution function that is symmetrical

relative to the optical axis of the objective lens. For example, the lenses having the functions

h=1.2f e tan (8/1.6) and h=1.6f « tan (8/2) each have functions that are symmetrical relative to

the optical axis (column 5, lines 34-67; column6, lines 1-13; see Figures 3A-B and also Figures

4A-D, which show symmetry relative to the optical axis for lenses with related non-linear

distribution functions). However, as well as the claim may be understood with respect to 35

U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, discussed above, the Artonne specification suggests that providing

an objective lens having a non-lineardistribution function that is asymmetrical instead of

symmetrical would be accomplished by one of ordinary skill in the art without undue

experimentation. In that case, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art to

include a non-lineardistribution function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the

objective lens in the system disclosed by Nagaoka in order to create a resulting image with

compressed and expanded zones that do not include the entire center or entire periphery as

desired by the user. The developmentof the lens with the asymmetrical function would have

been obviousto try with a reasonable expectation of success.

14. Claim 48 is rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Baker.
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Regarding claim 48, as similarly discussed above with respect to claim 17, Baker

discloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panorama onto an

image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens (e.g., onto a CDD by meansofthe lens

shown in Figure 3BA; column 13, lines 14-17)

the panoramic objective lens having an image pointdistribution function that is not linear

relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama (Figures 3BA and 3BB; column 12,

lines 23-25),

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a

linear distribution function (e.g., Baker discloses, compared to a linear distribution lens that

would focus “the lowest 15 percent degrees from the horizon on ten percent of the imager,” a

non-linear lens that focuses that 15 degrees on “fifty percent of the imager’ [column 6, lines 48-

56], which correspondsto a greater than 10% divergence of the image height at 75°),

such that a panoramic image obtained by meansof the objective lens comprisesat least

zone substantially expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed zone(i.e., Baker

discloses that the periphery of the image is expanded andthe center of the image is compressed;

column 12, lines 29-32; see also Figure 3BB comparedto the linear lens image in Figure 2B).

Further regarding claim 48, Baker does not specifically disclose that the objective lens

has a non-lineardistribution function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the

objective lens. Instead, Baker discloses a non- linear distribution function that is symmetrical

relative to the optical axis of the objective lens (see Figure 3BB). However, as well as the claim

may be understood with respect to 35 U.S.C. 112,first paragraph, discussed above, the Artonne

specification suggests that providing an objective lens having a non-linear distribution function
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that is asymmetrical instead of symmetrical would be accomplished by one ofordinary skill in

the art without undue experimentation. In that case, it would have been obviousto one of

ordinary skill in the art to include a non-linear distribution function that is not symmetrical

relative to the optical axis of the objective lens in the system disclosed by Bakerin order to

create a resulting image with compressed and expanded zonesthat do not include the entire

center or entire periphery as desired by the user. The developmentof the lens with the

asymmetrical function would have been obviousto try with a reasonable expectation of success.

15. Claim 48is rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Fisher.

Regarding claim 48, as similarly discussed above with respect to claim 17, Fisher

discloses a method for capturing a digital panoramic image, by projecting a panorama onto an

image sensor by meansof a panoramic objective lens (Figures 3 and 6; Abstract; column3, lines

48-49; column 4, lines 35-45),

the panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear

relative to the field angle of object points of the panorama (Figure 3; column I, lines 9-11;

column 2, lines 6-8),

the distribution function having a maximumdivergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a

linear distribution function (Figure 3 showsthe function labeled ‘Non-Linear Lens” 3, which is

H=sin'"@,having a divergenceofgreater than 10% comparedto the linear distribution function of

the “Fisheye Lens”),

such that a panoramic image obtained by meansof the objective lens comprisesat least

one substantially expanded zone and at least one substantially compressed zone (Fisherdiscloses

that the center objects “occupy a disproportionately large share of the image cast by the lens
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when compared with other objects closer to the periphery ofthe field of view for the lens”;

column3, lines 4-12; see also Figure 4, which compares the object space to the image plane).

Further regarding claim 48, Fisher does not specifically disclose that the objective lens

has a non-lineardistribution function that is not symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the

objective lens. Instead, Fisher discloses a non- lineardistribution function that is symmetrical

relative to the optical axis of the objective lens (Figure 4; column3, lines 21-42). However, as

well as the claim may be understood with respect to 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, discussed

above, the Artonne specification suggests that providing an objective lens having a non-linear

distribution function that is asymmetrical instead of symmetrical would be accomplished by one

of ordinary skill in the art without undue experimentation. In that case, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to include a non-linear distribution function that is not

symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens in the system disclosed by Fisher in

order to create a resulting image with compressed and expanded zones that do not include the

entire center or entire periphery as desired by the user. The developmentof the lens with the

asymmetrical function would have been obviousto try with a reasonable expectation of success.

Patentable Claims

16. Claims 10 and 11 are patentable. Claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-47 may contain patentable

subject matter if amended to overcomethe rejection under 35 U.S.C. 305 discussed above.

17. Enamigenerally teaches an image distortion correction method including extracting

color information through projection using the distribution function and assigning appropriate

colors on the display (Figures 2-4; paragraphs [0072]-[0074], [0084], and [0085]).
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18. Shiota and Matsui each generally teach correcting the non-linearity of an image captured

by a lens (Shiota, Figure 1; paragraphs [0001], [00022], and [0028]-[0041]; Matsui, Figures 2-4

and 6; Abstract and paragraph [0025]).

19, However,the prior art of record, including Nagaoka, Baker, Fisher, Shiota, Matsui,

Enami, and Inoue, does not specifically disclose or fairly teach a method for capturing a digital

panoramic image or a panoramic objective lens including all of the elements, steps, and

limitations recited in claims 2-4, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 27-47 (includingall of the limitations of any

respective parent claims), particularly including

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed by meansofa reciprocal

function of the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens (e.g., claims 10 and 11); or

displaying the obtained panoramic image by correcting the non-linearity of the initial

image, performedby retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of

center O' using at least the non-linear distribution function and a size L of the obtained image

(e.g., claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-31);

or particularly wherein

the panoramic image obtained by the objective lens is configured to be corrected by

retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of center O' using atleast

the non-linear distribution function, and a size L of the obtained image (e.g., claims 32-37); or

the panoramic image obtained hasat least one expanded zone andatleast two

compressed zones(e.g., claims 38-47).
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Conclusion

20. In order to ensure full consideration of any amendments, affidavits or declarations, or

other documents as evidence of patentability, such documents must be submitted in response to

this Office action. Submissions after the next Office action, which is intended to be a final

action, will be governed by the requirements of 37 CFR 1.116,after final rejection and 37 CFR

41.33 after appeal, which will be strictly enforced.

21. Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to “an applicant” and notto parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that reexamination proceedings

"will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)). Extension of time in ex parte

reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

22. The patent owner is remindedofthe continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a), to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 6,844,990 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§

2207, 2282 and 2286.

23. All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed:

By mailto: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Byfax to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By handto: Customer Service Window
Randolph Building
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401 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central

Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705.

/Christina Y. Leung/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/D.M.H./, PE AU3992

/JENNIFER MCNEIL/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992
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In re Patentof:

Jean-Claude ARTONNEet al. Patent No. 6,844,990

Reexamination Control No.: 90/013,410 Confirmation No.: 4682

Filed: November 26, 2014 , Art Unit: 3992

For: METHOD FOR CAPTURING AND Examiner: C. Y. Leung
DISPLAYING A VARIABLE RESOLUTION

DIGITAL PANORAMIC IMAGE 

AMENDMENT UNDER37 CER. §§ 1.111 AND 1.530

The following Amendment and Remarks are being submitted in response to the Office

Action dated January 29, 2015, and are being timely filed within the two month period set for

reply, namely by March 29, 2015. Nofee is belicved to be duc with this response, but if any fee

is due, please charge such fee to Deposit Account No. 50-1017.

Amendments to and Listing of theClaims Subject to Reexamination begin on

page 2 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 9 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTSTO AND LISTING OF CLAIMS SUBJECT TO REEXAMINATION

The following listing of claims subject to reexaminationreplaces all prior versions, and

 

listings, of claims subject to reexamination.

1. (Cancelled).

2, (Amended) The method according to claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens has

a non-lincardistribution function that is symmetricalrelative to the optical axis of the objective

lens, the position of an image pointrelative to the center of the image varying according to the

field angle of the corresponding object point.

3. (Amended) The method according to claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens

expandsthe center of the image and compressesthe edges of the image.

4. (Amended) The method accordingto claim [1] 27, wherein the objective lens

expands the edgesofthe image and compresses the center of the image.

5, (Not Subject to Reexamination).

6-7. (Cancelled).

8-9, (Not Subject to Reexamination).

10. (Amended) A methodfor displaying an initial panoramic image obtained in

accordance with the method according 1o claim 1, the method for displaying comprising:

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed by meansofa reciprocal function of

the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens [or by meansof the non-linear

distribution function].
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11. (Original) The method according to claim 10, wherein the step of correcting

comprises a step of transforming theinitial image into a corrected digital image comprising a

numberof image points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor comprises.

12-14. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

15. (Amended) The method according to claim [10] 27, further comprising:

determining the color of image points of a display window,by projecting the image

points of the display window ontothe initial image by meansof the non-lineardistribution

function, and

allocating to each image point of the display window the color of an image pointthat is

the closest on the initial image.

16. (Original) The method according to claim 15, wherein the projection of the image

points of the display window onto theinitial image comprises:

projecting the image points of the display window onto a sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle inrelation to the center of the sphere or the sphere portion of each

projected image point, and

projecting onto theinitial image cach image point projected onto the sphere or the sphere

portion, the projection being performed by meansofthe non-lineardistribution function

considering the field angle that each point to be projected has in relation to the center of the

sphere or the sphere portion.

17-20. (Cancelled).

21. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

22-23. (Cancelled).
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24, (Not Subject to Reexamination).

25, (Cancelled).

26. (Not Subject to Reexamination).

27. (New) A methodfor displaying a digital panoramic image, the method

comprising:

obtaining a digital panoramic image by projecting a panorama onto an image sensor

using a panoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens having an image point
 

distribution functionthatis not linearrelative to a field angle of object points of the panorama,

the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least +/- 10% compared to a linear
 
distribution function, such that the panoramic image obtained has at least one substantially

expanded zone andat least one substantially compressed zone; and
 

displaying the obtainedpanoramic image by correcting the non-linearity of the initial
 

image,performed by retrievingimage points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of

center O' usingat least the non-linear distribution function and a size L of the obtained image.

28. (New) The method according to claim 27, wherein the objective lens compresses

the center of the image and the edges of the image and expands an intermediate zone of the

image located between the center and the edges of the image.
 

29. (New) The method according to claim 27,wherein the objective lens comprises a

set of lenses forming an apodizer.
 

30. (New) The method accordingto claim 29, wherein the set of lenses forming an

apodizer comprises at least one aspherical lens,
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31. (New) The method according to claim 27, wherein the step of correcting

comprises a step of transforming the initial image into a corrected digital image comprisinga
 

numberof image points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor comprises.
 

32. (New) A panoramic objective lens comprising:
 

a set of lenses configured toproject _a panoramainto an image plane of the objective lens,

the panoramic objective lens having an image point distribution function that is not linear 

maximum divergence of at least +/- 10% comparedto a linear distribution function, such that a
 

panoramic image obtained using the objective lens comprises at least one substantially expanded
 

zone and at least one substantially compressed zone,

wherein the panoramic image obtained bythe objective lens is configured to be corrected

by retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of center O' using at

 

 

least thenon-linear distribution function, and a size L of the obtained image.

33, (New) Thelens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens has a non-

lineardistribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens,

the position of an image pointrelative to the center of the image varying accordingto the field

angle of the corresponding object point.
 

34.|(New) The lens according to claim 32, wherein the objective lens expands the

center of the image and compresses the edges of the image.
 

35, (New) Thelens accordingto claim 32, wherein the objective lens expands the

edges of the image and compresses the center ofthe image. 

36. (New) Thelens accordingto claim 32, wherein the objective lens compresses the

center of the image and the edges of the image and expands an intermediate zone of the image

located betweenthe center and the edges of the image.
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37, (New) Thelens according to claim 32, whercin the sct of lenses comprisesat

least_one aspherical lens.

38. (New) A method for capturing a digitalpanoramic image, by projecting a
 

panoramaonto an image sensor usingapanoramic objective lens, the panoramic objective lens

having an image point distribution functionthat is not linear relative to the field angle of object

points of the panorama,the distribution function having a maximum divergence ofat least 10%
 

one substantially expanded zone andat least two substantially compressed zones.
 

39. (New) The method according to claim 38, wherein the objective lens has a non-

linear distribution function that is symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens,

the position of an image pointrelative to the center of the image varying accordingto thefield
 

angle of the correspondingobjectpoint.

40. (New) A method for displaying an initial panoramic image obtained in

accordance with the method according to claim 38, the method for displaying comprising:
 

correcting the non-linearityof the initial image, performed usinga reciprocal function ofthe

non-linear distributionfunction of the objective lens or using the non-linear distribution function.

4]. (New) The method according to claim 40,wherein the step of correcting

comprises a step of transforming the initial image into a corrected digital image comprisinga

numberof image points higher than the numberofpixels that the image sensor comprises.

42. (New) The method according to claim 41, further comprising:

calculating the size of the corrected image,usingthe reciprocal function of the

distribution function, so that the resolution of the corrected image is equivalent to the most

expanded zone ofthe initial image, and
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scanning each image point of the corrected image, searching for the position of a twin

point of the image point on theinitial image and allocatingthe color of the twin point to the

image point of the corrected image.

43, (New) The method according to claim 41, wherein the initial image and the
 

corrected image comprise an image disk.

44. (New) The method according to claim 41, further comprising:
 

transferringthe image points of the corrected image into a three-dimensional spacc, and

presenting one sector of the three-dimensional image obtained on a display.

45. (New) The method according to claim 40,further comprising:
 

determiningthe color of imagepoints of a displaywindow,by projecting the image

points of the display window onto the initial image using the non-linear distribution function,
 

and

allocating to each image point of the display window the colorof an image pointthat is

the closest on the initial image.
 

46. (New) The method according to claim 45, wherein the projection of the image
points of the display window ontotheinitial image comprises:

projectingthe image points of the display window onto a sphere or a sphere portion,

determining the angle in relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere portion of each

 

 

projected image point, and

projecting onto the initial image each image point projected onto the sphere or the sphere

portion, the projection being performed using the non-lineardistribution function considering the

 

field anglethat each pointto be projected has in relation to the center of the sphere or the sphere

portion.
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47. (New) The method according to claim 38, wherein the objective lens compresses
 

at lcast one zone nearthe center and at least one zone near the edge, and expandsat least one

intermediate zone of the image between the center and the edge of the image.
 

48. (Cancelled).
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REMARKS

Claims 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 15-20, 22-23, 25, and 27-48 of U.S. Patent No. 6,844,990 (“the

*990 Patent”) are subject to reexamination. Claims 1, 6-7, and 22 were previously cancelled,

claims 27-48 were previously added, and claims 2-4, 10, and 15 were previously amended by an

amendment submitted with the request for reexamination. By virtue of the present amendment,

claims 17-20, 23, 25, and new claim 48 have becn cancelled. Further, claims 27, 32, and 38 have
been amendedto add the term “substantially” to the “compressed” and “expanded” zones, as was

present in original claims 1 and 17 of the ‘990 Patent.

Status of Patent Claims pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(e):

1, 6-7, 17-20, 22-23, 25, and 48 — cancelled;

2-4, 10-11, 15-16, and 27-47 — pending; and

5, 8-9, 12-14, 21, 24, and 26 — not subject to reexamination.

No new matter has been added by the claim amendments and the amendments do not

enlarge the scope of the original claims. The changes to claims 27, 32, and 38 are supported by

original claims 1 and 17 ofthe ‘990 Patent, in addition to col. 4, Ins. 11-21 and col. 5, Ins. 29-39,

Accordingly, entry of the amendments to the claims is respectfully requested.

Patentable Subject Matter

Patent Owner wishes to thank the Examiner forthe indication that claims 10 and 11 are

patentable, and that claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-47 contain patentable subject matter if amended to

overcomethe formality rejections. By virtue of the present amendment, Patent Owner has

amended claims 27, 32, and 38 to address the issues highlighted by the Examiner.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. § 305

Claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-48 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 305 as impermissibly

broadening the scopeoftheoriginal claims of the patent being recxamined. Specifically,

independent claims 27, 32, 38, and 48 omitted the term “substantially,” which was present before

the claimed “expanded”and “compressed zones”in original claims 1 and 17 of the “990 Patent.
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The Examinerasserts that the omission of this term expands the scope of the claims beyond

original claims | and 17. Claim 48 has been cancelled, and the rejection thereof rendered moot.

While not necessarily agreeing with the rejection as to remaining claims 2-4, 15, 16, and

27-47, solely for the purpose of advancing the present reexamination proceeding, claims 27, 32,

and 38 have each been amendedto insert the term “substantially”prior to the claimed

“expanded”and “compressed” zones. Patent Ownertherefore respectfully requests withdrawal

of the rejection of claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-47 under 35 U.S.C. § 305.

Claim Rejection Under 35 U.S.C. § 112,firstparagraph

Claim 48 wasrejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph as lacking enablement for

the feature of “wherein the objective lens has a non-linear distribution function that is not

symmetrical relative to the optical axis of the objective lens.” While not necessarily agreeing

with the rejection, and solely for the purpose of advancing the reexamination proceeding, claim

48 has been cancelled, and the rejection thereof rendered moot. Patent Owner therefore

respectfully requests withdrawal ofthe rejection.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103(a)

Claims 17-20, 23, and 25

Claims 17-20 and 23 were each rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as being anticipated by

 

one or more of Nagaoka, Baker, and Fisher. Claim 25, which depends from claim 17, was also

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being obvious over the combinations of Nagaoka in view of

Inoue and Baker in view of Inoue. While not necessarily agreeing with the rejections, and solely

' for the purpose of advancing the reexamination proceeding, claims 17-20, 23, and 25 haveall

been cancelled, and the rejections thereof rendered moot. Patent Ownertherefore respectfully

requests withdrawal of theseprior art rejections.

Claim 48

Claim 48 was separately rejected as being obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103 over any of

Nagaoka, Baker, or Fisher. As explained above, claim 48 has been cancelled, and the rejections

10
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thereof are therefore rendered moot. Patent Ownertherefore respectfully requests withdrawal of

these prior art rejections.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing Amendment and Remarks, Patent Ownerrespectfully submits

that claims 2-4, 10-11, 15-16, and 27-47 are patentable, and issuance of a Reexamination

Certificate confirming the same is earnestly solicited.

 Dated: Febras, Id, gols
 
 

Respectfully submitted
By :
Stephen E. MurrayRegistration No.: 63,206 CO
PANITCH SCHWARZE BELISARIO & NADEL LLP

One Commerce Square
2005 Market Street, Suite 2200
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 965-1307
(215) 965-1331 (Fax)
smutray@panitchlaw.com (E-Mail)
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Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)
Status

Christina Y. Leung 3992 No

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

1. J Prosecution on the merits is (or remains) closed in this ex parte reexamination proceeding. This proceedingis
subject to reopening at the initiative of the Office or upon petition. Cf 37 CFR 1.313(a). A Certificate will be issued
in view of

(a) [KX] Patent owner's communication(s) filed: 12 February 2015.
(b) [] Patent owner'sfailure to file an appropriate timely response to the Office action mailed:
(c) [1 Patent owner'sfailure to timely file an Appeal Brief (37 CFR 41.31).
(d) L] The decision on appeal by the [] Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences [_] Court dated
(e) (] Other:___.
The Reexamination Certificate will indicate the following:
(a) Changein the Specification: [] Yes J No
(b) Changein the Drawing(s): [L] Yes J No
(c) Status of the Claim(s):

(1) Patent claim(s) confirmed:
(2) Patent claim(s) amended (including dependent on amended claim(s)): 2-4,70,17,15 and 16
(3) Patent claim(s) canceled: 7,6,7,17-20,22,23 and 25.
(4) Newly presented claim(s) patentable: 27-47.
(5) Newly presented canceled claims: 48.
(6) Patent claim(s) [J previously [1] currently disclaimed:
(7) Patent claim(s) not subject to reexamination: 5,8,9,12-14,.21,24 and 26.

3.) A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :
4. KX] Note the attached statement of reasonsfor patentability and/or confirmation. Any comments considered necessary

by patent owner regarding reasonsfor patentability and/or confirmation must be submitted promptly to avoid
processing delays. Such submission(s) should be labeled: “Comments On Statement of Reasons for Patentability
and/or Confirmation.”

5.1 Note attached NOTICE OF REFERENCESCITED (PTO-892).

6. BX] Note attached LIST OF REFERENCESCITED (PTO/SB/08 or PTO/SB/08 substitute).

7.LJ The drawing correction requestfiled on is: LJ approved [J disapproved.

8. KX] Acknowledgmentis madeofthepriority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)XJ All b)L]Some* —_c)L_] None of the certified copies have

L] been received.
J not been received.
J beenfiled in Application No. 10/706,513.
[_] beenfiled in reexamination Control No. .
(1) beenreceived by the International Bureau in PCT Application No.

* Certified copies not received:

9. [] Note attached Examiner's Amendment.

10. Note attached Interview Summary (PTO-474),

11.0] Other:.

All correspondencerelating to this reexamination proceeding should be directed to the Central Reexamination Unit at
the mail, FAX, or hand-carry addressesgiven at the end of this Office action.

/Christina Y. Leung/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

cc: Requester (if third party requester)
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY AND/OR CONFIRMATION 

1. Claims 1-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15-20, 22, 23, and 25 of Artonne (US 6,844,990 B2) are being 

reexamined. Claims 1, 6, 7, 17-20, 22, 23, 25, and 48 have been canceled. Claims 5, 8, 9, 12-14, 

21, 24, and 26 are not subject to reexamination. 

2. Claims 2-4, 10, 11, 15, and 16, and new claims 27-47 are patentable. 

3. The following is an examiner's statement ofreasons for patentability and/or confirmation 

of the claims found patentable in this reexamination proceeding: 

Patent Owner's (PO's) amendment filed 12 February 2015 has overcome all of the 

rejections in the previous Office action mailed 29 January 2015. As noted in that action, the prior 

art of record, including N agaoka, Baker, Fisher, Shiota, Matsui, Enami, and Inoue, does not 

specifically disclose or fairly teach a method for capturing a digital panoramic image or a 

panoramic objective lens including all of the elements, steps, and limitations recited in claims 2-

4, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 27-47 (including all of the limitations of any respective parent claims), 

particularly including 

correcting the non-linearity of the initial image, performed by means of a reciprocal 

function of the non-linear distribution function of the objective lens ( e.g., claims 10 and 11 ); or 

displaying the obtained panoramic image by correcting the non-linearity of the initial 

image, performed by retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of 

center O' using at least the non-linear distribution function and a size L of the obtained image 

(e.g., claims 2-4, 15, 16, and 27-31); 

or particularly wherein 
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the panoramic imageobtained by the objective lens is configured to be corrected by

retrieving image points on the obtained image in a coordinate system of center O' using atleast

the non-linear distribution function, and a size L of the obtained image(e.g., claims 32-37); or

the panoramic image obtained hasat least one expanded zoneandatleast two

compressed zones(e.g., claims 38-47).

4. Any comments considered necessary by PATENT OWNERregarding the above

statement must be submitted promptly to avoid processing delays. Such submission by the

patent owner should be labeled: “Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/or

Confirmation” and will be placed in the reexaminationfile.

5. All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed:

By mailto: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Byfax to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By handto: Customer Service Window
Randolph Building
401 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central

Reexamination Unit at telephone number(571) 272-7705.

/Christina Y. Leung/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

Conferees:
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/Deandra M. Hughes/, Reexamination Specialist AU 3992

[Woo H.Choi/

SPRS, Art Unit 3992
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